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Powder and High-Solid Coatings

Stefano Rossi

Department of Industrial Engineering, University of Trento, Via Sommarive 9, 38123 Trento, Italy;
stefano.rossi@unitn.it; Tel.: +39-0461-282442

Abstract: This Special Issue presents a series of research papers and reviews about the actual trend
of powder and high solid coatings which show the advantage of great environmental sustainability
by avoiding the massive use of organic solvents. Moreover, some very interesting studies exist on
the move from a simple protective layer to a smart coating with additional properties, both for the
aesthetic and functional aspects.

Keywords: corrosion protection; graphene; aluminum trihydrate; pearlescent pigments; marine
atmosphere; rust converter; colloidal silver; scanning electrochemical microscopy; electrochemical
tests; laboratory accelerated test

Organic coatings, often referred to as paint or varnish, are the most popular method of
protecting metal substrates from corrosion. Thanks to their excellent protective properties,
organic coatings have been applied increasingly more often over the years.

Let us introduce some basic information on organic coatings.
This type of coating consists of four elements. First, a binder, which constitutes the

polymer film and is responsible for adhesion with the metal substrate and the cohesion of
pigments and additives. We then have pigments or insoluble solid particles with different
purposes, such as corrosion inhibition, providing color, modifying the surface roughness
and creating surface effects. The third element, additives, are chemical compounds or
particles of organic or inorganic type which are added to modify the properties of paints,
such as anti-foamers, stabilizers and rheology modifiers, and, fillers to reduce the cost of
the organic coating. Finally, the solvent, present in many painted systems but not in all and
used to keep the paint in a liquid state during storage and application. The binder and
pigments are solubilized or dispersed in the solvent.

We will later see the gradual evolution of the painted systems which are the theme
and purpose of this Special Issue.

Paints can be classified according to the type of binder. Each type of binder has
characteristics that make it more or less suitable for certain uses and environments; for
example, applying it as a top coat or a primer.

The epoxy matrix is excellent as a primer due to its corrosion resistance and adhesion
properties. Otherwise, it is less suitable for use as a top coat due to its poor UV resistance.
On the other hand, acrylic binders have excellent resistance to aging and abrasion. At the
same time, they possess a surface appearance that makes them ideal candidates as finishing
layers. Polyester resins are also interesting for this last use as they have good mechanical
properties together with a low cost. Conversely, the cost penalizes the polyurethane-
type binders which, due to their valuable properties of resistance to aging and abrasion,
combined with adhesion and aesthetic properties would be very attractive.

There are different types of paints. The oldest and still most widely used are based on
organic solvents and therefore present environmental issues. The organic coating (binder,
pigments and additives) that dissolves in the solvent is what forms the protective layer
following the evaporation of the solvent, hence the title of this Special Issue.

In fact, to reduce the environmental impact, risk of fire and potential threat to the op-
erator’s safety, alternatives to organic solvents have been sought more and more frequently.

Coatings 2022, 12, 786. https://doi.org/10.3390/coatings12060786 https://www.mdpi.com/journal/coatings1
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Water-based paints initially showed a reduced use, mainly due to their limited protection
performance compared to traditional solvent-based paints, but they have experienced a
tremendous level of development in recent years.

With the aim of reducing the use of solvents as much as possible or eliminating them
altogether, the use of high solid paints is widespread in North America. On the other hand,
in Europe, powder paints are preferred to solve environmental problems. In this case, a
coating is applied to the substrate starting from solid particles in the form of a powder,
which contain both the binder, the pigments and the additives. By applying an electric
field, suitably bonded particles are attracted to the substrate. By adhering to the substrate,
being insulators, they favor the deposition of subsequent particles in the areas of substrate
that remain uncovered. By means of a curing heat treatment, the chains cross-link and the
protective coating is obtained.

Regarding the use of powder paints, scientists have often wondered if some compo-
nents, additives or pigments that are used in liquid paints can also be used in this type
of coating. The transfer is not immediate since a substance that is soluble in an organic
solvent is unlikely to be easily dispersed in a solid matrix. Moreover, there is a risk of not
obtaining uniform dispersion but rather the formation of accumulations and clusters. It
is therefore necessary to carry out a bonding treatment so that the different components
comprising the paint (matrix, pigments and additives) are simultaneously present in a
single grain of powder. Even in the instance of managing to homogeneously disperse the
components, there is still the question of whether the additives and pigments show the
same behavior in powder paint as they do traditional solvent-based paint [1,2]. Hence, the
article by Weihong Li et al. “Investigation of the Performance of ATH Powders in Organic
Powder Coatings” [3], which evaluates the optimization and behavior of aluminum trihy-
drate (ATH), one of the most widely used fillers in solvent-borne coatings and polymer
industries, introduced in a powder system.

One of the positive aspects of paints is their possibility of being deposited on different
types of metal substrates, such as steel, cast iron, aluminum and copper alloys. Paints find
endless potential applications on products with different functions requiring use in the
most varied environments, not just in non-aggressive indoor environments or in natural
environments. In this case, to ensure the expected service life it is necessary to carefully
evaluate the aggressiveness of the environment and the required protection time to consider
the possibility of mechanical damage to the coating and the possibility of carrying out
maintenance operations.

One of the most critical applications for a protective system is the protection of marine
and offshore structures. The marine atmosphere is a challenge for the designer, due to the
high humidity, the presence of aggressive ions such as chlorides, the high insolation and the
difficulty of restoration [4,5]. Usually, for these applications, spray-deposited solvent-based
paint systems consisting of several layers and a very high thickness are used. Turning to
powder and high solid coatings for environmental reasons, the question arises as to whether
these types of coatings can guarantee performances that are similar to those of traditional
solvent-based paints. Thus, the review by Krystel Pélissier and Dominique Thierry entitled,
“Powder and High-Solid Coatings as Anticorrosive Solutions for Marine and Offshore
Applications? A Review” [6] is very interesting, as it illustrates all the important aspects that
are necessary to obtain corrosion protection with these types of paints in high-performance
applications. Exposure tests in very aggressive natural environments (Florida test or
Arizona test) or accelerated laboratory tests, such as continuous or cycled salt spray, are
traditionally used to evaluate the performance of a painted system; however, these tests
present some critical issues. They often take a very long time, from months up to several
years, to establish whether the painted system shows the desired protective performance.
Electrochemical techniques, and in particular Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy
(EIS) [7], help scientists by allowing a reduction in evaluation times and providing many
data that enable a better understanding of the protection mechanism of a coating, as well as
the evaluation of the reduction in protective properties over time. In addition to traditional
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electrochemical techniques that require a fairly large test area, in recent years, localized
electrochemical techniques have been developed and used that enable greater depth of
study of the corrosion and protection mechanisms by analyzing very small samples at a
microscopic level. Here fits the work of Ricardo M. Souto and co-authors, entitled, “Uses of
Scanning Electrochemical Microscopy (SECM) for the Characterization with Spatial and
Chemical resolution of Thin Surface Layers and Coating Systems Applied on Metals: A
Review” [8]. As mentioned, scientific research in the field of paints is aimed at reducing
the environmental impact by seeking alternative solutions that are less polluting and
more efficient. For this reason, innovative pigments, new additives and green corrosion
inhibitors are constantly being studied. In recent years, graphene G and graphene oxide
GO, consisting of thin sheets of sp2 hybridized carbon, have also aroused great interest in
the field of paints [9–11]. However, the dispersion of graphene-based flakes is not simple
and is susceptible to clustering.

An example of the introduction of graphene oxide in a painted system is present in the
work by Carmen Perez and coauthors, entitled, “Influence of Graphene Oxide Additions
on the Corrosion Resistance of a Rust Converter Primer” [12]. To study the effects of
flakes on the protective properties of primers, the GO was included in five rust converters,
identifying the optimal percentage between the converter and the GO sheets.

In recent years, organic coatings have also found further applications that are different
from the traditional corrosion protection function of metal substrates. Recently, coatings
that offer other characteristics or that respond to an external stimulus with a different or
unexpected response have been developed and studied. These materials represent the
so-called smart coatings. The introduction of graphene was also aimed at obtaining an
organic coating with a high surface conductivity. Other examples may be the introduction
of NIR near infrared reflective pigments to produce coatings for roof applications that allow
the temperature of buildings to be passively controlled, with the aim of reducing the effects
of urban heat islands.

Applying organic coatings to surfaces that possess antimicrobial features in order
to reduce the necessity of a regular disinfection has also gained great interest following
the COVID-19 pandemic. One of the most effective methods is through the introduction
of silver particles into the paints, thanks to the recognized antimicrobial action of this
element [13,14]. Some questions remain; for example, how much paint is needed to make
the coating effective without an excessive increase in the cost of production or a reduction in
the other properties of the paint? There is also the need to disperse the silver as uniformly
as possible and ensure its presence in the outermost layers of the deposit so that the
antimicrobial action can be implemented. This topic is discussed in the article entitled,
“Durability of Acrylic Cataphoretic Coatings Additivated with Colloidal Silver” [15].

Finally, let us revisit one of the main reasons that lead paints to be the most used
type of coating: color. Normally, in scientific research, no attention is paid to color. No
reviewer asks the authors about the color of the paints they are studying if this has not been
indicated. Very little research is aimed at evaluating the color of organic coatings. Studies
are usually limited to the engineering properties of the coatings (corrosion resistance,
abrasion resistance, hardness, electrical and thermal insulation, thermal characteristics);
however, color is a key aspect. The first thing we notice about a product is its shape and
surface, its texture and color. We desire a specific color for our car and a great many other
objects., The world would be a sad, black and white (or rather gray, green and brown) place
if we only thought about the corrosion protection properties of a paint. We all have the red
Ferrari, the gray Porsche, Hermès orange, and other iconic colors in mind.

In recent years, always with the aim of customizing and diversifying the product,
new pigments have been introduced that produce optical effects. Metallic, micaceous and
pearlescent are the possibilities offered by some organic pigments [16,17]. The pearlescent
effect is obtained with pigments that have a superficial oxide layer with different thicknesses
from area to area so that an interference with light enables the observer to perceive different
colors. Once only used in niche sectors, now more and more of these pigments are employed
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in common products, hence the need to evaluate not only the corrosion protection properties
but also the perceptive aesthetic features of the paints. Today, it is important to be able
to maintain the surface appearance of organic coatings over time even in very aggressive
environments that are subjected to solar radiation. This topic is covered in the latest paper
of the Special Issue entitled, “Study of the Durability and Aesthetical Properties of Powder
Coatings Admixed with Pearlescent Pigments” [18].

To conclude, we can say that paints that are made from simple organic layers with
toxic pigments (such as red lead) and sad colors have evolved and continue to evolve,
presenting properties that were once unexpected, both from a technical and aesthetic point
of view.

We can confidently say that the times when “Any customer can have a car painted
any color that he wants, as long as it is black” are definitely a memory.
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Abstract: Aluminum trihydrate (ATH) is one of the most widely used fillers in solvent-borne coatings
and polymer industries. To investigate its performance in powder coatings, four different pigment to
binder ratios (P/B) were used in respect to different ATH concentrations in four most widely used
resin systems (epoxy, epoxy-polyester, polyurethane and polyester). The angle of repose (AOR) and
specific gravity of powder paints increase accordingly with ATH concentration. The mechanical
properties, corrosion and UV resistance performances of coating films are enhanced or only slightly
decreased with the addition of ATH. Pencil scratch hardness increase significantly with the increase
of ATH content. Impact resistance decreases within 5% of the initial resistance at the maximum
ATH loading. There is a slightly decrease in corrosion resistance performances of less than 2 mm of
failure at scribe in all formulations. The incorporation of ATH has slight effect on the UV resistance
performance of all the samples. Moreover, the matting effect of ATH is observed for all the resin
systems, especially epoxy, with the specular gloss decreasing more than 70% at P/B of 0.75.

Keywords: ATH; organic powder coatings; polymer matrix

1. Introduction

Due to the economic viability and the ease of application and storage of them, powder coatings
are considered as an advanced and modern coating system [1]. In contrast to solvent-borne coatings,
powder coatings have zero-volatile organic content (VOC). It is estimated that in the current coating
systems, the recyclability of coating powder which does not adhere to the substrates is up to 98% [2,3].
Thus, they could offer a highly promising approach to produce eco-friendly coatings. Meanwhile,
when taking into account the low cost of waste disposal and rejection rate, less costly maintenance
and fast curing, the overall operating cost of a powder application plant is much lower than that of
traditional solvent-borne coatings [4,5].

Powder coatings have five principal components that include polymer resin, curing agent,
pigment, additive and filler. In general, the polymer resin and curing agent play the most critical
roles because the combination determines the mechanical performance and durability in the final
application of powder coatings. Pigment, additive and filler are also very important components of
powder coatings. Pigments have the aesthetic purpose of giving color to the paint. Additives are
designed to modify the performance of the coating at low concentrations, usually up to 2% of the

Coatings 2019, 9, 110; doi:10.3390/coatings9020110 www.mdpi.com/journal/coatings
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formulation by weight. Fillers are normally inorganic minerals that are chemically inert and produced
artificially or naturally. The addition of fillers serves two purposes: the first is to reduce the content of
the polymer resin which is the most expensive part of the formulation since they are derived from
petroleum; the second is to modify certain mechanical properties of the coating [6–10].

The most common fillers used in powder coating formulations include blanc fixe (BaSO4),
lithopone (ZnS·BaSO4), talc (Mg3Si4O10(OH)2), zinc white (ZnO), dolomite (CaMg(CO3)2) and carbon
black (C) etc. Generally, including fillers in the paint, the hardness increases, causing a slight decrease
in its flexibility, as well as toughness and ultimate elongation [11–14]. Besides their commonness, each
filler also has its unique effect. For example, the advantages of lithopone include its excellent hiding
power and brightness, and reduced cost [15]. Talc also has a high hiding power, a matting effect and
give a satin finish [16]. Zinc white is a popular filler used as a UV stabilizer and has a relatively high
refractive index which makes it an efficient white pigment [17]. Investigating the overall performance
of fillers in coating systems provides valuable information on the selection of fillers.

Aluminum trihydrate (ATH) is a type of popular filler in liquid coating. It is the purified
byproduct of the first stage of the production process of aluminum metal and can be produced in
a variety of particle sizes that are controlled by grinding or precipitation processes. Due to its high
thermal conductivity, it can be blended with RTV (room temperature vulcanized) silicone rubber
coatings to improve the tracking and erosion resistance [18]. Furthermore, ATH works as the most
widely used flame retarder. It begins to release water of hydration that absorbs heat required for the
gasification and Al2O3 is generated correspondingly. This action, the cooling effect, is an important
way to remove heat from the hot spots [19,20]. On the other hand, the formation of the thermally
stable ceramic Al2O3 can prevent the escaping of some of the volatile species from entering the gas
phase and consequently prevents the evolution of toxic or corrosive substances [21]. Besides its
wide application in solvent-borne coatings and polymer industries, several ATH manufactures and
suppliers, such as Huber materials Inc., have also paid attention to the superior performance of ATH
on improving the properties of powder coatings. Yet, little systematic research is so far regarding
its effects on the physical and mechanical properties, UV and corrosion resistance performances in
powder coatings and especially ultrafine powder coatings. Ultrafine powder coatings (D50 < 25 μm)
can produce a smoother and thinner film which leads to improved visual appearance and considerable
cost savings [1]. Compared with regular powder coatings (D50 > 30 μm), the ultrafine powder coatings
are more sensitive to the side-effects brought over by fillers due to their poorer powder flowabilities
and thinner film build. Therefore, ultrafine powder coatings are used in this study to present and
understand the performance of ATH in powder coatings.

In this study, ATH was incorporated in the four most widely used powder coating resin systems,
epoxy (E), epoxy-polyester (H), polyurethane (PU) and polyester (PE). The effects of ATH concentration
on flowability of ultrafine powder paints, physical and mechanical properties of finished films as well
as their performance in corrosive environments and exterior conditions were carefully investigated.

2. Experimental

2.1. Preparation of the Samples

As described in the introduction, powder coatings have five principal components that include
polymer resin, curing agent, pigment, additive and filler. The first two are the most basic parts of
powder paint formulation, called “Binder”. The other vital parts, the pigment, additive and filler, are
called “Pigment” in general. Each one of the components has its own role in directly affecting the
properties and performance of the paint. In this study, the materials used are shown in Table 1. The
pigment to binder ratio (P/B ratio or P/B) is a common parameter to present the components of a
powder coating. It can be expressed in terms of weight fraction as Equation (1).

8
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P/B =
Weight of Pigments

Weight of Binders
, (1)

Different samples were made by increasing the P/B. In general, the increased P/B will achieve a
lower cost in resin systems while leading to a poorer crosslink inside coatings and between coatings
and the substrates [22].

In this study, four different P/B ratios (0.028, 0.25, 0.5 and 0.75) were tested in each of the four
resin systems. Correspondingly, the contents of ATH in formulations are 0 wt.%, 17.0 wt.%, 34.0 wt.%
and 41.0 wt.% in respect to each P/B. To determine the effect of P/Bs, the type and content of pigments
(1.4 wt.%), degassing agent (0.3 wt.%), as well as fluidization additives (0.7 wt.%) were kept constant.
Physical properties of ATH powders used are shown in Table 2.

Table 1. Materials.

Materials Epoxy (E) Hybrid (H) Polyurethane (PU) Polyester (PE)

Resin DER 663U PE (Crylcoat 2440-2):
E (DER 663U) = 7:3 wt.%

Albester 3220 Crylcoat 2440-2

Curing agent DICY/Vestagon B31 IPDI &
ε-caprolactam/Alcure 4400 TGIC/Araldite PT 810

Filler Alumina trihydrate/Custom Grinders Polyfill 301
Degassing agent Benzoin/S602

Pigment Carbon black/Raven 5000 Ultra Π
Fluidization additive Acrylic polymer/Lanco P10

Table 2. Physical properties of aluminum trihydrate (ATH) powders.

Filler Shape
Particle Size
(D50)/[μm]

Specific
Gravity/[-]

Color
Refractive
Index/[-]

Oil Absorption/
[g oil/100 g]

Al (OH)3 Irregular 9 2.4 White 1.58 28

In the manufacturing process of the sample powder coatings, the appropriate components are
premixed and extruded with a twin-screw extruder (SLJ-10, Donghui Powder Coating Processing
Equipment Co., Ltd., Yantai, China). The hot extrudates are allowed to cool down, crushed to chips,
and then admitted into an Air classifier mill (ACM, ACM-02, Donghui Powder Coating Processing
Equipment Co., Ltd.) for fine grinding, classifying and further screening. The particle size of the
finished paint powders was 18 ± 0.5 μm (D50), which was analyzed with a laser particle size analyzer
(BT2000B, Bettersize instruments Ltd., Dandong, China).

Each one of the samples was applied on two types of panels: Aluminum panel (88.9 × 63.5 × 0.8
(L × W × T), mm3, Q-Lab Corporation Ltd., Westlake, OH, USA) and Steel panel (127.0 × 76.2 × 0.8
(L × W × T), mm3, Q-Lab Corporation Ltd.). All the panels were degreased with acetone, rinsed with
distilled water and dried with nitrogen gas before spraying. The powder paints were sprayed with a
corona gun (Sure coat, Nordson Corporation, Westlake, OH, USA). All the samples were subjected to
a curing schedule of 10 min at 204 ◦C which guarantees that the coating is fully cured. After curing,
at least two aluminum panels and two steel panels with a dry film thickness of 38.1 μm ± 5% were
chosen to perform all the necessary tests. The thickness of the coating was measured with a thickness
gage (PosiTector 6000, DeFelsko Corporation, Ogdensburg, NY, USA).

2.2. Measurements of the Samples

2.2.1. Characterization of Powder Paints

Measurement of angle of repose (AOR) is an efficient method to determine the flowability of a
powder. The AOR is defined as the slope measured from the horizontal to the side of a cone that is
formed when the powder is allowed to free fall onto a plate. It is the largest angle at which powders can
pile up. According to the Cheremisinoff’s theory [23], the AOR is related to the powders’ cohesiveness
and internal friction and is widely used to characterize flow properties of powders. As shown in
Figure 1, the powders can be categorized into five groups, from very free-flowing to very cohesive [23].
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In this sense, a powder sample with an AOR higher than 45◦ is normally considered cohesive while
a sample with a lower AOR has better flowability. The AOR of powder paints was measured by a
powder characteristics tester (PT-X, Hosokowa Micron Corporation, Hirakata, Japan).

The specific gravity is an important parameter that is taken to calculate the cost effectiveness of a
powder coatings product, normally in the form of “square meter” coverage per kilogram of powder
coatings at a given film thickness. Also, a powder coating with a higher specific gravity normally
exhibits poorer flowability due to the stronger inter-particle forces [3,24]. The specific gravity of
powder paints was measured following ASTM D5965-02(2013) [25].

In the experiment, all powder samples are produced by an air classifier mill with nearly the same
operating parameters with minor adjustment to ensure all the powder samples are in the same particle
shape and their D50s are in the range of 18 ± 0.5 μm. Therefore, the difference of AORs caused by
particle size and particle shape can be ignored.

2.2.2. Characterization of Finished Films

The performances of finished films depend upon many conditions, such as quality of resin systems
and conditions exposed to. Many test methods for monitoring the performance of films are designed to
simulate the conditions to which powder coatings are subjected. In order to evaluate the film properties
such as hardness, impact resistance, flexibility, weathering resistance and corrosion resistance, suitable
standards are used to specify the detailed procedures of evaluation.

Pencil scratch hardness test is the simplest coating hardness test. It uses special pencils with
different degrees of hardness (from 9H to 9B) to scratch the coating and then determines its hardness.
The test was carried out using a pencil scratch hardness tester (PH5800, BYK Additives and Instruments
Ltd., Wesel, Germany), following ASTM D3363-05(2011) [26].

The Impact resistance of the coatings was evaluated using a variable height impact tester following
D2794-93(2010) [27]. A steel weight with a hemispherical head (13mm in diameter) and an overall
weight of 1.8kg was dropped from various heights (20–120 cm) onto the coated panels. If no cracks
were evident, the same procedure was repeated increasing the height by 25 mm incremental until
cracks appear, producing the failure of the coating. The maximum impact resistance value of the
impact tester was 21.2 J.

Flexibility of the finished films was measured by conical mandrel bend test apparatus (BYK 5750,
BYK Additives and Instruments Ltd.) following ASTM D522M-13 [28]. The coating panels were fixed
vertically in the conical mandrel. The mandrel is then rolled up, which bends the coated panel into
approximately 135◦. The diameter of the cone varies from 38 mm to 3 mm. The coating is considered
flexible if there is no crack on its surface.

Specular gloss is a measurement of the light reflectance of a test surface. It is determined by a
gloss meter which directs a light at a specific angle to the test surface and measures the amount of
reflection. The percentage of the light that is reflected at the same angle is measured by a photocell.
The Specular gloss was measured using a gloss meter (IQ206085, Rhopoint Components Ltd., East
Grinstead, UK) following ASTM D523-14(2018) [29].

The salt spray test is an important method in evaluating corrosion resistance performance of
coating films under atmospheric conditions. The test was conducted using a salt spray chamber
(MX-9204, Associated Environmental Systems Ltd., Hong Kong) following ASTM B117-2011 [30].
In the study, a scribe in X form was made with a cutting tool on the surface of the coated panel
leaving the metal substrate exposed. Based on ASTM D1654-08(2016) [31], the representative mean
rust creepage from scribe can be evaluated by a rating number varying from 10 to 1 grade, as shown in
Table 3.
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Table 3. Rating number of failures at scribe.

Rust Creepage/mm Rating Number Rust Creepage/mm Rating Number

Zero 10 5.0 to 7.0 4
0 to 0.5 9 7.0 to 10.0 3

0.5 to 1.0 8 10.0 to 13.0 2
1.0 to 2.0 7 13.0 to 16.0 1
2.0 to 3.0 6 16.0 to more 0
3.0 to 5.0 5 – –

The resistance of a powder coating to the UV radiation is one of the most significant parameters
to determine how suitable a particular paint is for exterior conditions. The test chamber (XE-3, Q-Lab
Corporation Ltd.) used in the study is equipped with xenon-arc lamps which have the maximum
wavelength of 340 nm. A cycle consists of 102 min of UV irradiation (with radiation level of 0.35 W/m2)
at 63 ◦C in dry conditions and 18 min in water spray conditions (sprayed water for 20 s and stopped
for 40 s). The panels were cut in halves, one for the test and the other as control. The measured
specular gloss at 60◦ was recorded to calculate the gloss retention of the paint following ASTM
D523-14(2018) [29]. The gloss retention is defined as Equation (2):

Gloss retention =
Glosst=x

Glosst=0
(2)

The microstructure and morphology of finished films were analyzed with scanning electron
microscopy (SEM, S4800, Hitachi High-Technologies Global, Tokyo, Japan). The chemical composition
was studied via an energy-dispersive spectroscopy system (EDS, X-Max N, Oxford Instruments,
Abingdon, UK).

All the above characterizations of the finished films were performed one day after cured.

3. Results

3.1. Powder Properties-Angle of Repose and Specific Gravity

Figure 1 shows the angle of repose values (AORs) of the paint powders blended with fluidization
additives based on four resin systems with respect to P/B ratios. It can be seen that the type of base
polymer resin has a significant influence on the AOR of a paint powder, with the hybrid having the
lowest AORs at any P/B ratios followed by epoxy, polyurethane and polyester. On the other hand,
for all the four resin systems, raising the ATH content consistently increases their AORs and thereby
reduces their flowability. From the prior study and the authors’ industrial experience [3], the paint
powders with AORs higher than 42◦ tend to agglomerate and exhibit poor flow behavior on the spray
lines during powder coating application. According to this standard, the flowabilities of most of the
powders are acceptable after the addition of fluidization additives, except for those of the polyurethane
and polyester at P/Bs equal to or over 0.5. For almost all formulations, the paint powders are fair to
passable flow and expected to exhibit a good flow behavior during the electrostatic spraying process.

Figure 2 presents the specific gravities of the paint powders of four resin systems at different
P/Bs. All the samples have similar specific gravities ranging from 1.20 to 1.23 when ATH are excluded.
Evidently, the addition of ATH into the paint powders increases their specific gravities and the
formulations having the same P/B have close values. As mentioned before, a higher powder coating
specific gravity would normally correspond to a poorer flowability, the results in Figure 2 are in
agreement with this expectation.
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Figure 1. Angle of repose values (AORs) of paint powders with different resins and pigment to binder
ratios (P/Bs).

 
Figure 2. Specific gravities of formulations with different resins and P/Bs.

3.2. Film Properties-Mechanical, Physical, UV and Corrosion Resistance Performances

3.2.1. Effect of ATH on the Pencil Scratch Hardness, Flexibility and Impact Resistance of the Films

For typical protective coating films, high surface hardness, strong impact resistance and reliable
flexibility to the base substrates are crucial requisites. Figure 3 shows the pencil scratch hardness
test results of formulations based on the four resin systems with varied P/B ratio. As expected, the
pencil scratch hardness is greatly influenced by initial hardness of the resin system and the inclusion
of ATH. The epoxy-based formulations have the highest hardness of 2H without ATH (E-0.028), while
other ATH-free formulations have the hardness of HB in contrast. Moreover, the addition of ATH
has a positive effect on the pencil scratch hardness of finished films for all investigated resin systems.
Increasing ATH loading (P/B) results in distinct improvement of pencil scratch hardness, which
increase to 4H, 4H, 2H and H for E-0.75, PU-0.75, H-0.75 and PE-0.75, respectively. Besides, the growth
of hardness is various between the panels based on different resin systems. For example, pencil scratch
hardness of panels based on E, H and PE increase at P/Bs over 0.5, while those based on PU increase
more or less in sync with the increase of P/B. Above all, the effect of ATH is most significant on PU
with the hardness increasing from HB to 4H.
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Figure 3. Pencil scratch hardness of formulations with different resins and P/Bs.

Flexibility of the powder coatings was evaluated in the conical mandrel bend test. At room
temperature, samples demonstrated good flexibility up to P/B of 0.75, and when bent over a 3mm
mandrel diameter (the lowest diameter of the cone used in the study), did not show any signs of
cracking. Further addition of ATH in the powder coating may affect the flexibility of the paint film in a
significant way, because the increasing amount of ATH creates discontinuities in the polymer matrix
which reduces the overall flexibility of the coating. But the effect may be reduced by applying thinner
coatings that can be achieved with ultrafine powder coatings which provide this clear advantage over
thick regular size powder paints [1].

Figure 4 illustrates the comparison of the impact resistance for various coatings based on different
resin systems and P/Bs. The impact resistance of the coatings was evaluated by an impact tester with
different impact energies. As it was expected, the addition of inorganic fillers into the formulations
caused a reduction in the impact resistance of the finished films. The discontinuities in the matrix
make it less flexible and consequently lose adhesion to the substrate when it receives an impact. But
the effect of ATH is not significant. Except for PU paints, the reduction of impact resistance only occurs
at the highest P/B of 0.75, with the impact resistance reduces from 21.2 J to 20.1 J. While for PU paints,
the effect of ATH starts at the P/B of 0.5.

 
Figure 4. Impact resistance of formulations with different resins and P/Bs.

3.2.2. Effect of ATH on the Specular Gloss of the Films

Specular gloss is a function of light reflection, the more light is reflected and partially directed,
the more glossy the surface appears to be. Figure 5 presents the results of specular gloss at 60◦ from
the finished films at different P/Bs. When no ATH is added to the formulations, the specular gloss
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varies from 94–97, and quickly decreases with the addition of ATH. The increases of P/B reduce the
specular gloss. At the addition of the maximum load of ATH (P/B of 0.75), specular gloss of hybrid
coating decreases by 47.8% in contrast to ATH-free coatings, while it falls down more significantly for
epoxy coatings, by 71.1%.

 
Figure 5. Specular gloss of formulations with different resins and P/Bs.

The decrease in specular gloss indicates an increase in matting effects. Generally, powder coatings
are matted to a certain extent by the addition of matting agents. Matting agents are components that
are not compatible with the resin, or have high oil absorption, and thus cause a micro texture on the
surface which scatters the incident light in different directions making it less glossy. Usually, matting
agents are polyolefinic waxes and inorganic extenders such as aerosol, silica and talc that can reduce
the gloss level by about 60% of the original when used in concentrations between 2% and 4%. But
the excess use of wax will produce haze or yellowing as well as an oily coating [11,12]. The use of
ATH as fillers can directly enhance the matting effect without incorporating any other matting agents.
The matting effect is achieved by decreasing specular gloss by about 50–70% of the initial gloss at the
maximum ATH loading, which is comparable or even higher than that of common matting agents.
The specular gloss reduction caused by addition of ATH is far more significant than the normal fillers
such as BaSO4, etc. In this sense, ATH is more suitable for semi to low-gloss coatings.

The excellent matting effect of ATH may be due to the floatation and high oil absorption of ATH
particles in polymeric matrix which leads to the micro-roughness in the film surface. The formation of
a micro-rough film surface structure is necessary for the diffuse light-scattering for creating the visual
effect of reduced gloss [32,33]. It is important to mention that, ATH has a hydrophilic surface which
results in poor interfacial compatibility and particle agglomeration in a polymeric matrix [34], and
this would tend to make the ATH particles rise, during the melt-flow process (the first stage in the
curing process), to the top-surface zone of the film and thus make some of them partially embedded
in the films, as shown in Figure 6b. Besides, ATH powder has a relatively high oil absorption of 28 g
oil/100 g in contrast to other popular fillers, such as blanc fixe (BaSO4) and lithopone (ZnS·BaSO4),
which have much lower oil absorption of 11–17 g oil/100 g and 11–14 g oil/100 g. Generally, the
higher the oil absorption value of the filler, the higher the filler’s surface area and the more binder it
will require to bind it. The combination of high surface free energy and oil absorption leads to the
increasing of the concentration of ATH particles in the top-surface zone of the film and therefore the
formation of a micro-rough film surface.

The surface structure is identified by SEM images and EDS analysis. Sample H-0.028 shows a good
dispersion and without many agglomerates in the surface (Figure 6a), whereas marked agglomerates
could be found in the coatings H-0.75 incorporated with the maximum ATH loading, as shown in
Figure 6b. The micro-rough surfaces produced by agglomerates result in a poorer corrosion resistance
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performance, which will be discussed in Section 3.2.4. Otherwise, elemental mapping of the coating
films shows that there are high contents of carbon (C) and oxygen (O) in the surface of the coating,
which originated from hybrid resin polymers and ATH powders (Figure 7c,d). ATH particles in
Figure 7a are identified by the mapping of element aluminum (Al). It is seen that most of the aluminum
appears in the surface of the coating film, as shown in Figure 7b.

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 6. SEM micrographs of coating films with the addition of ATH. (a) Formulation H-0.028;
(b) Formulation H-0.75.

  
(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Figure 7. SEM micrographs and elemental mapping of coating films with the addition of ATH. (a) SEM
image of formulation H-0.75; (b) Aluminum map; (c) Carbon map; (d) Oxygen map.
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3.2.3. Effect of ATH on the UV Resistance of the Films

UV light degrades coatings by transferring its energy into the films. Its energy can cause damages
by creating heat or by actually breaking chemical bonds in a crosslink. Both the heat and the breakage
of bonds can create a loss of physical properties in the coating films, such as color change, gloss change
and chalking.

Figure 8 presents the gloss retention (normalized value) at 60◦ of UV accelerated test against
1000 h of exposure attained for the four resin systems and at different P/Bs. The UV resistance of
different resin systems (ATH-free) is in the order of polyester, polyurethane, hybrid and epoxy. For the
ATH-free formulations based on epoxy (E) and hybrid (H), the gloss retentions deteriorate very fast
and decreased to 90% within 130 h. While PE based powder coatings exhibit the best UV resistance
performance, the first 10% decrease of the gloss retention takes place after 690 h of exposure in the UV
resistance test. The gloss retention against UV exposure of formulations based on polyester is 5 times
over that of epoxy.

 
Figure 8. Specular gloss of panels against 1000 h of UV exposure (at 60◦).

Moreover, it was observed that the addition of ATH slightly changes the gloss retention of powder
coatings. The gloss retentions of epoxy samples incorporated with ATH are improved a little in
contrast to those of ATH-free samples due to their poor weather resistance performance. For other
resin systems, the specular gloss of samples incorporated with ATH decreases within 5% of the
corresponding ATH-free samples after 1000 h of UV exposure. Formulations based on PE and PU with
a 0.25 P/B (PE-0.25) lost only 10% of the initial gloss after 630 h and 480 h of UV irritation. Moreover,
the PE-0.25 sample retains more than 50% of specular gloss even after exposure of 1000 h in the UV
accelerated test chamber. Compared with other formulations, polyester powder coatings achieved the
best performance in the UV resistance test. It had the highest gloss retention even at the maximum
ATH loading. For example, PE-0.75, the sample panel kept 90% of the initial gloss for 380 h and 50% of
gloss for 960 h long. The PE based powder coatings exhibit an outstanding performance when used in
exterior conditions.
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As to gloss reduction (Glosst=0-Glosst=1000), due to the fact that the addition of ATH significantly
decreased the initial specular gloss (Section 3.2.2), the gloss reduction of ATH-free formulations by UV
exposure is much more significant than formulations incorporated with ATH.

3.2.4. Effect of ATH on Corrosion Resistance of the Film

Figure 9 shows the results of corrosion resistance tests from the formulations based on the four
resin systems with different P/B ratios. The type of polymer resins has an important effect in the
corrosion resistance of the paint powders. When no filler is added to the formulations, the rating
numbers are grade 8, 9, 7 and 8 for ATH-free formulations based on epoxy, hybrid, polyurethane and
polyester, approximately. Moreover, it is also observed that the addition of ATH slightly decreases the
corrosion resistance performances of powder coatings. The rating numbers (or mean rust creepage)
of formulations based on polyurethane and polyester decrease only 1 grade (within 2 mm) at higher
P/Bs (≥0.5), while other formulations based on hybrid and epoxy remain stable in the whole range of
P/B. Furthermore, it is important to mention that, although the rating numbers of formulations based
on hybrid are grade 9, the length and width of creepages along the scribe show a little deterioration
with the increasing of the P/B, as shown in Figure 10.

 
Figure 9. Rating number of failure at scribe of formulations with different resins and P/Bs after 1000 h
of salt spray test.

 
Figure 10. Aspect of the steel panels coated with powder coatings based on different resins and P/Bs
after 1000 h salt spray test.
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Apparently, the coating film is a good barrier to water and other contaminants when it is
continuous. But actually, the film surface before corrosion resistance test has visible voids with
the addition of ATH, as shown in Figure 6b. As mentioned before, the film shrinkage with the presence
of a high number of ATH agglomerates enables the formation of a micro-rough film surface structure.
In corrosion resistance test, when the NaCl solution keeps penetrating the coating film (polymeric
matrix) through the voids and reaches the metal surface (metals surface), metal corrosion occurs, which
finally leads to the propagation of fissures and the loss of adhesion and delamination of the coating
film. This can be attributed to the very low level of binder in the coating at these high P/B ratios (0.5
or 0.75) as well.

4. Conclusions

In this study, ATH, a widely used fire retardant filler in solvent-borne coatings, was incorporated
in ultrafine powder coatings based on four widely used resin systems with different P/Bs. Essential
performance characterizations on these powders and the coating films made from them were conducted.
The effects of ATH on flowabilities of powder paints and physical, mechanical properties, UV and
corrosion resistance performances of coating films were carefully investigated.

The increase of AOR of powder paints with addition of ATH indicates slightly flowability
reduction, while with the help of fluidization additives, the AOR remains in an acceptable range
(<42◦) except for those of powders based on PU and PE at their high P/B ratios (0.5 or 0.75), and the
powders could be expected to have a good flow behavior during the electrostatic spraying process.
It is worth mentioning that a remarkable enhancement is shown in matting effect because of the
micro-rough surface formed by the floatation and agglomeration of ATH filler particles. No obvious
deterioration appears in mechanical properties of coating films. It shows a significant improvement in
pencil scratch hardness. The flexibility properties of films remain stable in the whole range of P/B.
While the impact resistance decreases slightly due to the discontinuities in the matrix. A slight decrease
can be observed in UV and corrosion resistance. Gloss retention of most formulations drops slightly
with the increasing of P/B, while samples exhibit excellent UV resistance performances especially
polyester based formulations, even at the maximum ATH loading. The corrosion resistance deteriorates
only for PU and PE base formulations at P/Bs over 0.5.

The evaluation results provide valuable information for the application of ATH fillers to powder
coatings. This study suggests ATH is a good alternative for powder coating industries to achieve lower
gloss finishes, considering its great economic advantage and strong matting effect of powder coatings
containing ATH fillers.
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Notations

D50 Median particle diameter (50 vol.% of the powder smaller than the diameter) [μm]
Glosst=0 Initial gloss [-]
Glosst=x Gloss value at a general time “x” [-]
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Abstract: The constant change in coating technology and environmental regulations has led to the
development of low-solvent to solvent-free organic coatings, such as powder and high-solid coatings.
These two technologies are well developed, but are still not the preferred choice when considering
anticorrosive coating for marine and offshore applications. This mostly arise from a lack of perspective
in their long-term behavior and from the difficulty in their applications. This review’s principal aim
is to describe powder and high-solid technologies from their formulation and application to their use
in marine and offshore applications while recalling and giving key notions needed when the field of
anticorrosive coatings is considered. First, the requirement for coatings to be called anticorrosive will
be given alongside with their protection and failure mechanisms. The formulation and application
for high-solid and powder coatings will be exposed followed by the description of the type of coating
chemistry used in harsh environment. Finally, high-solid and powder coatings behavior in these
types of environment will be discussed.

Keywords: low VOC; powder coating; high-solid coating; marine atmosphere; offshore applications; FBE

1. Introduction

The high potential of metals, in particular steel, to get oxidized by oxygen and water make them
sensible to degradation both in terms of appearance and integrity damages. These degradations due to
corrosion can represent a non-negligible cost of the gross annual product of industrial countries [1].
That is why it has always been crucial to find means to protect metals against corrosion. The traditional
way to do it, is to apply organic coatings as they can delay the spontaneous corrosion events [2].
Throughout the last decades, both organic and inorganic coatings have been widely applied for the
protection of metals against corrosion. This extensive use of coatings has led to a certain maturity of the
coating industry. As there are continual changes in technology, mostly due to international and national
legislations aiming at reducing the use of volatile organic compounds (VOCs), the coating industry
is always reinventing itself. For example, traditional coatings contain a relatively large amounts of
organic solvents, thus, reducing VOCs means a significant change in formulation. In order to be able
to comply with VOCs reducing policy, the coating industry has designed different types of products
such as waterborne coatings, high-solid coatings and powder coatings.

These types of formulation have been largely developed, however, the market for low VOCs
coatings is still growing. It is projected to grow by roughly 130% in five years in terms of United
States Dollar (USD) [3]. This means the beginning of the end of the long running dominance of
traditional solvent-borne coatings in favor to solvent-free coatings. As for traditional solvent-borne
coatings, these types of low to free solvent coatings can be used in various applications, from decorative
applications (indoor or outdoor) to protection of steel in harsh environments (e.g., marine and offshore
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environments). Although, high-solid and powder coatings are becoming frequently applied, it may be
difficult to substitute completely traditional solvent-borne coatings in harsh environments.

Even though, these types of coating possess the same base chemistry and same protection
mechanisms as traditional solvent-borne coatings, their systematic use is still not established
and waterborne coatings are preferred. Furthermore, despite continuous development in coating
technologies and understanding of anticorrosive coatings degradation, long-term protection of metal
from aggressive environments is still an up-to-date subject. This arises mostly from the complexity of
the coating-substrate system and the number of factors affecting the performance and service life of
anticorrosive coating [2,4–6].

The main objective of this publication is to present powder and high-solid coatings technology
in terms of both formulation and application, to describe how they protect steel, how they can be
degraded and their behavior when exposed to harsh environments. This review also aims at giving all
the necessary key concepts to understand the problematic of corrosion protection by anticorrosive
coatings in harsh environments whether it is solvent-borne or low VOCs coatings as their purpose is the
same (i.e., protect steel) even though all these notions were already developed in others publications
such as the work of Sorensen [1].

2. Protection and Failure Mechanisms

2.1. What Is an Anticorrosive Coating?

Before reaching the heart of this publication subject, it seemed important to describe what is an
anticorrosive coating as it is this aspect which will allow them to protect steel from corrosion. It should
be noted that as powder and high-solid coatings are similar in terms of chemistry as solvent-borne
coatings, first a general description of what is an anticorrosive coating, how they protect the steel and
how they fail will be made.

An anticorrosive coating is, typically, applied on a metallic surface (in this case, steel) to protect it
by stopping or at least slowing down corrosion that can spontaneously occurs when exposed to any
corrosive environment. They are constituted by five main groups of components; the binder, pigments,
fillers additives and carrier. They can be formulated from a wide variety of chemicals, materials or
combination of different chemicals. Additives are secondary products included in small quantities to
improve selected coating properties or to solve technical problems.

Among the components of anticorrosive coatings, the carrier is of importance even though it will
not have a crucial role in the mechanisms of protection offer by the coatings. It is the vehicle in the
uncured paint that carries all elements and exists only in the uncured state. In addition to dissolve
or disperse the constituents, the carrier can reduce the viscosity of the coating leading to an easier
application and enable the application by spraying or dipping. The carrier can be an organic solvent,
water or gaseous depending on the type of coatings. In its liquid form, the carrier will be mostly
responsible for the coating wetting of the surface and thus control the homogeneity of the coating film.
If the wetting is insufficient, it can lead to holes in the film and unprotected areas.

The binder is what brings the physical structure of the polymer and permits to support and
contains the pigments and additives. It binds itself to these components and to the metal surface.
In addition to bring structure, it ensures the most important properties of the coating (adhesion to the
metal, cohesion within the coating, high mechanical strength and low permeability). It is, thus, evident
that the right binder choice is crucial when designing an anticorrosive coating as its properties will
depend on its chemical composition and curing. Very often, coating performance will be linked to the
advantages and disadvantages of its binder family.

It exits three main types of pigments: barrier, sacrificial and inhibitive pigments. They differ in
their mechanisms of protection and also in their quantity in the coating as depicted on Figure 1. Indeed,
sacrificial coatings (typically zinc-rich coatings) need to have a large quantity of pigment in them
to allow the flow of electric current coming from the electrical contact between the particle and the
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substrate to be protected. Inhibitive pigments which rely on a dissolution mechanism and formation
of soluble salts at the substrate/paint interface needs to be in sufficient quantity whereas pigments in
barrier coatings are generally chemically inert.

 

Figure 1. Pigment volume concentration (PVC) as a function of the type of anticorrosive coating. CPVC
stands for critical pigment volume concentration. Reproduced with permission from [7]. Copyright
2008 Elsevier.

Among the five groups, binder and pigments are the most important elements when considering
the anticorrosive performance. Whereas the binder will give the overall properties of anticorrosive
coatings, pigments will be crucial when considering the protection mechanisms.

Now that the principal components of an anticorrosive coating have been reviewed, let us see how
they can provide protection to the steel. First, an anticorrosive coating will act as a barrier between
the potentially corrosive environment and the steel. To be able to understand how these coatings
can protect steel, it is important to briefly recall the definition of corrosion and the corrosion process.
Corrosion can be defined as a physicochemical interaction between the environment and a material
that results in changes in the property of the metal (metal consumption/dissolution). It is a process
driven by a potential difference between cathode and anode sites. The anode and cathode sites can be
next to one another or separated from one another. The anode site is at the metal surface’s less noble
site or site with a higher surface energy. Corrosion requires several elements to happen such as water,
oxygen or another reducible species, a dissolution process at the anode, a cathode site and an electrolyte
path between the anode and the cathode. As any of these elements can control the rate of corrosion,
suppressing one or several of them is the main goal to achieve when designing an organic coating.

Consequently, the main protection mechanisms displayed by organic coating are:

• Creating an effective barrier against the corrosion reactants (water, oxygen and ions);
• Creating a path of extremely high electrical resistance, thus inhibiting anode-cathode reactions;
• Passivating the metal surface with soluble pigments;
• Providing an alternative anode for the dissolution process.

Based on these mechanisms and according to Bierwagen [2], there are three main modes of corrosion
protection that anticorrosive coating can provide: (i) barrier protection, (ii) cathodic/sacrificial protection
and (iii) inhibitive/passive protection (coating formulated with inhibitive pigments/or additives).

It exists a large body of literature on the protection mechanisms of anticorrosive coatings as these
subjects has been extensively studied [2,4,8,9]. The aim of this section is not to detail the protection
mechanisms of anticorrosive coatings but to give a critical review of them.
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2.2. Protection Mechanisms

As said, traditionally the protection mechanisms described in the literature are the barrier
protection, the sacrificial protection and the inhibitive/passive protection. The barrier protection
depends at the same time on the coating properties and the presence of pigments whereas the sacrificial
and inhibitive/passive protection mostly depend on the presence of pigments. This section will focus
on the role of pigments as the case of the polymer properties due to binder choice will be detailed later
in this review.

2.2.1. Barrier Protection

Barrier protection, as its name implies it, relies on the creation of a barrier which will reduce
the transport of species needed in the corrosion process, i.e., water, oxygen but also chemical species
such as H2O, O2 and electrolyte ions (Cl−, SO4

2−, Na+, K+, NH4
+ and Ca2+). It is a crucial protection

and was at first stated as the main protection mechanism offered by coating but the permeability of
coating to water and oxygen discredited it [10]. It was shown that the extent of water and oxygen
transported through the coating was at least an order of magnitude greater or comparable to the
amount needed to support corrosion [10,11].

Concerning the impediment of the transport of electrolyte ions, it is the resistance to flow of
charge which is of importance [2]. When transported to the interface, electrolyte ions can react with
metallic species and formed soluble complexes which will diffuse away from the corrosion sites and
stimulate the corrosion cycle [12–16]. That is why, allowing the diffusion of water without ions is
essential. For Mayne, this coating property (ionic resistance) is the variable controlling the degree of
corrosion but the recent work of Sykes et al. [17] showed that an undisputable correlation between
conductivity and corrosion protection was not possible. They tried to measure the high resistance
pathway by electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) using bi-electrodes and showed that it was
not measurable. They also carried out test at elevated temperature and demonstrated that the coating
resistance measured could not control the corrosion process.

Protection offered by barrier coating is known to be greatly dependent on a number of parameters
such as the polymer properties, the polymer layer structure (crosslinking density) and thickness,
the type of corrosive environment, its interaction with the substrate, the presence of a pre-treatment
layer, pigment volume concentration, type of pigments/fillers and particle shape of pigments/fillers
(see Figure 2) [1,5]. It should be noted that barrier coating may be used as primer, intermediate
or topcoat.

Figure 2. Barrier properties of shaped pigments: spherical pigments allow easy percolation of water
while lamellar pigments create a tortuous pathway for diffusion. Reproduced with permission from [5].
Copyright 2017 Elsevier.

Concerning the pigments used in barrier coating, their efficiency to disturb water and ions
transport through the coating will depend on their nature and shape as illustrated on Figure 2.

Spherical pigments will allow aggressive species to migrate almost straight through the coatings
whereas lamellar pigments will provide a tortuous path for the aggressive species. Pigments used
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in barrier coatings are inert and insoluble in water. Another parameter to take into account for
lamellar pigments is the build-up of layers in the dry film as the more layers there are, the more
protection they offer. This effect is controlled by the shape and size of the lamellas and in particular
the diameter-to-thickness ratio [1,18]. The two main groups of barrier pigments are mineral-based
materials mineral-based materials (mica, micaceous iron oxide (MIO) and glass flakes) and metallic
flakes (aluminum, zinc, stainless steel, nickel or cupronickel). For more information about the different
types of barrier pigments please refer to [1,18–21].

2.2.2. Sacrificial Protection

In the case of sacrificial coating, the protection is offered by galvanic effect. The substrate will be
protected by a metal or an alloy that is electrochemically more active than the material to be protected.
Indeed, the protective metal or alloy will be dissolved preferentially and leave the steel unreacted.

In the case of a coating, the cathodic protection is achieved by pigmentation. The major pigments
used to achieve sacrificial protection are zinc pigments. For the coating to be able to offer cathodic
protection, the content of sacrificial pigments must be high enough to ensure an electrical contact
between them (just below the critical PVC). Thus, as long as the conductivity in the paint is preserved
(enough pigments remaining to act as an anode), the steel will be protected. In the case of zinc rich
paints (ZRP), the weight of zinc must be higher than 80% in the dry film. Another important parameter
to control is the shape and the size of the zinc particles, although the size of the zinc particles will be
more important.

This type of protection is active when the coating is damaged. It will lead to the consumption
of the zinc particles and corrosion products will be produced as illustrated on Figure 3. As it can be
seen on this figure, in addition to the cathodic protection, the metallic powder can also offer barrier
protection due to the build-up of insoluble corrosion products in damage areas. As they precipitate,
these products fill the pore of the coating, thus, reducing the permeability of the film [22–24].

Figure 3. Sketch of the working mechanisms of a zinc-rich coating system. (a) Damage is introduced
down to the steel surface; (b) zinc around the score is still active while zinc-iron corrosion products are
being built-up; (c) the zinc is not galvanically active any longer but the coating provides barrier and
inhibitive protection. Reproduced with permission from [1]. Copyright 2009 Springer Nature.

Sacrificial coatings are only applied as primers as they are effective only if the coating is in direct
contact with the steel due to the requirement of electrical contact between the steel and the sacrificial
coating. Since these types of coatings contain a low content of binder and other components, their other
properties (mechanical properties, adhesive and cohesive strength properties, impact resistance)
are significantly reduced [1].

2.2.3. Inhibitive/Passive Protection

Similar to sacrificial protection, inhibitive/passive protection relies on action of pigments when
the surface to be protected will be in contact with moisture. Their mechanism of action is different than
sacrificial pigments even though the first step is the dissolution of inhibitive pigments. In general,
such pigments are chosen for their transformation in insoluble metallic complexes when reacting with
the steel surface after their partial dissolution due to water penetration in the coating [2,25]. As the
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insoluble metallic salts build-up, they passivate the steel by impeding the transport of aggressive
species acting as a barrier.

Inhibitive pigments are inorganic salts which are slightly water soluble. The most common
inhibitive pigment is based on phosphate chemistry and mainly zinc phosphate is used. Zinc phosphates
are widely used because of their low solubility and activity which make them compatible with a vast
type of binders however their performance as corrosion inhibitor is contradictory but it is admitted
that they give good performance in industrial environments [26]. Other types of phosphates can also
be found, such as aluminum, calcium, barium, iron, cadmium or magnesium phosphates. Inhibitive
pigments can have two types of inhibitive actions; either an anodic inhibition by maintaining a passive
layer or a cathodic inhibition by reducing the corrosion rate by restricting oxygen diffusion to the
surface [1]. They are several mechanisms by which zinc phosphates protect the steel and they were
largely described in the literature [18,26–31]. It exists a vast variety of type of zinc phosphates which
were detailed with great care by Knudsen and Forsgren [4]. The mechanism of protection of other zinc
phosphates pigments is interpreted similarly as that of zinc phosphate [27,32,33]. Among the other
types of inhibitive pigments, ferrites, calcium exchanged silica, barium metaborate, molybdates and
silicates can be noted [18,27,34,35].

The design of inhibitive coating is delicate because their efficiency relies on antagonistic
requirements as they need water to be dissolved and act as a barrier after dissolution. Then, a balance
between the barrier properties and the effectiveness of the inhibitor must be achieved. The degree of
protection from an inhibitive/passive layer will then depends on the nature of inhibitive pigments and
also on the pigment solubility in the organic coating. As sacrificial coatings, these types of coating are
essentially applied as primers because they need to react with the steel surface to be protective.

2.2.4. Adhesion: A Protective Mechanism or a Pre-Requisite for Corrosion Protection?

According to Funke [36], “Adhesion is the most important property of organic coating because
if it fails, all other coating properties become worthless” but he also defined adhesion as a
protective mechanism along with the electrochemical mechanism (protection by pigments) and the
physicochemical mechanism (barrier protection) [37]. It is true that in most of publications about
corrosion protection, the three mechanisms of protection proposed are the ones already described
previously and adhesion is not mention alongside them.

Adhesion can be described as the interatomic and intermolecular forces at the interface of two
surfaces but in reality, it is very complex phenomenon implicating a multidisciplinary knowledge.
Numerous studies have been performed on adhesion to describe it, to explain how it works and how it
can be predicted as it is a key aspect in the protection offered by coating [38–44]. Several theories exist
to explain adhesion but the aim of this paragraph is not to review them and detailed information can be
found elsewhere [38–44]. Very strong adhesion can help suppress corrosion by retarding the formation
of corrosion products, hydrogen evolution and water build-up under the coating. Basically, the role
of adhesion is to create the necessary conditions so that corrosion protection mechanisms can work.
Indeed, without an intimate contact with the metallic surface at the atomic level, organic coating cannot
act as a passivation layer, create a path of extremely high electrical resistance at the metallic surface
or prevent the contact with electrolyte or corrosive species. However, adhesion is only a “necessary
but not sufficient” condition for good corrosion protection. Good adhesion alone is not enough to
ensure protection as it will not necessarily imply enhanced corrosion protection [45]. It is particularly
the case when considering dry adhesion which is the initial strength of the coating-substrate bond.
Funke himself said that when considering protection against corrosion, dry adhesion was less decisive
than wet adhesion [36].

Wet adhesion can be defined as the adhesion of an organic coating to a support upon exposure to
liquid water or high humidity [36]. Wet adhesion is a coating property and not a failure mechanism.
The same polar groups on the binder molecules that create good dry adhesion can decrease the water
resistance at the coating-metal interface and thus the wet adhesion. Based on their literature review,
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Leidheiser and Funke [46] proposed two disbonding mechanisms; the chemical disbondment where
the water molecules can disrupt the interactions between the polymer and the metal oxide and the loss
of adhesion due to a mechanical disbondment originating from accumulation of water at the interface,
see Figure 4.

 

Figure 4. Schematic representation of the mechanisms of adhesion reduction and water disbondment [46].

In a general point of view, the adhesion mechanisms are controlled by the physicochemical
properties of the polymer (chemical composition and spatial distribution of the components,
the rheology of the polymer, the glass transition temperature (Tg) and the mechanical properties)
and the metal (nature of the reactive species and their spatial distribution on the metallic surface,
roughness). It is thus difficult to conclude about the role of adhesion as it could be considered as an
essential condition for corrosion protection to work and also as a protection. Nevertheless, this coating
property is of upmost importance and need to be carefully considered.

2.3. Other Important Aspects Related to Anticorrosive Performance

It is important to consider other coating aspects such as surface preparation or internal stresses in
the coating in addition to the protection mechanisms as both can impact coating performance when
stressed and need to be taken account in the design and application of anticorrosive coatings.

2.3.1. Surface Preparation

As stated above, adhesion between the organic coating and the steel surface is a pre-requisite for
the anticorrosive coating to actually protect the steel. It is, thus, vital to correctly prepare the surface
before the coating application as presence of contaminants (dust, grease, oils, salts) on the surface of the
steel will act as a weak boundary layer. This weak boundary layer could lead to coating failure or can
promote the appearance of blistering (see Section 2.4.2 for more details) [47–51]. Surface preparation is
also important as it can enhance mechanical or chemical anchoring of the coating and several standards
can be used as guide for surface preparation [52,53]. Le Calvé et al. [54,55] indicated that the surface
cleanliness level of steel was a key parameter in the coating durability. It was shown that coated steel
surface with low roughness (machined, Ra 4 μm) presented extremely good performance as long as
high level of surface cleanliness was ensured (such as on hydroblasted steel).

The main components of surface preparation are surface cleanliness and anchor profile of the
surface. Pretreatment of steel before painting consists in washing the steel with an alkali surfactant,
rinsing it with clean water and then removing the mill scale with abrasive blasting. The two first steps
provide cleanliness by removing oil, greases or others contaminants which might have accumulated
during the period between the production the steel and its painting. This step is achieved either by
abrasive blasting (dry or wet abrasive blasting) or with water as propellant and abrasive [52,56]. The last
step produces also cleanliness but at the same time roughness, thus, better mechanical anchoring
for the anticorrosive coating. The effects of different types of cleaning and pretreatment of metallic
substrates, as well as application procedures, has been thoroughly described elsewhere [57,58].
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2.3.2. Internal Stresses

The existence of internal stress in the coating, which develops due an inability of the coating
to shrink, may add further to the complexity of the coating system. Internal stress in coatings can
significantly affect the durability of anticorrosive coatings by resulting in loss of adhesion, cracking or
cohesive failure [59].

The build-up of internal stress can come from several contributions [60,61]:

• The film formation: solvent evaporation, volume change associated with the curing reaction, etc.;
• Thermal stress induced by differences in the coefficient of thermal expansion of the coating and

the substrate at ambient temperature;
• Stress associated with the degradation of the coating polymer;
• Stress induced by the exposition of the system to humidity and temperature.

The build-up of the internal stress due the exposition to a variation of temperature or relative
humidity mostly comes from the fact that the adhesion between the substrate and the organic
coating prevent stress relaxation by dimensional changes (film constraining by adhesion) due to
different thermal and hygroscopic coefficient between the coating and the substrate [62]. A schematic
representation of the different stress which can occur in organic coating is reported on the Figure 5 [63]:

Figure 5. Internal stresses in organic coatings. Reproduced with permission from [63]. Copyright
1996 Elsevier.

In this section, the different protection mechanisms and the requirements for these protection
mechanisms to happen were described. It was important to resume them as they will help understanding
how anticorrosive coatings work.

2.4. Mechanisms of Degradation

In addition to understand the protection mechanism involved in anticorrosive coatings, it is
important to understand the possible failure mechanism which can be encountered as a function of the
stresses considered. It exists two main types of degradation, the one involving defects (pinholes or
mechanical damages) in the coating which can lead to corrosion and the one involving degradation of
the coating itself (cosmetic defects or weathering of paint). Both types of degradation are linked to the
coating properties such as the resistance to mechanical damage or the formulation of the coating which
can induce defects in the paint film or make it more sensitive to weathering.

2.4.1. Loss of Protection Due to Corrosion Initiated at Defects

Coating failure normally initiates at local defects, which can be the result of application errors,
chemical heterogeneities in the coating or other defects, such as bubbles, under film deposits or
mechanical damages. The corrosion of steel at a defect can lead to cathodic delamination of the
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surrounding coating or be the result of anodic undermining or filiform corrosion [1,4,20,48,64,65].
For submerged steel, cathodic delamination will be the predominant degradation mechanism whereas
in atmospheric weathering conditions alternative mechanisms of de-adhesion can be expected [64].
Another minor mechanism but that can be important is a mechanical delamination due to the
accumulation of corrosion products which can expose fresh steel. Which mechanism dominates will
depend on the type of coating, type of substrate and exposure conditions. A lot of works has been
performed to describe and explain how these mechanisms initiate and propagate and the aim of this
section is only to recall the most pertinent information needed for the understanding of these loss
of protection.

Cathodic Delamination

Cathodic disbonding is the main mechanism of failure for anticorrosive coatings for submerged and
buried steel. However, it can also play a role in degradation mechanism observed on atmospherically
exposed steel when the electrolyte is thick enough to induce this type of mechanism or when the
adhesion between the paint and the metallic surface is poor. The process of cathodic disbonding starts
at coating defects (pinhole), mechanical damages, blister, where the steel is exposed to the electrolyte.
Cathodic disbonding is a process causing the organic coating to lose adhesion to the substrate due to
the cathodic oxygen reduction:

O2 + 2H2O + 4e− = 4OH−

Disbonding from damage is the result of bonds breaking at the coating-metal interface coming
from the alkalinity of the cathodic products [1,4,19,63]. They are a result of electrochemical reactions
occurring at the coating-steel interface, where solid iron is oxidized to ferrous ions and oxygen is
reduced to hydroxyl ions at the metal-paint interface, see Figure 6 [64]. In addition to the production
of OH–, cations should also be available to maintain electroneutrality. The mechanism of loss of
adhesion caused by an alkaline environment can be divided into three groups according to the literature;
reduction of the oxide layer, chemical degradation of the coating or interfacial failure. All those three
mechanisms were experimentally observed and proposed by different authors [1,66,67].

Figure 6. Schematic for corrosion-driven coating de-adhesion in the case of cathodic delamination [64].

The extent of cathodic delamination, from a coating point of view, will be dependent of the
ability of the interface to sustain an alkaline pH and the ability of the reactive species to diffuse
through the coating and along the coating-substrate interface [19,20]. Other parameters, such as the
potential of the coated steel (in case of cathodically protected steel), the type of electrolyte and its
concentration, the oxygen concentration, the coating thickness will also influence the rate of cathodic
delamination [1,4,68,69].

Anodic Undermining

Anodic undermining usually takes place in humid air conditions. In the case of cathodic
delamination, the anodic reaction is concentrated in the defect filled by the electrolyte and compensating
cathodic process takes place under the coating. Oxygen diffusion through the thick electrolyte layer is
the limiting factor and to remove this limitation, the cathodic front spreads from the defect underneath
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the polymeric coating. In humid conditions (thin electrolyte), the defect area is well aerated and works
mostly as a cathode where oxygen reduction reaction can take place, while anodic reaction occurred
underneath the coating and spread from the defect, Figure 7 [1,4,64,70,71]. Now, when the anodic
reaction is taking place under the coating, chloride ions (Cl−) will migrate to balance the Fe2+ ions that
are formed by the anodic reaction.

Figure 7. Schematic for corrosion-driven coating de-adhesion in the case of anodic undermining [64].

Hydrolysis of the iron chloride under the coating may result in acidification of the electrolyte.
Due to acidification of the electrolyte, hydrogen evolution may start, which will increase the corrosion
rate further [4].

Filiform Corrosion

Filiform corrosion is threadlike corrosion which attacks under the coating film, spreading from a
coating damage. Although filiform corrosion is usually observed on organic-coated aluminum parts,
it has also been observed on magnesium and cold-rolled steel. Filiform corrosion occurs in humid
atmosphere. The mechanism of filiform corrosion has been discussed in number of publications such
as reference [1,4,48,65,72].

The conditions for initiation and propagation of filiform corrosion are the followings; presence
of defects in the coating (mechanical damages, pores, insufficient coverage of edges, air bubbles,
salt crystals or dust particles), high humidity air (65–95%R.H), sufficient water permeability of the
paint film and stimulation by artificial or natural impurities (sulphur dioxide or chloride) [65].

The filaments consist of an active corroding head followed by an inactive tail filled with porous
corrosion products. Oxygen is consumed at the active corroding head which will become deaerated.
This results in differential aeration because oxygen and water are supplied to the filament head by
diffusion through the porous tail [73,74].

2.4.2. Blistering

Blistering is one of the most important defects which should be avoided when considering the
cosmetic aspect of corrosion protection by organic coatings. Blistering is showing a local loss of
adhesion between the substrate and the anticorrosive coating. It will impact the appearance and also
the performance of the coating. According to Greenfield et al. [47], three types of blistering can be
quoted; osmotic, cathodic and anodic blistering. Whereas osmotic blistering is linked to the presence
of contaminants at the surface and thus linked to proper surface preparation, cathodic blistering is
linked to the presence of defects.

Osmotic blistering mostly originates from the presence of contaminants such as chlorides, sulphates,
dust or solvent entrapment [48]. Foreign ions can establish local osmotic cells in the presence of
microscopic amounts of water and the water transport is driven by the difference in chemical potential
between the outside surface of the film and the inside of the blisters, see Figure 8 [48–50]. The key
factors in osmotic blistering are the adhesion at the interface and the metal surface contamination.
Blister initiation does not occur when the surface is relatively clean, or where water does not penetrate
all the way to the substrate surface [49].
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Figure 8. Model for the degradation of an organic coating on steel in a neutral NaCl solution initiated
by osmosis. Reproduced with permission from [75]. Copyright 2008 Elsevier.

Cathodic (alkaline) blistering occurs at sites damaged by mechanical action, at a pinhole, at an
incomplete or very thin coverage section, or at an area of low ionic resistance or may be inherent
fault of the coating (pore). Basically, the mechanism of cathodic blistering is close to the mechanism
of cathodic disbonding as a loss of adherence is caused by the generation of a high concentration of
OH− ions in the cathodic zone [47,76]. It is also considered that the cathodic blistering is primarily
not due to the loss of adhesion but to the overpressure at the metal interface because of the formation
of highly water-soluble corrosion products due to the migration of Na+ ions at the interface due to
the cathodic reaction [76]. The presence of this water-soluble corrosion products could lead to the
formation of an osmotic cell leading to the formation of a blister through the same mechanism as
osmotic blistering [76]. A model for the degradation of organic coatings with no apparent defect on
steel in a neutral electrolyte is represented on Figure 9. In this model, the cations are believed to
diffuse through the coating as a result of an attack by water in low molecular weight or low crosslinked
regions, followed by the interconnection of these regions.

Figure 9. Model for the degradation of an initially intact organic coating on steel in a neutral NaCl
solution. Reproduced with permission from [75]. Copyright 2008 Elsevier.

Anodic blistering is much less observed than cathodic blistering. According to Funke [77], on steel,
anodic blistering could be the result of a differential aeration process. Polarization could be the result
of a different access of the oxygen on a steel surface. The oxygen-poor center of the blister would
become anodic while the steel around would be cathodic. This mechanism is illustrated in Figure 10.

Whatever the types of blistering considered it is believed that blistering can be formed by two
main mechanisms: through the production of corrosion products under the organic coating or through
fully mechanical effect of osmotic pressure. In both cases, blister growth is promoted by the presence of
water at metal/polymer interface and interrelated to the loss of adhesion between the organic coating
and the metallic surface.
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Figure 10. Mechanism of anodic blistering. Reproduced with permission from [77]. Copyright 1985
American Chemical Society.

2.4.3. Loss of Protection Due to the Weathering of the Paint

Even though the degradation of the paint by corrosion and blistering are the most common
defects when looking at the failure mechanisms of organic coatings, it is also important to take
into account the weathering of the organic coating. Indeed, this weathering can affect the coating
properties and thus changes water or electrolyte transport through the coating, i.e., impacting the
barrier property of coatings. The aging of coating is inexorable when exposed to weather even for the
best coatings, properly applied to compatible substrates. Weathering is a joint action of ultraviolet
radiation, heat, oxygen, humidity and chemical species. They can act separately or interact to lead to
coating degradation.

The effect of UV from sunlight is usually associated with aesthetic changes such as yellowing,
color change, loss of color or chalking. However, the most critical damages are due to chemical
breakdown and thus worsened mechanical properties. The range of potential effect of UV includes
embrittlement, increased hardness, increased internal stresses, generation of polar groups at the coating
surface (increased surface wettability and hydrophilicity), changes in solubility and crosslinking
density. The action of UV light is inhomogeneous within the coating thickness as the wavelength range
of the UV will have an impact on its penetration depth in the coating [78].

The effect of moisture can come from several sources including water vapor in the atmosphere,
rain and condensation due to the day-night cycle. As already said coating are permeable to water or
water vapor and it can diffuse through pore or microcracks. This water can be randomly distributed
or aggregate into clusters, can create a water interstice between the binder and pigments particles,
can exist in voids in the paint film and can accumulate at the metal-coating interface. The uptake of
water can affect the coating in several ways such as chemical breakdown, weathering interactions,
hygroscopic stress and blistering/adhesion loss.

Temperature can have an impact on the balance of stresses as it can induce additional crosslinking
or stresses by difference between thermal coefficient of expansion between the polymer and the metallic
surface [60,61,79]. It can also impact the coating mechanical properties as they are closely related to
the glass transition temperature (Tg) of the polymer. Diffusion process through the coating can be
enhanced by temperature rising as it will increase Brownian motion mode [4].

The chemical degradation is related to the breakdown in the coating film due to chemical
contaminants in the atmosphere. When thinking about atmospheric contaminants one will automatically
think about their effect at defects, however, these contaminants can also degrade the coating by
combining with condensation and make it more vulnerable to UV, moisture or temperature action.

Obviously, the extent of the coating reaction to these stresses will depend on its chemical nature
and thus each coating type will react differently to changes in one or more of these weathering stresses.
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3. What Are High-Solid and Powder Coatings?

In the previous section, the mechanism by which anticorrosive coatings protect the steel and
how they lose their protective properties were exposed. It was shown that it was intrinsically linked
to the coating property and how it was applied. High-solid and powder coatings possess the same
base chemistry as traditional solvent-borne coatings, however, to achieve a low VOCs formulation,
change in fundamental parameters such as the molecular weight of the binder needs to be achieved.
This section aims to describe high-solid and powder coatings technology to help understand how it
will influence their performance when exposed in harsh environment.

3.1. Why Formulate Low VOCs Coatings

Historically, solvents were used as carrier however their major drawback despite their well-known
performance were their hazardous nature for environment as well as human health. Their evaporation
at normal temperature and pressure also lead to problematic issues from a safety point of view due to
fire or explosion hazards. It was all these problems which generated a reducing VOC policy and the
development of environment-friendly solutions.

Volatile organic compounds are emitted as gases from certain solids or liquids and in the scope of
this review from the evaporation of organic solvent. VOCs include a variety of chemicals, some of
which may have short- and long-term adverse health effects. Nowadays, as companies must control
their VOCs, international and national legislation aimed at reducing the use of volatile organic
compounds. This trend, led the coating industry to develop environment-friendly solutions such as
waterborne coatings, low solvent coatings or solvent-free coatings, see Table 1. Another minor type of
environment-friendly coating is radiation curable coatings.

Table 1. Environment-friendly alternatives. Reproduced with permission from [80]. Copyright 2008 Elsevier.

Nomenclature % Solid Content Advantages Disadvantages

High-solid
coatings 60–80% - Higher thickness per coat

- Low VOC
- High viscosities
- Slight difficulty in brush application

Powder
coatings 100% - Very high thickness per coat

- Costly equipment
- Airless spray technique used for coating

Waterborne
coatings

Same as
solvent-borne

coatings

- Low VOC emission
- Low viscosity
- Reduced toxicity
- No odour and non-flammable
- Conventional application processes
- Suitable for thin film application

- Resins are costly compared to
conventional coatings

- Tendency to form foam
- Requires longer drying times or increased

oven temperatures

Generally, whatever the type of coating desired (solvent-borne or solventless), the same binder,
curing agent, additives or filler can be found. It is particularly true for high-solid coatings. For powder
coatings, the same base chemistry can be found but due to the process of fabrication and application,
some specific additives or curing agent can be found.

3.2. High Solid Coating

3.2.1. Generalities

High solid coatings are a group of coatings that highly resemble to the solvent-borne coatings
but contain less than 30% solvent. By definition, a high solid coating typically contains more than
60% solids by weight or 80% solids by volume [81,82]. This technology has been accepted by the
automotive, aerospace and marine industries for use in a variety of topcoat formulations, such as
two-component polyurethanes. High solid coatings use less paint to achieve the same thickness
obtained with conventional formulations.
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High solid coatings can present several disadvantages among the following can be quoted; higher
viscosity, sensitivity to inadequate substrate cleaning, shorter pot life, flocculation of pigment, narrower
cure window and sagging.

3.2.2. Parameters Influencing Film Formation

As stressed in the previous section, coating formulation and by extension coating properties
as well as the quality of the coating film will have a significant impact on the protective abilities of
coatings. That is why it is important to review parameters influencing film formation as it can be
different than for traditional anticorrosive coatings.

Viscosity

The same base chemistry as solvent-borne coatings is found for high solid coatings but differs
mainly on the molecular weight of the resin [81,83–85]. In contrary to solvent-borne coatings which
utilized polymers, high solid coatings are formulated with oligomers with lower molecular weight.
The choice of low molecular weight arises because of viscosity issues [86]. As the quantity of solids is
higher, the viscosity of high solid coatings is high and can generate difficulty in the application of the
paint during the levelling of the film. It exists is a linear relationship between the log of the viscosity
and the weight percent of the polymer solids. The increase in viscosity with increasing solids content
is much lower with oligomers than with higher molecular weight polymers [81,83].

Molecular weight reduction causes an increase in free volume because chain ends can undergo
segmental motion relatively easily and as a consequence decrease the viscosity of the resin which
depends on free volume availability [80]. The drawback of this approach is that to obtain adequate film
properties, a large increase in Tg will be required during curing. To obtain the necessary properties,
the content of functional group needs to be increased to promote molecular weight build-up and
crosslinking during curing. As increasing the content of functional groups will also increase the
viscosity of the coating, an optimum balance of molecular weight and functional groups content
for each high solid system must be found [81,84]. In addition, as the possible presence of single
functional group oligomer can lead to the formation of dangling ends which will act as plasticizers, it
is thus critical to control the functionality of the oligomers and to have at least two functional groups
by oligomer.

Sensitivity to Inadequate Substrate Cleaning—Surface Tension Issue

The increase of functional groups content in high solid coatings can lead to surface tension issues
and film defects, such as cratering or crawling [81]. Crawling occurs when a coating of relatively
high surface tension is applied to a substrate of relatively low surface free energy. Due to their
formulation and the diminution of solvent quantity, high solid coatings have high surface tension.
Indeed, in majority, the functional groups of coatings are highly polar and the solvent used in high
solid coatings are mostly hydrogen-bond acceptor. All these factors lead to the fact that the surface to
be applied must be thoroughly cleaned and properly prepared to reach the highest possible surface
free energy.

Shorter Pot Life

Here again, the increased content of functional groups induced side effects and reduce the pot life
of high solid coatings [81,84]. Storage stability is affected by the rate of reaction at storage temperature
which in turn is influenced by the concentration of functional groups. In high solid coatings, functional
groups are more important (at least three times as for the same curing system in conventional coating)
because there is less solvent and because functionality is increased to get the right chain extension [81].
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Flocculation of Pigment

Avoiding flocculation of pigment is crucial in any type of coating, conventional or high solid. It is
not a major problem in conventional coatings but it can be critical in high solid coatings because it
can induce an increase in the viscosity of the coating before application [81]. This viscosity increase
is attributed to immobilization of continuous phase within and around the irregular surface of the
aggregate and to the crowding or packing aggregates with each other [81].

One of the primary factors controlling the stabilization of pigment dispersion is the thickness of
adsorbed layer on the pigment particles surface. The low molecular weight molecules in resin for high
solid coatings are incapable of providing an adequate adsorbed layer [81].

Cure Window

The cure window for high solid coatings is narrower than for conventional coatings, it is thus
important to have a precise formulation and to apply the coating at the right baking temperature and
time [81,84,85]. For conventional coatings, the baking temperature, backing time or catalyst amount
can be off by ± 10% [81]. There are a large number of hydroxyl groups in each resin molecule and
if 10% are not reacted, the change in the properties will be small. However, in high solid coatings,
the content of functional groups is optimized to obtain the right final mechanical properties without
having a negative impact on the viscosity. Leaving even a small amount of unreacted functional group
can, thus, lead to high change in the final properties of the coating [81,84].

Sagging

Sagging is a greater problem with high solids than conventional coatings [81,83,84]. This results
from a lower loss of solvent during application for high solid coatings in comparison to conventional
coatings. Indeed, a high solid coating having 70–80% solids at the spray gun will have 75–80% solids
on the substrate whereas it was 20–30% solids at the gun and 75–95% solids on the substrate for
conventional coatings [81,83,84]. The reasons for this difference have not been completely elucidated
but result in sagging.

Oven sagging can also happen. High solid coatings tend to sag during the early stages of heating
during thermal cure due to the strong temperature dependence of viscosity. It occurs when the
increase of viscosity resulting from the crosslinking reactions is insufficient to counteract the decrease
in viscosity of high solid coatings as temperature is increased during baking [81,83,84].

It can be seen that, even if high-solid coatings present substantial advantages, the control of
the film formation to obtain a defect free film appears more difficult than for conventional coatings.
This will obviously have an impact on the performance of these type of coatings.

3.3. Powder Coating

3.3.1. Generalities

Powder coatings were first available in Europe in the early 1950s and then in United States in
1972 [87]. The first powder coating was based on polyethylene chemistry and applied by a fluidized
bed technology on preheated steel. It is only in the 1960s that powder coatings based on polyesters
and epoxies technology were developed. Knudsen and Forsgren [87] stated that powder coatings
constituted 11% of the world coating market in 2010s.

In powder coatings, all the constituents of the coating are present in a dry, solventless powder.
They are formulated from solid resins, cross-linkers, pigments with small amounts of additives
such as UV screeners, flow promoters, catalysts and pigment dispersants. Powder coatings are usually
produced by melt mixing the ingredients at elevated temperature under high shear to disperse pigments
in a matrix of the major binder components. Even if this process can be either in batches or continuous,
the same process steps are found. An example of production line is shown on Figure 11.
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Figure 11. Schematic representation of a production line for powder coating [88].

In addition to their obvious environmental benefits, powder coatings have a number of technical
and economic advantages:

- In the case of electrostatic spraying, since the powder is drawn to the substrate by electrostatic
charge, a very high ratio of the powder ends up on the substrate. This ratio is higher than the
one observed for conventional coating. Furthermore, the little fraction which does not hit the
substrate can be recycled in the application booth and sprayed again.

- The high temperature of application (160 to 210 ◦C) makes it faster to cure and allows the formation
of a very dense and highly protective film.

- They are ready to use since no dilution or thinning is needed.
- They are easy to apply because they do not run, drip or sag, unlike conventional liquid coating
- They can cover irregular shapes.

Powder coatings present numerous advantages but the size of the object to be coated is one of the
main limitations. Even if the application line allows the coating of quite large objects, this technology
is limited to objects and parts [87,89,90]. In addition, whatever the application methods selected, it is
harder to change the color of powder coating applied during the application process in comparison to
conventional solvent-borne coatings [87,89,90].

Powder coatings can be divided into two main categories as solvent-borne coatings: thermoplastic
powder and thermoset powder. The market share for thermosetting coatings is larger (90%) than for
thermoplastic coatings [87,89–91].

3.3.2. Application Methods

The method of applications for powder coatings differ greatly from the application methods
utilized for conventional solvent-borne coatings and high-solid coatings. That is why it is important to
mention them.

Two principal methods are used, namely, electrostatic spray and fluidized bed. Other minor
application methods can also be quoted, such as electrostatic fluidized bed and flame spraying.
When thin film powder coatings are desired, the preferred application method is by electrostatic spray.
For protective and thick-film powder coatings, fluidized bed method is adopted. Before coating, as for
conventional solvent-borne paints, the substrate must be carefully cleaned by appropriate surface
preparation. Conversion coatings can also be added to improve adhesion and corrosion resistance.

Electrostatic Spraying

Electrostatic spraying is the major process for applying powder even though it was not the first
one to be developed. The powder is fluidized in a hopper and conveyed by a stream of air to an
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electrostatic gun [87,89,90,92]. The substrate is electrically connected to ground so that the charged
powder particles are drawn to the substrate by an electrostatic force. The airflow out of the gun has the
role to add a velocity toward the substrate to the particles. There are two types of electrostatic gun,
the corona and tribo gun, see Figure 12. They differ by their means to input electrostatic charges to
the powder.

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 12. Schematic representation of (a) corona charging and (b) tribo charging. Reproduced with
permission from [93]. Copyright 2002 John Wiley and Sons Society.

Charging the powder by corona effect is the most common method used. It consists of a tube
carrying the airborne powder to an orifice at which an electrode is located. The electrode is connected
to a high voltage (30–100 kV) and low amperage supply [87,89,90]. Even though the voltage in the gun
is high, the current is very low which allow the energy transmitted to the powder to remain quite low.
Electrons emitted by the electrode react with molecules in the air, generated a cloud of ions (mostly
OH−), called a corona, around the orifice [87,89,90]. Powder particles come out the orifice negatively
charged due to the pick-up of anions and the difference in potential between the substrate and the
particles draw them to the substrate surface. One disadvantage of the electrostatic powder spray
process using corona discharge guns is that a high voltage field is set up between the gun and the
substrate. As field lines will tend to concentrate on the points closest to the spray gun, parts with deep
angles or recessed areas will be difficult to coat. This is called the Faraday cage effect.

Another means of applying electrostatic powder employs triboelectric charging of the particles.
The particles are charged by the friction generated by streaming through a poly(tetrafluoroethylene)
tube in the gun [87,89,90]. Since there is not a large differential in charge between the gun and the
grounded substrate, no significant magnetic field lines will be established leading to a minimal faraday
cage effect. This will help in the coating of irregularly shaped objects and smoother coating can be
obtained with this method. It should be noted that as throughput is slower, stray air currents can
deflect more easily the particles between the gun and the grounded substrate [90].

After the application of the powder coating, the substrate is conveyed to a baking oven where
the powder particles are fused to a continuous film, flow and crosslink (as a function of the coating
type). The volume fraction of sprayed powder that ends up on the substrate is called transfer efficiency
which will depend on the geometry of the object and the particle size. In general, the particles that do
not adhere to the substrate are particles which received little charges [81]. The particles that do not
adhere to the substrate (overspray) are recovered as a dry powder. This powder is usually recycled
by blending with virgin powder but this recycling has a limit as the recycled powder will have an
increased concentration of particles with poor charging.

The film thickness deposited by electrostatic spraying using the corona gun can be adapted by
changing the gun voltage and the distance between the gun and the substrate [94]. To increase the
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film thickness, the voltage must be increased whereas the gun–substrate distance must be decreased.
Thicker film can also be applied by heating the substrate before deposition.

Fluidized Bed

Fluidized bed is the oldest method of applying powder coatings. It is very different from
electrostatic spraying since the substrate is dipped into the fluidized bed after being preheated.
Once the preheated substrate is in contact with the powder, the powder melts and forms a film.
The fluidized bed typically contains a powder container and air supply which are separated by a
porous bottom. The powder is transformed into a fluidized state by the passage of clean air through
the porous bottom resembling a boiling liquid, see Figure 13. As the thickness of fused particles builds
up, the coating becomes a thermal insulating layer so that the temperature at the surface of the coating
decreases, finally reaching the stage which further particles do not stick to the surface. The last particles
to attach to the coated surface are not completely fused, so the substrate must be moved to another
oven to complete the fusion [87,89,90].

 

Figure 13. Schematic representation of the fluidized bed process.

The powder applied by the fluidized bed has a particle size distribution ranging from 30 to
250 microns which is larger than particles applied by electrostatic spraying [87,89,90]. Depending
on target coating thickness and properties of the powder, the substrate is heated to 230 to 450 ◦C
and dipped for 2 to 10 s. Coatings on the order of 200 to 500 μm are typically produced. The size of
the substrate that can be coated is limited because the fluidized bed container must be large enough
to readily accommodate them. Most commonly, this method is used for applying thermoplastic
coating materials.

Other Minor Methods

Among the other methods which can be quoted, electrostatic fluidized bed and flame spraying
can be mentioned.

Electrostatic fluidized bed has a similar process as fluidized bed but electrodes are added to
generate ions the air before the substrate is dipped in the powder. As for electrostatic spraying, powder
is attracted to the substrate through electrostatic force. This method is used to apply thermoplastic and
some thermosetting powder coatings.

Flame spraying is another technology for applying thermoplastic powder coatings. During this
process, the powder is propelled through a flame and stays long enough in it to melt and is deposited
on the substrate and cooled down before any thermal degradation of the polymer. Only thermoplastic
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powder can be produced this way due to a short time at high temperature which prevent the completion
of a curing reaction [89,90]. In contrast to other techniques, flame spraying can be use on field.

3.3.3. Formulation and Film Formation of Powder Coatings

As for high-solid coatings, the formulation and film formation of powder coatings are more
difficult than for convention solvent-borne coatings and a detailed description will be made in this
paragraph as it can influence coating performance.

Formulation of Powder Coatings

The formulation of powder coatings is similar to conventional coatings in many regards. The same
type of binder, crosslinker and additives can be used. However, their respective ratio in the powder
must be optimized to avoid difficulties which could lead to defects in the final paint film [87,89,90].
Another difference between powder and conventional coatings relies in additional additives adapted to
the powder production and the application methods. Whereas many additives such as UV absorbers,
light and heat stabilizers and slip agents have their basics in conventional coatings, others such as
electrostatic additives or post-blend additives are unique to powder coatings [89,95]. For example,
degassing additives can be incorporated in the formulation to mitigate the defects caused by volatiles
(air, moisture, low molecular weight polymer fragments) emitted during film formation to avoid
pinhole defects. Additives to avoid flooding, floating and pigment agglomeration which are used in
conventional coatings are not necessary and seldom used in powder coatings.

A significant formulating advantage for conventional coatings is that there are few constraints on
the Tg of the binders whereas it can be a crucial parameter for high solid coatings, see Section 3.2.2
An important formulating variable is the ratio of pigments and fillers to the binder in powder
coatings [89,90]. It is generally much lower than for conventional coatings since there are no other
liquid ingredients present to wet out the pigments. Thus, the pigment volume concentration in
powder coatings seldom exceeds about 25% [89,90]. In addition, higher levels of pigments or fillers
can reduce the flow out of powder coatings resulting in a rough grainy aspect. Many of the pigments
used in conventional coatings are also used in powder coatings. These include inorganic pigments
(TiO2, iron oxides, complex inorganic pigments) and organic pigments. Here again, their concentration
in the formulation must be adapted to avoid any negative effects on the powder flow.

For thermosetting powder coatings, the formulation is much harder than for thermoplastic
powder coatings. Indeed, the formulation must satisfy a combination of conflicting needs such as
the minimization of premature cross-linking during production, stability against sintering during
storage, coalescence, degassing and levelling at the lowest baking temperature, cross-linking at the
lowest possible temperature in the shortest time possible and film properties that meet or exceed the
requirements of the intended application [87,90,96]. In addition, flow and leveling must be balanced to
achieve acceptable appearance and protective properties over the range of expected film thickness.
For example, coatings that flow readily before cross-linking can form smooth films but they may flow
away from edges and corners.

Film Formation

As previously said, after application, the substrate covered by powder is taken to the curing oven.
For both classes of powder coatings, the mechanism is first the melting of the powder and formation of
a continuous film, Figure 14.

 

Figure 14. Schematic representation of powder coating film formation.
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Thermoplastic and thermosetting powder coatings differ by the fact that a curing reaction happens
following the powder melting for thermosetting powder coatings whereas for thermoplastic coatings,
the film is formed by the evaporation of air between particles [87,89,90]. This curing reaction complicates
the film formation and selecting correct curing conditions is extremely crucial [97].

Two processes can be used to cure thermosetting powder coatings either heat or UV light. Heating
is the most common way to complete the curing reaction while UV curing can only be used for
specifically designed powder coatings [87]. During heat curing, as the temperature increases the
powder starts to melt and float together. The outer powders melt first since the substrate has higher
heat capacity and takes longer time to be heated. Curing accelerates as the powder temperature
increases and consequently the powder viscosity increases. In heat-curing powder coating, there can
be a risk of pinhole formation due to the degassing of air or water molecules (produced by the curing
reaction) at the last stage of the curing process when the viscosity is high.

For UV-cured powder coatings, the risk of pinhole defects is lower because the curing reaction
happens in two steps. Indeed, powder coatings are first heated until the powder particles melt and
coalesce into a molten film. Then, the film is cured by irradiation with UV light in few seconds.

Parameters Influencing Film Formation

There are a lot of parameters which can influence film formation but they can be sorted in
two main categories, the ones inherent to the powder particles characteristics (size, distribution and
shape) and the ones inherent to the physicochemical and rheological properties of the binder powder
(Tg, melt viscosity and surface tension).

The powder particles characteristics will have an impact on the application process, mainly for
electrostatic spraying, and on the thickness of the final film. Small particles can induce a problem in the
powder transport in the application equipment (electrostatic gun) because they can fill the voids between
large particles and lead to powder packing and difficulty in the fluidization of the powder [87,89,90].
These phenomena can result in film thickness variation. In addition, during electrostatic spraying,
smaller particles can affect the flow pattern due to the fact that they receive more charge per weight
than larger particles [87,89,90]. If too small particles need to be avoided, it is the same for too large
particles. Indeed, they can affect the film smoothness. Generally, the largest particles must not be
larger than 2/3 of the desired film thickness [87,89,90,98]. In addition, particles shape and density can
influence the spray process and powder recovery. Particle size distribution can also play a role on the
packing density of the film, the fusion of the particles and the amount of air between particles before
fusion. Irregular shapes promote void in the dry powder film.

Concerning the physicochemical and rheological properties of the powder, the melt viscosity and
the surface tension of the melt are very important. Viscosity will have an impact on the powder flow and
on the coalescence of the powder particles. Generally, viscosity is high immediately after fusion, drops
with increasing temperature and finally increases when the coating approaches gelation [87,89,90].
Obtaining the right melt viscosity is essential because too low viscosity will result in sagging, dripping
of paint or the blocking of powder particles when stored whereas too high viscosity will induce a poor
flow [87,89,90]. The flow, in particular the flow window, will depend on the lowest viscosity attained
and by the length of time that the melt powder stays within the right viscosity range. Viscosity is also
crucial for the leveling of the film [87,89,90].

Regarding the surface tension, again, the right melt surface tension needs to be found. High surface
tension promotes coalescence and the flow of molten powder particles while low surface tension is
necessary to wet the substrate [87,89,90]. As for the viscosity, if the surface tension is too high or too low
it will generate film defects such as cratering or orange-peel effect (poor flow) respectively. These two
parameters will be also linked to the Tg (mostly the viscosity) of the melt which will in turn depend on
the binder nature, its molecular weight, its functionality, the curing agent, etc. The Tg of the powder
will also be essential for the storage of the powder before application and for the coalescence and
leveling of the film. The Tg must be high enough to avoid powder sintering but no too high because it
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will impact the temperature at which the coalescence and the leveling of the film will happen [81–83].
It is generally preferable that those (coalescence + leveling) happen at the lowest possible temperature.

4. Main Binder Types When Anticorrosive Properties Are Considered

In the previous section, the technology of high-solid coatings and powder coatings was described
to highlight their differences in comparison to conventional solvent-borne coatings and to present
the challenge to overcome in their formulation. This section is dedicated to the binder typically used
in harsh conditions. It includes binder for C5 and Im2 environment according to ISO 12944-5 [99].
First, a general presentation of the binder family will be made and then the particular case of high-solid
coatings and powder coatings will be address.

4.1. Epoxy Technology

4.1.1. Generalities

Epoxy technologies are widely used for anticorrosive coating especially because of their excellent
adhesion to metal and their high resistance to heat, water and chemicals [2,100–102]. In addition to
these properties, epoxy technology exhibits very strong mechanical properties, better alkali resistance
than most of other types of polymers but shows a high susceptibility to UV degradation.

Epoxy resin refers broadly to thermosetting polymer that contains an epoxide ring also called
an oxirane ring. The most common epoxide used are: diglycidyl ethers of bisphenol A (DGEBA),
diglycidyl ethers of bisphenol F (DGEBF), epoxy phenol or cresol novalac multifunctional resins for
very aggressive environments, see Figure 15.

 
 

(a) (b) 

Figure 15. Basic chemical structure of (a) diglycidyl ethers of bisphenol A (DGEBA) and (b) diglycidyl
ethers of bisphenol F (DGEBF).

It is accepted that the corrosion protection available with epoxy technology comes from a
combination of factors, i.e., the presence of aromatic group in the bisphenol structure which form a
good barrier protection and the presence of secondary hydroxyl group along the chain for adhesion
purpose [101]. However, the presence of aromatic group in the bisphenol structure is also what makes
epoxy coating highly susceptible to UV degradation. It is because of this susceptibility that chalking
and yellowing are often encountered for epoxy coating, see Figure 16. Epoxy coatings are often used as
primer or intermediate coats and combine with another type of chemistry for the topcoat.

 

 

(a) (b) 

Figure 16. Various properties of epoxy resin as a function of the chemical groups considered (a) Detailed
chemical formula and (b) Detailed chemical formula for the functional group named R.
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The crosslinking of epoxy resin usually occurs by the opening of the ring by curing agents
(generally amines) through a proton donor reaction. The high strain due to bond angle encountered
in the oxirane ring makes it highly reactive. There are a number of curing agents available to react
with epoxide; amines (aromatic or aliphatic), mercaptans, amides, phenols, isocyanates, anhydrides
acids, etc. Thus, the structure of the epoxy coating will partly depend on the nature of the curing agent,
see Figure 17. The oxirane ring being highly reactive, most of these curing agents can react rapidly and
at room temperature as soon as they are mixed together.

 
Figure 17. Typical reactions of the epoxide group to form epoxy coating as a function of the curing agent.

It is the molecular weight of the resin which will largely dictate the coating properties, see Figure 18.
For example, increasing the molecular weight will increase the flexibility, the adhesion or the toughness
with the counterpart of decreasing the crosslink density or the solvent resistance [1]. The difference
in final properties as a function of the molecular weight comes from a difference on the number of
functional groups per unit, i.e., low molecular weight possesses more functional groups. Resins of
differing molecular weight are usually blended to obtained balance property as a function of the
application needed.

Figure 18. General characteristics versus molecular weight of epoxy coating. Reproduced with
permission from [1]. Copyright 2009 Springer Nature.

It should be noted that the choice of the curing agent will also impact the final property of the
coating. For instance, epoxy coatings formed by reaction with polyamides are more flexible than
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epoxy coatings formed with amines. Polyamines are relatively small molecules which will lead to
tight crosslinking whereas polyamides will allow crosslinking to occur lengthwise due to their much
larger size.

4.1.2. High Solid Epoxy Coatings

The use of reduced molecular weight oligomer leads to the use of standard bisphenol A epoxy
resin modified with dimer acids. In theory, two molecules of diepoxide resin can be joined with one
molecule of dimer acid [84]. Thermosetting acrylic resin oligomer can also be used to modify epoxy
high solid coatings. The products are generally formulated and applied at much higher solid levels [84].

Concerning amine cured epoxy coatings, to be used as high solid coatings, it is common to
increase both the extender level and the thixotrope additive level to avoid sagging of the coating during
application [83,84].

The use of low molecular weight in epoxy high solid coatings can lead to more brittle coatings
than conventional coatings [1,84,103]. Thus, they can be more susceptible to damage from impact,
abrasion gouging. All these types of damage can compromise the barrier properties of the coating.
One way to remedy this problem is by the addition of flexibilizers or toughening agents [103].

When considering high solid primer, typically epoxy type for their good adhesion, they are more
difficult to formulate due to possible pigment flocculation as depicted in the previous section.

4.1.3. Epoxy Powder Coatings

They are the oldest and still one of the largest classes of thermosetting powder coatings.
One explanation is that during the development of thermosetting powder coatings, solid epoxy
resins and well-known latent curing agents were already available leading to a quicker development.
The most common crosslinker used in powder curing is dicyandiamide (DICY). This crosslinker leads
to complex polymeric structure due the complexity of the polymerization reaction which is still not
completely elucidated [104–107]. DICY can be modified to enhance its solubility in epoxy and improve
the film uniformity. As the curing reaction between DICY and epoxy can be slow it is common to add
a catalyst such as imidazole molecules [83,89,108]. Other typical curing agents are phenols, anhydride,
aromatic amines and aliphatic diamines.

The same properties encountered for conventional coatings are found for epoxy powder.
Epoxy powder coatings are mostly used for corrosion protection in particular for onshore and
offshore oil and gas pipelines which are their largest market. In the pipeline coating industry, this type
of coating is called fusion-bonded epoxy (FBE) [87,108,109]. It can be used as a single coat and as the
first layer in a multi-coats system [110]. Typical binder compositions include a solid epoxy resin and a
dihydrazide crosslinker.

4.2. Polyurethane Technology

4.2.1. Generalities

Unlike epoxy coating, polyurethane coatings are known to be highly UV resistant and made
them the favorite choice for topcoat paint but they can also be available as primers or intermediate
coats. Polyurethane coatings exhibit excellent water resistance, good resistance to acids and solvents,
better alkali resistance to most polymers and in general good mechanical properties in addition to their
good weathering properties [1,100,111,112].

They are formed by isocyanate (R–N=C=O) reactions with active or labile hydrogen atoms coming
from, for example, alcohols, amines or water molecules, see Figure 19. The crosslinking of polyurethane
coatings will also depend on the type and configuration of both the isocyanate and curing agents,
temperature and presence or not of catalyst.
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Figure 19. Some typical isocyanate reactions (a) hydroxyl reaction, (b) amino reaction and (c) moisture
core reaction.

Two types of polyurethanes can be distinguished as a function of their curing mechanisms;
moisture-cure urethanes or chemical-cure urethanes. Moisture-cure urethanes are single pack coating
and chemical-cure urethanes two components pack coatings. In single pack coating, the isocyanate
group reacts with any labile hydrogen, moisture in the air included. The use of moisture-cure urethanes
is limited to by the concentration of moisture at the surface which can induce adhesion problems and
bubble formation due to the presence of carbon dioxide as by-product of the cure reaction.

Both single pack or two components pack coatings can be made of either aliphatic or aromatic
isocyanates as a function of the final property needed. Aromatic polyurethanes, though less expensive,
have more chemical and solvent resistance but are more susceptible to UV degradation due to the
aromatic structure, such as with epoxy technology [1,100,111]. It is what makes them preferably used
as primers or intermediate coats. Aliphatic polyurethanes can be linear or cyclic and offer better UV
resistance and are used as topcoat when good weatherability is needed but are more expensive and
react more slowly [1,100,113,114]. Figure 20 shows some typical chemical structure of aromatic and
aliphatic isocyanates.

 

Toluene diisocyanate 

(TDI) 

(a) 

 

Methylene diphenyl 4,4 -

diisocyanate (MDI) 

(b) 

 

Hexamethylene diisocyanate 

(HDI) 

(c) 

Figure 20. Some typical isocyanate molecules (a) Toluene diisocyanate, (b) Methylene diphenyl
4,4′-diisocyanate and (c) Hexamethylene diisocyanate.

Aliphatic polyurethanes are mostly polyester and/or acrylic polyol whereas aromatic polyurethanes
are mostly polyether polyol.

4.2.2. High Solid Polyurethane Coatings

The low viscosity, high functionality and high isocyanate content of the oligomeric polyisocyanates
make polyurethane especially suitable for high solid coatings. There is an ASTM standard for describing
the different types of polyurethane and the characteristics of high solid and solventless polyurethane
coatings are detailed in the ASTM D16-type V [115]. In the development of high solid polyurethane
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coatings, as for epoxy coatings, the adopted approach is to lower the binder of the resin, add diluents or
lower the viscosity of the polyisocyanate crosslinking agent [84,111,116,117]. Renz et al. [118] described
the effect of these modifications and their possible negative effects. Hydroxy-terminated polyester
and hydroxy-functional acrylic resins are the most common polyols used in the formulation of high
solid polyurethane coatings [84,116]. Other way using self-crosslinking isocyanate system can also be
found [116]. Depending on application area and mode of application, the solid level for typical two
package polyurethane coatings range between 55–70% weight solids and 40–60% volume solids [116].
Still in the spirit of achieving greener chemistry, high solid polyurethane coatings can be formulated
with vegetable-based polyols [119].

4.3. Powder Polyester Technology

They are mostly used for lining applications due to their ability to be applied as very thick film
builds. They have good solvent and chemical resistance but no resistance to alkaline conditions
because of the sensibility of the ester linkage. As they exhibit also excellent water resistance, they are
often used for seawater applications. The principal class of polyester powder coatings is based on
acid functional, saturated polyester resins cured using triglycidyl isocyanurate (TGIC) [87,89,90,120].
Even though TGIC has been the dominant curing agent for polyester resins, it is being slowly replaced
by primid due to its hazardous nature for environment and health issues. In case of TGIC cured resins
the binder/crosslinker ratio is 93:7 due to a high equivalent weight and a low degree of functionality
of the binder. Polyester powder coatings possess good adhesion, protective properties and are less
susceptible to UV degradation due to the absence of aromatic molecule in their formulation. However,
they can be sensible to the accumulation of moisture at the surface which can lead to hydrolysis,
oxidation and degradation of the resin [87,89,90]. Typical products coated with polyesters include
architectural components, agricultural equipment, household appliances and electrical enclosures.

4.4. High Solid Polysiloxane

Polysiloxane is any one of a class of synthetic materials characterized by silicon and oxygen
linked together in the siloxane bond, having organic group attached to silicon which have a distinct
impact on the final properties of the coating [100,121,122]. Siloxane can be chemically reacted with
epoxy, acrylic or other organic groups which can lead to the formulation of a broad variety of coating
types [100,121,123]. Two main factors have made polysiloxanes coatings highly valuable for use
in protective coatings; their strong chemical bond in comparison to typical carbon bond of organic
binders and their low surface energy. Their strong chemical bond leads to high heat resistance and
long-term weather resistance [100,121]. Their low surface energy has an impact on their hydrophobicity
properties, wetting properties and can improve flow and leveling during film formation [121].

Due to the fact that silicon can be from mono to tetra functional, see Figure 21, and due to the
chemical nature of the functional group, it can lead to a large panel of properties. For example,
more trifunctional silicon results into coating with an improved hardness but with brittle behavior and
with an improved compatibility with organic polymers.

 

Monofunctional 

 

Di-functional 

 

Tri-functional 

 

Tetrafunctional 

With R = hydrogen, methyl, ethyl, propyl, octyl, phenyl or other organic groups (epoxy, acrylic, 

urethane, etc.) 

Figure 21. Example of multifunctional siloxane structure.
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As for conventional coatings, changing the crosslinking density of polysiloxanes will result in
different properties; high crosslinking will lead to strong, hard, protective and chemically resistant
coating but quite brittle while low crosslinking density will result in more flexible coating but with
worse barrier properties [100,121]. The latter will be more suitable as a topcoat to be applied on a
protective epoxy, for example, while the former will be a UV-resistant barrier coating. Due to limited
surface tolerance, this coating cannot be used without a primer. Polysiloxane coatings are an alternative
choice to polyurethanes coating. Previously reported accelerated weathering data has fingerprinted
polysiloxanes technology as being a coating with extremely good weatherability. Florida exterior
weathering data (45◦ South, five-years continuous exposure) validated that polysiloxanes coatings are
very durable. This data is proof that siloxane coatings have excellent aesthetic weathering attributes in
terms of gloss retention and chalk resistance properties [124].

Polysiloxanes can be formulated as both single or two component(s). As similar for polyurethane
coatings, the curing of one component coating requires the presence of humidity in the atmosphere
whereas in two components coatings, the silicon chain is formed in the resin and the curing is achieved
by a silane with desired functional groups. Inorganic ratios can vary from 37% to 77% (weight by
weigh) but is typically around 60%.

4.5. Other Technologies

In addition to epoxy and polyurethane binders, several other chemistries can be found in the area
of anticorrosive coatings. Among them acrylic and alkyds coatings can be quoted. For more detail
information about these coating technologies, see [4,100].

4.5.1. Inorganic Zinc Silicate Coating

Zinc level of 90% or higher are common in inorganic zinc silicate coating which makes it almost
entirely composed of zinc pigment providing cathodic protection. The amount of binder is optimized
to keep the electrical contact between the zinc particles and the surface. As the name of the coating
implies it, the binder is an inorganic silicate which may be either a solvent-based, partly hydrolyzed
alkyl silicate or a water-based, highly alkali silicate. The general characteristics of these coatings are
the ability to tolerate higher service temperature, excellent corrosion properties, the requirement of
top-coating for specific pH environment and very thorough surface preparation [125].

4.5.2. Other Types of Powder Coatings

Thermosetting Powder Coatings

Polyester-epoxy hybrid powder coatings combine the decorative properties of the polyester and
the toughness of the epoxy. They were developed to be an alternative to anhydride cured epoxy
powder coatings. Despite the presence of polyester, these hybrid coatings are still susceptible to UV
degradation and are preferred to be used indoor [87,89,90]. They are typically used for furniture and
kitchen appliances.

The application segment for polyurethane powder coatings is low. Generally, blocked isocyanate
group approach is used to prevent premature crosslinking.

Thermoplastic Coatings

The two most important vinyl coatings are polyvinyl chloride (PVC) and polyvinylidene fluoride
(PVDF). Vinyl polymers belong to a group of resins having a vinyl radical as the basic structural unit.

Polymerization of vinyl chloride into PVC homopolymer or its co-polymerization with different
co-monomers is carried out by a free radical mechanism. Due to its brittle nature, PVC powder coatings
are plasticized formulations. The use of plasticizers also improves their impact resistance but at the
same time reduces their tensile strength, modulus and hardness [87,89,90]. Thus, the choice of the
amount of plasticizer is crucial to obtain the right balance between hardness and flexibility. PVC is
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degraded by UV light and therefore is preferred for indoor use. They are mechanically tough and
protective when applied in sufficient thickness. Their partial crystallinity contributes to the stabilization
of the powder against sintering.

Fluoropolymers, such as PVDF are used for coatings requiring exceptional exterior durability and
enhanced resistance to corrosive environment. Most of them are modified with thermoplastic acrylic
polymers or other fluoropolymer resins containing comonomers to improve melt flow and application
characteristics [87,89,90]. In addition to their enhanced UV resistance and gloss retention, they exhibit
good abrasion resistance. Their low surface energy also makes them dirt repellent. They are generally
applied as topcoats mostly for decorative purpose in architectural applications.

Polyolefin powder coatings consist mostly in polyethylene and polypropylene chemistry. They give
rise to coating with a smooth finish with an almost waxy feel. Their chemical composition i.e., no side
chain functional groups allow them to have almost no water absorption and a very strong resistance to
chemicals and solvents [87,89,90]. However, this inert characteristic is a drawback when adhesion to
the substrate is considered. Indeed, there is no functional groups to establish primary or secondary
bond with the surface substrate. Thus, they usually need the use of a primer or the incorporation of
other monomers in their formulation, such as acrylic acid. This type of powder coating is frequently
used on lab equipment that require regular washing.

Polyamides powder coatings relies mainly on Nylon 11- and Nylon 2-chemistries and the
properties of these two types of nylon are similar. Polyamide powders can be prepared either by
melt-mixed or dry-blend process as a function of the final gloss wanted (higher gloss for melt-mixed
process) [87,89,90]. These coatings are mechanically tough, tolerate high temperature and resist to
a wide range of chemicals and solvents. They have also a pleasing appearance and are suitable for
food contact. They are mostly used for the coating of handles, wire goods, automotive parts and
medical equipment.

5. High-Solid and Powder Coatings for Marine and Offshore Application

It was important to define the type of binder which can be utilized for designing anticorrosive
coatings because it is the binder which will have an impact on the overall coating properties for the
most part. Before reviewing the behavior of high-solid coatings and powder coatings in marine and
offshore application, it is essential to define the type of stress which can be encountered. This part is
directly linked to degradation mechanisms describe in Section 2.4.

5.1. How to Define Marine and Offshore Applications?—Stresses Encountered

The definition of the corrosive environment to which anticorrosive coatings can be exposed is
reported in the ISO 12944-2 standard [126]. It divides the environment into three exposure types:
immersion, atmospheric and splash zone, the immersion and atmospheric exposure having subclasses.
Each type of corrosive environment has its own set of stress factors which will lead to different types
of degradation mechanisms. Thus, the specific requirements for anticorrosive coatings are naturally
highly dependent on the environment and elements that the coating may experience during service
and the time of exposure. Regarding marine and offshore applications, marine atmospheric exposure,
immersion in seawater and splash zone need to be considered.

5.1.1. Atmospheric Exposure

Atmospheric corrosion is usually defined by being the result of the interaction between a material
and the surrounding atmosphere. Even though, this definition seems rather simple, it implies a relative
complex problem. Indeed, the composition of the atmosphere is far from being simple and it evolves
as a function of physical parameters such as the temperature, the humidity, presence of gaseous
atmospheric contaminants and the presence of aerosols.

Concerning aerosols, they come from sea-spray aerosols produced from waves through bubble
bursting by breaking waves at the ocean or shore. The residence time of aerosol particles varies from
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a few minutes to days as a function of the frequency of the rain and the orientation of the materials
(allowing rinsing of the surface). The deposition of chloride from sea spray aerosols depends largely
on the distance from the sea shore and wind direction. As explained in Section 2.4, marine aerosols
can produce species which have a preponderant role in the corrosion process. Regarding atmospheric
gases, mostly sulphur dioxide can be quoted. It is one of the most corrosive agents in industrial and
urban atmospheres. Sulphur dioxide has a strong corrosion stimulating effect and it was suggested
that the oxidation of SO2 to form sulphate leads to a pH decrease, a dissolution of surface oxides and
an increase corrosion.

To be able to interact with the material, both the gases and the aerosols will need to be dissolved
and thus will need the presence of water at the metal surfaces. The presence of water at the surface of
the material will have an impact on the solubilization of the contaminants and on the properties of
the paint layer [127,128]. Thus, the relative humidity and temperature appear as the most important
to consider. In addition, the wet and dry cycles which undergo the materials are of importance as
climatic parameters are never under stationary conditions with constant humidity and temperature
during outdoor exposure. When considering the day/night pattern, it is obvious that condensation on
the material and thus the electrolyte thickness will be largely impacted. The temperature will also
have an impact on the rate of chemical and electrochemical reactions and on the diffusion of pollutants
through the coating layer, as specified in Section 2.4, and will play a role in coating aging as depicted
in Section 2.4. The pollutants solubility will also be impacted by the temperature e.g., O2 solubility
decreases with the increase of temperature [129].

In addition to the climatic parameters and the atmosphere pollutants such as UV radiation, the
frequency of rain, the distance to the sea, the wind force or direction will need to be considered.

In conclusions, coatings applied in atmospheric environments will be subjected to locally alternating
conditions with respect to ultraviolet degradation, heat, moisture, salt and gas concentration. As a function
of stresses encountered, the mechanism of coating failure will be different as depicted in Section 2.4.

5.1.2. Immersion

At the difference of atmospheric corrosion which can only occur when a liquid film is deposited
on the surface, in immersion conditions, the corrosion rate is determined mainly by the amount of
oxygen that reaches the cathode, whereby the electrolyte resistance is of no consequence due to the
large cross-section and good conductivity. Due to good conductivity of the medium, the anode and
cathode can be some distance apart in seawater.

In the case of immersed coating systems, the aggressiveness of the environment is very specific.
The overall corrosivity of the environment depends on a combination of parameters such as temperature,
salinity, pH and content of dissolved gasses (mainly oxygen) and a combination of factors from different
origins (chemical, physical or biological), see Table 2.

Table 2. Main seawater corrosion parameters [129].

Chemical Factors Physical Factors Biological Factors

Soluble salts Temperature Fouling

Solute gases (O2, CO2) Movement Animals (consumption or production of gases)

pH levels Pressure Plants (consumption or production of gases)

- Solids -

The salt content of seawater is defined as the total mass of salt solution in 1 kg of seawater. Far from
the land in the major oceans, it has an average salt content within the range of 32–37.5 g/kg. The salt
content can deviate from this range in particular cases, such as marginal or enclosed seas. Considering
all the types of seas, it can be concluded that seawater has a salt content levels of approximatively
35 g/kg and a chloride ion content of 19 g/kg resulting in the seawater composition. The primary
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cations in seawater are sodium (10.78 g/kg), magnesium (1.29 g/kg), calcium (0.41 g/kg), and potassium
(0.39 g/kg) whereas the primary anions are chloride (19.38 g/kg) and sulfate (2.71 g/kg) [129].

The aggressiveness of seawater near coast can be more important due to the presence of gases
such as carbon dioxide and sulphur dioxide coming from human activities (emissions from industrial
areas). In addition to emission of gases, the presence of industrial areas can raise the amounts of
ammonium salts, sulfides and mordant residues and thus increase the aggressiveness of seawater [129].
The salt content will also impact the physical properties of seawater, such as the density, the freezing
point, vapor pressure and electrical conductivity. Concerning electrical conductivity, as the salt content
and temperature rise, it will drop accordingly.

The solute oxygen content is of primary importance as a component influencing the corrosion
behavior in seawater. The content of solute oxygen depends mainly on temperature and salt content.
It drops when temperature and salt content increases. The gases dissolved in seawater do not reach
saturation levels, not even close to the surface.

The carbon dioxide content of seawater is determined in water close to the surface by exchange with
atmospheric carbon dioxide. The solute carbon dioxide influences the balance of carbonate/hydrogen
carbonate and thus the formation of lime deposits or covering layers which can have an influence on
the corrosion rate.

It is important also to consider fouling phenomenon because it can initiate or exacerbate corrosion
processes. It can also have an economic impact when considering fuel consumption. Antifouling
coatings represent a particular case of marine coatings and is still a hot topic as regulations about
biocides are still evolving [130–133]. Fouling comes from the colonization of material surfaces,
constantly or frequently in seawater, by organisms (flora or fauna). The most common components
when considering fouling aspects and deposits are bacteria, algae, barnacles, tang, bryozoans, serpulids,
tunicates and molluscs.

Others parameters, such as cathodic protection and formation of calcareous deposits on defects
should also be considered as they will have an impact on the corrosion rate.

5.1.3. Intermediate Zones

In the previous sections, it was shown that the factors influencing atmospheric corrosion and
corrosion due to immersion were different and distinct. In the case of intermediate zones, such as tidal
or splash zones, all the factors mentioned above should be considered. Corrosion in intermittently
wetted surfaces is significantly more severe than under fully atmospheric and fully immersed
conditions [134,135].

Indeed, in the splash zone, the materials are under the influence of high moisture levels and high
salt content levels. Stress factors from solar exposure and UV light are also of consequence however no
fouling takes place in the splash zone. In tidal zone, unrestricted oxygen access to the moist surfaces in
the low water phase enhances corrosion. In this zone, founding and wave movements can also have a
considerable influence on corrosion processes.

5.2. Coating Behavior

The different stress factors were described in the previous section. It was shown that they differed
as a function of the aimed exposure environment. Thus, an anticorrosive coating designed for marine
atmosphere will not necessarily be optimized for immersion exposure. Generally, the application field
of high solid coatings is for marine application, such as anticorrosive coating for ships or infrastructure
near coast whereas the application field for powder coatings is for offshore application, in particular
for the protection of pipelines.

5.2.1. High-Solid Coatings

A typical anticorrosive system for highly corrosive marine environments usually consists of a
primer, one or several intermediate coats and a topcoat. The function of the primer is to protect the
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substrate from corrosion and to ensure good adhesion to the substrate. The function of the intermediate
coat is generally to build up the thickness of the coating system and impedes transport of aggressive
species to the substrate surface. It should also ensure good adhesion between the primer and the
topcoat. The topcoat is exposed to the external environment and must provide the surface with the
required color and gloss. The overall performance and durability of a coating system is very difficult
to assess because it will depend on the properties of each coats, interaction between coats, adhesion to
the substrate, application process and how the global system respond to stress.

Typically, when considering an anticorrosive coating for a harsh marine application and a high
durability, according to ISO 12944-5 standard, epoxy and polyurethane chemistries are advocated
due to their great anticorrosion properties as described previously [99,136]. Generally, the epoxy
technology is used for primer and intermediate coats and polyurethane mainly as the topcoat for the
reasons explained previously. Both these types of technology are available as high-solid coatings as
depicted in Section 4.1 and Section 4.2. In addition to polyurethane, high-solid polysiloxanes coatings
can be used as topcoat as mentioned in Section 4.4.

It is not unusual to have an anticorrosive coating not entirely designed with high-solid coatings
but with a combination of traditional solvent-borne coating [137,138]. Typically, a solvent-borne
primer coating is used with high solids intermediate coats and topcoats. As the same chemistry as
for solvent-borne coating is used in case of high solid coating, the same advantages and drawbacks
attributed to their chemistry “class” will be found. Indeed, an epoxy solvent-borne coating and an
epoxy high-solid coating will both, for example, exhibit an acute sensibility to UV degradation but
improved adhesion with the steel [1,100,101].

As, generally, a combination with of solvent-borne and high-solid coatings are found, it is also
rather difficult to firmly say that high-solid coatings are better than solvent-borne coatings. That is
why only examples of these types of coating performance will be developed in this section. The only
feature of high-solid which could lead to a lower performance with regards to solvent-borne coating is
their tricky application which can result in defect in the coating film and thus premature failure, see
Section 3.2.2. They cannot be applied as easily as conventional solvent-borne coatings and it can be an
explanation in the fact they are still less used traditional solvent-borne coatings. The importance of
the application step and its possible difficulty for high-solid coatings is critical when considering the
performance of these types of coatings but few information clearly linking them were found. It should
also be noted that the presence of low molecular weight/low crosslinking density microregion can be
weak points because they can be considered as low ionic resistance areas allowing the transportation
of corrosive agents [139]. However, they can offer improve barrier coatings as higher film thickness
can be achieved more easily. Indeed, barrier coating properties can be improved by the increase of the
thickness of the coating [1].

Diaz et al. [140] studied the performance of two anticorrosive coatings with an epoxy-siloxane
topcoat and compared it to the performance of a traditional anticorrosive coating with a polyurethane
topcoat. They did several accelerated tests, such as a salt spray, Prohesion and Kersternich test.
In addition, they studied the coating permeability, adhesion and electrochemical properties. They found
that the painted systems with an epoxy-siloxane topcoat exhibited better anticorrosive properties than
traditional coatings. They attributed this behavior to their lower water vapor and oxygen permeability.
It was shown that polysiloxanes topcoat could show some cracking due to the freezing phase at
−20 ◦C in the cyclic test recommended in the ISO 12944-6 standard for the qualification of anticorrosive
coatings [141]. This cracking could lower the barrier properties of the overall system. Signs of cracking
were also observed when comparing the anticorrosive properties of an epoxy siloxane hybrid coating
and a traditional two coats epoxy-urethane system [137]. The modification of the epoxy coating
with siloxane did improved the weathering ability of the coating without lowering its anticorrosion
properties. However, due to the higher crosslink density of epoxy-siloxane hybrid coating, cracking
was happening. A remedy such as the addition of elastomer can lower the apparition of cracks [122].
Cases of polysiloxane topcoats peeling were also reported on ship due to problems in flexibility
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property of the polysiloxanes topcoat [142]. Case of failure with two-coat systems (zinc epoxy primer
and polysiloxane topcoat) on an offshore platform was documented [143]. It was attributed to low film
thickness, inevitable on these types of structure, rather than to a specific weakness of the polysiloxanes.
Good behavior of painted systems with polysiloxane topcoats was also reported in a cyclic accelerated
tests and outdoor exposure in different sites [138]. However, this behavior could be attributed to the
presence of a zinc rich primer.

Husain and Madaj [144] studied the performance of an epoxy and polyurethane high solid coatings
intended for marine industrial atmospheres. They performed a salt spray test, performed infrared and
electrochemical analysis. They showed that initially the epoxy coating was very compact and adherent
to the steel but a high diffusion of water through the coating was happening after 500 h of exposure.
They attributed it to localized micro-corrosion events. Despite this diffusion of water, the epoxy
system still exhibited the best performance. Concerning the polyurethane coating, it also showed
degradation with the time of exposure. However, it seemed more tolerant to chloride contamination.
Shreepathi [145] also concluded about the good performance of a high solid epoxy coating when tested
in a neutral salt spray and monitored by EIS. They attributed this good performance to the presence
of zinc salt as anticorrosive pigment. These pigments led to an increase of the coating resistance
due to the formation of non-conductive corrosion products. Good performance due a high solid
polyurethane topcoat in outdoor exposures was also described by Santos et al. [146]. They studied the
behavior of several anticorrosive coatings having different combination of coats playing on several
types of chemistries and properties. Among the systems studied, a hybrid coating with a waterborne
primer, an epoxy high solid intermediate coat and a high solid polyurethane topcoat was selected.
In addition to outdoor exposure in a C5 site with high UV radiation, they performed a salt spray
test and a condensation test according to ISO 12944-6 standard. They observed that this coating
was the second-best coating when considering outdoor exposures with good gloss retention and low
chalking mostly due to the polyurethane topcoat. Only one system with traditional solvent-borne
coatings exhibited better performance however this coating had a zinc ethyl silicate primer which was
responsible for its low degradation. These observations showed the crucial role of the primer when
considering the overall performance of an anticorrosive coating. Sanchez-Amaya et al. [147] studied
the behavior of epoxy coating, applied on steel with a 300 μm thickness, immerged in HCl 3M media
during 14 days. In addition to assessment of the panels after test, they studied the degradation of this
coating by electrochemical impedance measurements and electrochemical noise. They noted after
the test the apparition of heavy blistering due to the development of anodic blistering through the
chemical degradation of the coating. By electrochemical measurements, they showed that, initially,
the coating had a good anticorrosive behavior but that after two days of exposure in the media it began
to failed and eventually lead to the development of heavy blistering.

One other parameter when considering the use of high solid coating as solution for the protection
of steel, in particular, ballast tanks, it their advantages in term of coating’s edge retention [148].
Guan et al. [148] showed that high solid polyurethane could be an effective solution in these cases.

In conclusions, zinc-based primers or high solid epoxy primers in combination with polyurethane
(high solid or not) or polysiloxane topcoat have been the state of the art in corrosion protection and
weathering resistance.

5.2.2. Powder Coatings

Typical Powder Coatings Use in Offshore Application

Coatings used for offshore application are traditionally applied on pipe immerged in seawater
or soil. In addition to be resistant to water, they need to resist to cathodic protection applied on
pipe. When considering powder coatings used in this application segment, fusion-bonded epoxy
(FBE) is the preferred choice. It can be applied as a single layer or as the first layer in a multi coats
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system [87,110–112,149]. Kehr has written a comprehensive review on the use of FBE for corrosion
protection of pipelines [110].

Before reviewing the performance of FBE as anticorrosive solution for pipelines, the procedure of
application of FBE on pipelines will be presented because it differs from traditional production lines.
The process for coating pipe spools is illustrated on Figure 22.

Figure 22. Application of fusion-bonded epoxy (FBE) on oil and gas pipelines. Reproduced with
permission from [150]. Copyright 2008 Elsevier.

The pipe is first preheated and blast cleaned. If desired, the surface can also be phosphated to
improve the anticorrosive performance. The steel pipe is then further heated by induction heating
to a temperature of about 230 ◦C, before the powder is applied. The typical temperature range for
the application of FBE is between 180 and 250 ◦C [87,149,151]. Since the powder is applied on a
preheated surface, the powder immediately melts, flows together into a continuous film and starts
to cure. The pipe spool may then receive additional coats of thermally insulated materials, such as
polyethylene or polypropylene.

Performance of Powder Coatings

As for what was described in the previous section, the fact that powder coatings are based on the
same chemistry as traditional solvent-borne coatings, they present the same advantages and drawbacks
inherent to their chemistry “class”. Thus, in the case of epoxy type coating, an excellent combination
of mechanical properties, chemical stability, corrosion and wear resistance and adhesiveness are
observed [112,151–154]. However, they present a high UV sensibility. Even, if pipelines are not
necessarily exposed to UV degradation, it can be an important factor to take into account. Indeed,
before their use on a pipeline structure, pipes coated with FBE can be stored outdoor and thus
suffer from UV degradation which could lower their barrier or other properties before use [155].
Cetiner et al. [155] studied the effect of preliminary UV exposure on FBE in stockpiled pipes on their
gloss, cathodic disbondment, adhesion, flexibility and impact properties. The outdoor exposure was
carried during 15 to 21 months in different positions as of solar exposure. They showed that UV
degradation had a significant impact on gloss and flexibility properties but low impact on cathodic
disbondment, adhesion and impact properties.

Several studies have reported that FBE, as a single layer coating, exhibited excellent adhesion to
well cleaned steel, good chemical resistance, good flexibility at low temperature (−30 ◦C), very good
cathodic protection properties and good abrasion resistance [153].

These studies also highlighted some drawbacks typical of FBE coating when applied as single
coat [156,157]. Indeed, as for all powder coatings, FBE effective adhesion to steel is dominated
by the surface preparation and a more careful surface preparation is needed in case of powder
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coatings, see Section 3.3.3 [84,87,89,151]. Papavinasam [157] showed that defects observed, such as
blisters formation, after five years of service for FBE coated pipes mostly came from a non-optimal
surface preparation.

Another typical problematic encountered in the case of FBE coated pipe is the adhesion between
the coating and the steel pipe [156,157]. Even if, epoxy type coating exhibit excellent adhesion
properties it can still be a problem, such as in case of poor surface preparation or due to the easily water
transportation to the epoxy coating through the presence of hydrophile groups [158,159]. One way to
improve the adhesion between FBE and steel is to apply a surface treatment before coating the pipe
with FBE, as similar for all typical anticorrosive purposes [156–158,160–162]. Among the solutions
proposed, surface treatment based on zirconium, silane, neodymium-based nanofilm or cerium can be
quoted [156,158–162]. Ramezanzadeh et al. [156] showed that treatment of steel substrate by cerium
compounds could be an effective approach for enhancing epoxy coating adhesion and corrosion
properties. They observed an improvement in the resistance to cathodic delamination due to the
covering of cathodic sites on steel with a reacted compound between cerium and steel leading to the
isolation of anodic sites from cathodic sites. They still specify that the base property of FBE in regards
to resistance to cathodic delamination was rather good. Ramenzanzadeh et al. [162] also studied a
surface treatment based on neodymium compounds. They also obtained a better behavior when the
resistance to salt spray and cathodic delamination were considered still due to enhancement of the
adhesion between the steel substrate and FBE.

In addition to improve the adhesion between the steel substrate and FBE, modifications of
FBE with different types of additives are studied to enhance FBE properties such as mechanical,
conductive properties [152,163–166]. For example, carbon black can be added in FBE formulation [165].
When dispersed in FBE it can generate conductive or semi conductive coatings which can improve the
coating barrier properties, investigated by EIS in 3% NaCl, due to the formation of dense carbon black
network. Modification of FBE with acrylonitrile can also be quoted for the improvement of the coating
flexibility [166]. It is indeed crucial as pipelines are not necessarily straight [151].

As similar for traditional solvent-borne coatings, the application parameters of FBE need to
be carefully controlled. Incorrect curing temperature or time of curing can lead to adhesion failure
between the FBE and the steel surface [167,168]. In addition to influence the flow viscosity, the surface
wetting and the adhesion to the steel, the temperature of application can also impact the mechanical
properties of the steel due to strain aging [169]. The high temperature of curing can also play a role in
the internal stress of the coating and also lead to adhesion failure [154,170]. This is particularly true
when a coating consisting in several layers is applied.

Several works have shown that FBE could present failure when used at high temperature due to
its sensibility to water transport to the interface [171–173]. It is not uncommon to have high service
temperature in offshore applications. Indeed, pipelines can carry hot fluid and be immerged in cold
water. This created a thermal gradient. Payer et al. [171] showed that FBE was particularly sensible to
negative thermal gradient where the steel is cooler than the coating. The service temperature can also
impact the mechanical properties of the coating and lead to plasticization [154]. In addition, a high
temperature of service can cause water to be absorbed more quickly and cause disbondment if surface
contaminants are present [174].

As said, FBE coating can be designed as single coat, however, it is not unusual to associate it with
layers of thermoplastic coating, such as polyethylene or polypropylene. These types of coating are
called three-layer polyolefin systems (3PLO) which contain an FBE primer, an adhesive tie coat and a
polyolefin outer layer [149]. These coatings generally exhibit better anticorrosive performance as single
layer FBE because the polyolefin layer offers outstanding mechanical resistance to damage occurring
during the pipe manufacture and installation [149].
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6. Conclusions

The use of organic coatings as protection for metal surface is the still one of the popular methods
when corrosion issue is considered. Organic coatings act as barrier against the corrosive species and
can also provide additional protection through the use of pigments (sacrificial or inhibitive passivation).
Constant changes in coating technology is carried out to meet either enhanced performance or to
meet requirements due to environmental regulations, in particular the reduction of VOCs. To this
end, products with high-solid contents, powder coatings or waterborne coatings with low amounts of
organic solvents were developed. The challenge to coating suppliers is to find a solution with a more
environmentally friendly profile without sacrificing the proven performance features of the traditional
solvent-borne coatings. These new technologies are now well developed and challenge in terms of
formulation and paint applications were found. As for traditional coatings, these types of low VOC
paints still undergo continual change to improve their properties and meet the particular demands for
the protection of steel in marine and offshore environments.

Even though, high solid and powder coatings technology seem to be well developed nowadays,
in terms of production and application, they are not systematically used as replacement for traditional
solvent-borne coatings in particular for heavy duty anticorrosive coatings. Indeed, this sector is more
demanding on the coating, in terms of mechanical and physicochemical properties but also on the
application and maintenance of the coating. One explanation for the lack of replacement of traditional
solvent-borne coatings, could lie in the fact that end-users have less perspective in their long-term
anticorrosive properties as for traditional solvent-borne. This is, however, less true for powder coatings
where fusion bonded epoxy coatings are often used as anticorrosive solutions for pipeline protection.
Indeed, the market for powder coating for corrosion protection of steel is expected to grow in future
years. Another explanation, in the case of high-solid coatings, could be in the fact that the application
of these types of coating is not as easy as for traditional coating and incorrect paint application can
happen. A better surface preparation is also needed for high-solid and powder coatings.

In any case, even if these technologies (high-solid and powder coatings) are now well developed
and known, as for every technology, constant improvement is researched and it will certainly allow
them to gain more impact in the application in marine and offshore conditions.
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Abstract: Scanning Electrochemical Microscopy (SECM) is increasingly used in the study and char-
acterization of thin surface films as well as organic and inorganic coatings applied on metals for
the collection of spatially- and chemically-resolved information on the localized reactions related to
material degradation processes. The movement of a microelectrode (ME) in close proximity to the
interface under study allows the application of various experimental procedures that can be classified
into amperometric and potentiometric operations depending on either sensing faradaic currents
or concentration distributions resulting from the corrosion process. Quantitative analysis can be
performed using the ME signal, thus revealing different sample properties and/or the influence of
the environment and experimental variables that can be observed on different length scales. In this
way, identification of the earlier stages for localized corrosion initiation, the adsorption and formation
of inhibitor layers, monitoring of water and specific ions uptake by intact polymeric coatings applied
on metals for corrosion protection as well as lixiviation, and detection of coating swelling—which
constitutes the earlier stages of blistering—have been successfully achieved. Unfortunately, despite
these successful applications of SECM for the characterization of surface layers and coating systems
applied on metallic materials, we often find in the scientific literature insufficient or even inadequate
description of experimental conditions related to the reliability and reproducibility of SECM data for
validation. This review focuses specifically on these features as a continuation of a previous review
describing the applications of SECM in this field.

Keywords: scanning electrochemical microscopy; corrosion protection; coating degradation;
corrosion inhibitor films; electrochemical activity; microelectrode

1. Introduction

Corrosion involves the destructive oxidation of metals and non-metallic materials,
which causes degradation of their function as a result of exposure of the materials to
environments that are aggressive to them. Most of the materials used in our society require
a contribution of energy for their extraction and industrial production in the desired
chemical state and form. Therefore, there is a great thermodynamic tendency for these
materials to return to their original, more stable state—hence corrosion is ultimately an
unavoidable process. However, the use of proper corrosion control methods significantly
slows down the rate at which the corrosive phenomenon occurs, making it possible to
increase the useful life of the material, thereby reducing the impact on the environment by
a lower consumption of materials, namely by reducing the rate of replacement, as well as
by the lower contamination due to degradation products.
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The degradation reactions that occur in metallic materials exposed to the atmosphere
or to an aqueous medium have their electrochemical origins in common. That is to say,
they are produced by the development of electrochemical microcells on the surface of the
corroding material, with dimensions typically within the micrometric and even submi-
crometric range in their beginnings. Thus, the anodic half-reaction (namely the oxidation
of the metal) and the cathodic half-reaction (i.e., the oxygen reduction reaction in most
aqueous environments) occur at different locations on the surface, forming highly localized
microcells. As a result, several surface phenomena emerge, such as the formation of passive
layers, local electric fields are generated, changes in the surface conductivity, or varia-
tions in the rate of electron transfer reactions, which, along with the possible coupling of
homogeneous-phase reactions in solution, generation of local electric fields, changes in pH,
etc., ultimately account for the degradation pathways, as shown in Figure 1. As most of the
knowledge of corrosion mechanisms has been gathered using conventional electrochemical
techniques that are surface averaging methods, little or no information is currently available
on reactivity at sites of corrosion initiation or at small defects in surface layers and films.
This situation is a major drawback for the development of effective corrosion protection
technologies, which often can only attempt to minimise the extent of corrosion once it has
started, as the actual mechanisms related to its initiation remain mostly unknown.

Figure 1. Sketch depicting the formation of localized microcells, the subsequent flow of ionic species
in the electrolyte, and the pH changes associated with the onset of corrosion of a metal immersed in
an alkaline or neutral aqueous medium.

The most effective and widely employed anticorrosion protection method consists of
the application of organic coatings on metals. Organic coatings mainly provide a physical
barrier against the access of water and ions to the metal surface, preventing the onset of
electrochemical reactions there. However, there is no completely impermeable coating to
these chemical species and therefore a certain electrochemical activity will find its origin
in small defects, which are invariably present, but more notably in larger defects which
are produced by the action of the environment (e.g., scratches, particle impacts, etc.) or on
the cut edges of coated metals [1]. The addition of corrosion inhibitors could prolong the
life of the coated material by inhibiting corrosive processes at these defects and cut edges,
provided a steady supply of them is maintained when added to the coating as pigments.
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This supply is not sustained in a controlled manner in typical anticorrosion coating formu-
lation, so they are released by the coating continuously, eventually ceasing to be available
for the protection of the material, and polluting the environment. A better concept is that
the coatings could be functionalized for the release of the inhibitor only when corrosion has
started, in order to stop the degradation processes and to heal the defect formed [2–4]. Such
“smart” or self-repairing coatings, modified with additives and pigments specially designed
for the mitigation of corrosive activity, would not release large amounts of chemicals into
the environment, while providing more effective corrosion protection.

Although electrochemical techniques provide powerful tools to study interfacial reac-
tions, especially corrosion processes, the conventional methods lack spatial resolution and
provide limited information about electrochemical behaviour at sites of corrosion initiation
or defects and cut edges. In fact, processes occurring at these sites are highly localized
and heterogeneously distributed throughout the system (cf. Figure 1), and methods with
spatial resolution that can acquire real-time data are needed to obtain relevant information
about the underlying reaction mechanisms. In the last three decades, significant progress
has been made in the knowledge and analytical monitoring of the origins of corrosion by
means of electrochemical measurements at micrometric and sub-micrometric scale. Some
methods have been devised to considerably reduce the number of degradation events that
can occur simultaneously on a given substrate, even resulting in the electrochemical signal
measured in the system coming from distinct events. This is achieved by miniaturizing
the measurement cell [5] or the sample under study using individual microelectrodes [6]
and microelectrode arrays [7]. The measured signal always represents an average of all
events occurring on the exposed substrate, but transients related to individual breakdown
events or localized sites can be distinguished above the background signal. In this way,
it is possible to resolve the different steps of the breakdown process [5–8], although the
use of ex situ optical, electron, or atomic force microscopies is necessary to correlate the
electrochemical findings with specific features of the object studied [9–11].

Scanning microelectrochemical techniques provide an alternative for the study of pro-
tection methods and degradation reactions with spatial selectivity, especially with regards
to the initiation and subsequent propagation of the latter [12–15]. Conceptually, these
methods can be considered scanning probe microscopies (SPMs) in which microelectrodes
are used as sensing probes in near-field scanning configurations, leading to the monitoring
of electrochemical systems that are both chemically and spatially resolved for the surfaces
under investigation. In fact, SPM is a branch of microscopy where the pixels of the eventual
image are obtained by sequentially implemented local measurements. The main three
groups of scanning microelectrochemical techniques are based on the measurement of local
potential fields (namely, the scanning reference electrode technique, SRET, and the scan-
ning vibrating electrode technique, SVET) [12], the measurement of local electrochemical
impedances (i.e., the localized electrochemical impedance spectroscopy, LEIS [15]), and the
electrochemical operation of microelectrodes in the scanning electrochemical microscope
(SECM) [14]. Among them, the only technique capable of obtaining chemical resolution and
specificity is SECM, since the measuring probe can be configured to specifically monitor a
certain chemical species.

Since its introduction in 1989 by Engstrom’s [16] and Bard’s [17] research groups,
SECM has found increasing application in various scientific fields, namely Chemistry,
Materials Science, Chemical Engineering, and Corrosion Engineering, among others [18].
As result, the scientific production using SECM has been steadily growing over the years
and reporting applications in different research areas. In particular, SECM has also been
used for the characterization of organic and inorganic coatings applied on metals, where
this technique has found application for microscopic chemical imaging, the measurement
of physicochemical constants and coefficients, and as a micromachining tool [19]. A
relevant review addressing strategies and operation modes in SECM for the investigation
of corrosion processes in metals and their alloys was published by Payne et al. in 2017 [14].
The latter work contained a brief section about the uses of SECM in the investigation of
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corrosion reactions in coated metals including a summary of different corrosion protection
schemes classified by kind of protection and metal.

In 2016, a comprehensive review of experimental parameters in SECM was published
by Polcari et al., covering applications in different fields [18], whereas Zoski focused on the
use of SECM for surface reactivity characterization, emphasizing novel operation modes,
as well as the detection and quantification of metal oxides of the materials used for tip
fabrication [20]. Unfortunately, no similar effort has been made in previous reviews on
the application of SECM to the study of corrosion processes for covering key experimental
parameters of the measurements for data such as the potential applied to the tip, the
composition of the measuring solution, tip stability and dimensions, or the eventual effect
of redox mediator conversion at the tip on the actual corrosion process under investigation.

The present review addresses the different modes of operation in SECM and their
application to the study of coatings and metal-coating systems, with a detailed breakdown
of experimental aspects. This work effectively updates and extends our previous report
where the operation modes available in SECM for the study of degradation processes in
coated metals were described and illustrated [1], also including a review of the experimental
parameters involved in the measurements that constitute analytical figures of merit for the
comparison and quantitative evaluation of SECM data [21].

2. Experimental Design for SECM Operation

There are several important factors to be considered when designing a SECM experi-
ment. The most important ones are the nature and geometry of the tip that will determine
the spatial and chemical resolutions of the measurement, as well as the type of substrate
and mediator, and the solvent to be employed. A review of the main experimental design
factors related to the application of SECM to the analysis of coating systems is summarized
in the next sections. All the information is organized in tables in order to simplify the
presentation of the available resources and their easier comparison. We also provide a brief
description of the main aspects related to the features described in the next sub-sections.
It must be noted that method validation will not be discussed here as it is beyond the
reach of this work, but a relevant review on the topic has been recently presented by
Izquierdo et al. [21].

2.1. SECM Instrumentation

SECM is a scanning probe microscope (SPM) technique based on electrochemical
principles. The movement of a microelectrode (ME) in close proximity to the interface
under study allows the application of various experimental procedures that can be classified
into amperometric and potentiometric operations depending on either sensing faradaic
currents or probe potential values due to concentration distributions resulting from the
corrosion process, as sketched in Figure 2. In addition, alternating current signals can be
applied to the ME, leading to AC-operation modes.

As sketched in Figure 2A, amperometric SECM operation is performed in a small
electrochemical cell constituted by the tip, the counter electrode, the reference electrode,
the substrate, and the solution. A bipotentiostat completes the SECM electrochemical setup
together with the electrochemical cell, and it can be used to independently control the
potential (bias) of the tip and the substrate, although the latter can also be left unbiased at its
spontaneous corrosion potential in the environment. Next, a micropositioner is driven by
stepper motors or piezoelectric elements to achieve the movement of the tip in the X, Y, and
Z directions for exploring the substrate with submicrometric resolution. The experimental
setup is completed with the interface, display system, and computer that records the current
at the tip (and eventually the substrate when polarized by the bipotentiostat) as a function
of tip position or the potential of the corresponding working electrode.
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Figure 2. Sketches depicting the SECM set up and electrode connections for (A) amperometric and
AC operations; and (B) potentiometric operation.

AC modes are available by attaching a lock-in amplifier or a frequency response
analyser (FRA) to the bipotentiostat, as shown in Figure 2A. 4D AC-SECM mode involves
the electrochemical imaging of the AC components of the current signal flowing at the tip
(i.e., admittance and phase angle) [22], whereas impedance spectra can be generated at the
scanning electrochemical impedance microscope (SEIM) by combining the local current
and potential signals [23]. Research applications of these techniques to characterize thin
surface layers and coatings on metals are summarized in Table 1.

Table 1. Selected summary of successful applications of AC modes in SECM for the investigation of
thin surface layers and coatings on metals.

Technique Application Reference

AC-SECM Visualisation of pin holes on lacquered tinplate [24,25]

AC-SECM Imaging of a scratch in polymer-coated galvanized steel [26]

AC-SECM Visualization of the adsorption of corrosion inhibitor layers on copper [27,28]

AC-SECM Definition of a characteristic threshold frequency during adsorption of
corrosion inhibitor layers on copper [29]

AC-SECM Water uptake and early coating swelling in coil coated steel [30]

AC-SECM Holiday produced in a thin epoxyphenolic varnish applied on tinplate [31,32]

SEIM Visualization of the adsorption of corrosion inhibitor layers on copper [23,33]

SEIM Alumina layers on aluminium [34]

AC-SECM Self-healing performance of smart coatings loaded with corrosion inhibitors [35,36]

Alternately, potentiometric operation can be performed by measuring local potential
signals in a two-electrode cell configuration, as sketched in Figure 2B. In this case, a high in-
put impedance operational amplifier must be introduced between the electrode connections
in the electrochemical cell before they are driven to the bipotentiostat or the potentiometer
unit employed as electrochemical interface [37]. Ion-selective microelectrodes (ISMEs) are
used as SECM probes instead of the active tip surfaces employed in amperometric and AC
modes. Although potentiometric SECM, also known as the scanning ion selective electrode
technique (SIET) in some publications, has usually been performed using two separate
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electrodes in the electrochemical cell, as sketched in Figure 2B, it was demonstrated that
such an arrangement contributes to big uncertainties in the measurement of local potential
values in systems undergoing corrosion reaction, due to the high electrical fields developed
in the electrolyte by galvanic pair systems [38]. The use of internal reference electrodes
built inside the ion-selective electrode tip should be mandatory in order to overcome this
reported limitation [39,40]. Another limitation arises from the rather slow equilibration
time required to establish a stationary Donnan potential in the ion-selective membrane of
the ISME, effectively limiting the resolution of the chemical images that can be recorded
using this operation mode, which is often reduced to a few 2D line scans [41], although new
imaging procedures involving the construction of 3D pseudo-maps have recently become
available [42].

A summary of the SECM instruments and the analytical figures of merit necessary for
adequate description of the experiments and reproducibility are reviewed elsewhere [21].

2.2. Tips Used for Amperometric Operation

Tips employed in amperometric SECM are active microelectrodes (MEs) of a critical
dimension below 25 μm for conditioning the mass transport of a redox species from the
solution toward the electrode, which are used to characterize coatings and/or thin surface
layers applied on metals without requiring any additional modification [43]. In SECM, the
most employed tip is built using a platinum wire of different diameters, followed by gold
and carbon microwires or fibres, although antimony- and iridium-based tips have been
occasionally employed due to the dual amperometric/potentiometric potential of their
oxides [44,45].

For the tip fabrication, usually a metal microdisk (e.g., Pt) is sealed into a glass
capillary and tapered to a conical shape. Then, it is polished with graded alumina powder
(or similar) of different sizes in order to expose a disk-shaped electrode with an active
surface for the redox reaction over its surface and is fully characterized by recording a cyclic
voltammogram of a known electroactive species (e.g., redox mediator) added to the test
solution, as it is exemplified in Figure 3 for the case of the oxidation of ferrocene-methanol
on a Pt ME.

Figure 3. Cyclic voltammetry curve for ferrocene-methanol (i.e., the most employed redox mediator
in the literature) on a Pt ME.

The variation of the measured current (iT) at the surface of the ME with potential
makes it possible to obtain relevant data on the active surface and the tip geometry, as
well as the value of the stationary diffusion current, ilim = iT,∞, and the operative potential
range that is available at the tip. This stationary current is controlled by the electrochemical
characteristics of the redox species (namely its diffusion coefficient and concentration)
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together with the geometrical factors of the tip [46]. The latter are accounted for by the
radius of the electroactive surface of the electrode (a, in cm), and a geometric coefficient, β,
that depends on the ratio between the diameters of the active disk electrode (2a) and of the
insulating shaft built around it (S) that is named the Rg value [46]. This stationary current is
measured for the tip placed in the bulk of the solution, and it is effectively observed when
the probe is positioned at a distance from the substrate 10 times greater than a.

To compare information from different measurements, SECM data are usually plot-
ted using normalized quantities for the current, I, and for the tip-substrate distance, L.
These parameters are obtained as the ratios of the current measured at the tip at some
distance from the substrate, d, to the stationary current (I = iT/iT,∞), and to the tip radius
(L = d/a), respectively.

Although glass-embedded metallic Pt tips, with a clear predominance of the tips of
10 to 25 μm in diameter, are the most used in this field, in some cases Pt coated with
parylene C [47] and a Pt/IrOx tip [48], both of 25 μm diameter, have been employed.
Although tip diameters up to 100 μm have been reported for SECM application [49–51], it
must be taken in account that they are too big for applying the analysis tools developed for
microelectrode configurations, which are described in Section 3. Other materials used have
been Au disks (5 and 25 μm of diameter) [52], and boron-doped diamond (BDD) films on
tungsten wires [53].

2.3. Redox Mediators

A redox mediator is an electroactive molecule, atom, or ion that can be reduced or
oxidized. Mediators are classified as direct and indirect redox mediators depending on
whether the species is already present in the solution (e.g., O2) or has to be added to
the solution to perform the experiment (e.g., ferrocene-methanol, FcMeOH). The latter is
needed to monitor either insulating or poorly-conductive substrates, thus reflecting only
topographical and/or chemical reactivity changes along a surface, respectively, as sketched
in Figure 4. Redox mediators may also be added for precise tip positioning of the tip relative
to the substrate by recording the changes in the tip current while approaching the substrate
(see Section 3.1), as well as to locate sites of different reactivity on the substrate (cf. Figure 4).
Normally, when a redox mediator species is added to the solution, a low concentration
(approximately in mM values) is used. However, more strictly, the concentration of the
mediator must be chosen by taking into account its reaction rate at the substrate. Besides, it
may be necessary to adjust the pH.

Figure 4. Sketches depicting: (A) the redox conversion of an electrochemical mediator at the am-
perometric tip of SECM over a mostly insulating surface, whereas the redox mediator regeneration
solely occurs in a region exhibiting electrochemical reactivity; and (B) the current measured at the
tip, which contains information on the topography of the sample (i.e., blue color palette) eventually
coupled with a region showing a heterogeneous chemical reactivity distribution (red and yellow
color palette).
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The selection of a certain redox mediator for a given experiment is a critical issue for a
successful experiment and depends on several factors, such as:

• The nature of the sample studied;
• The nature of the mediator (chemical stability, redox potential, photostability, toxicity,

thermal stability, and solubility in the solution to be tested); and
• The mode of operation to use in SECM.

A broad classification of redox mediator systems for the investigation of electrochemi-
cal corrosion processes can be made by considering whether the species is added to the test
environment for imaging (ideal redox mediator system) or whether it is a certain chemical
species that participates in the corrosion mechanism, although the latter frequently exhibits
poorly reversible or even irreversible electron transfer reactions (for instance, the electrore-
duction of molecular oxygen) and highly variable concentration ranges. Since corrosion
reactions on coated metals often expose insulating or poorly conductive layers to the elec-
trolytic phase in which the SECM tip is moved, the use of corrosion-related mediators is
limited to systems presenting either defects or cut edges, or low efficiencies of inhibition.
In contrast, the addition of redox mediators that exhibit fast, simple, and highly reversible
electron transfer reactions at the tip is preferred in the case of non-defective and barrier-type
layers and coatings, where the initiation of the corrosion reactions occurs in the buried
interface formed by the metal and the surface layer. In this case, the information collected
on the degradation process is obtained by observing morphological and topographical
changes on the outer surface of the coating or film. An intermediate case occurs during the
formation of inhibiting layers on metals by adsorption, because there is a gradual transition
from an electrochemically active surface to a (quasi) insulating surface, making it possible
to follow the time course of the charge transfer reaction at the surface [54]. In this case, the
main care must relate to the selection of a mediator having a redox potential close to the
corrosion potential of the substrate, in order to minimize the effects of polarization of the
substrate by the redox couple.

Although at least 133 molecules have been used or investigated for amperometric
operation in SECM since its inception [18], Table 2 shows that only a few of them have been
used for SECM characterization of thin surface layers and coatings on metals.

Table 2. Redox mediators used in the amperometric SECM characterization of thin surface layers and
coatings on metals.

Mediator Abbreviation Redox Reaction
Redox

Potential
(V vs. NHE)

Reference

Azobenzene AB AB + e− → AB•− +1.378 [18]

Benzoquinone/hydroquinone BQ/HQ BQ + 2H+ + 2e− → HQ −0.278 [55]

Decamethylferrocene DcMeFc [DcMeFc]+ +e− → DcMeFc +0.261 [56]

Dimethylamino-methylferrocene DMAMFc [DMAMFc]+ + e− → DMAMFc +0.551 [57]

Ferrocene Fc Fc+ + e− → Fc +0.665 [58]

Ferrocenemethanol FcMeOH [FcMeOH]+ + e− → FcMeOH +0.500 [59]

Hexaammineruthenium (III) [Ru(NH3)6]3+ [Ru(NH3)6]3+ + e− → [Ru(NH3)6]2+ −0.059 [60]

Hexacyanoferrate (III) [Fe(CN)6]3− [Fe(CN)6]3− + e− → [Fe(CN)6]4− +0.491 [61]

Hydrogen H2 2H+ + 2e− → H2 0.000 [18]

Hydrogen peroxide H2O2 O2 + 2H+ + 2e− → H2O2 +0.670 [62]

Iodide I− I3
− + 2e− → 3I− +0.963 [63]

Iodine I2 I2 + 2e− → 2I− +0.532 [64]

Iridium chloride IrCl6 [IrCl6]2− + e− → [IrCl6]3− +0.870 [65]
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Table 2. Cont.

Mediator Abbreviation Redox Reaction
Redox

Potential
(V vs. NHE)

Reference

Iron Fe Fe3+ + e− → Fe2+ +0.772 [66]

Methylviologen MV MV2+ + e− → MV+ −0.446 [67]

4-nitrobenzonitrile 4NB 4NB + e− → 4NB•− +0.659 [68]

Oxygen O2 O2 + 2H2O + 4e− → 4OH− +0.401 [62]

Oxygen O2 O2 + e− → O2
− −0.498 [69]

Tetramethyl-p-phenylenediamine TMPD TMPD+ + e− → TMPD +0.258 [70]

Tetracyanoquinodimethane TCNQ TCNQ + e− → TCNQ− +0.322 [18]

Tetrathiafulvalene TTF TTF2+ + e− → TTF+

TTF+ + e− → TTF
+0.593
+0.943 [64]

2.4. Tips Used for Potentiometric Operation

Passive tips (ISME) are employed in potentiometric SECM. Since ion activities are
detected using ISME tips, without being consumed during the measurement, no interaction
must occur with the sample surface. Although chemical selectivity is thus envisaged
compared to amperometric operation, the selectivity of the probe is not always sufficiently
high and it is necessary to be investigated in regards to other ions present in the system [71].
Additionally, longer acquisition times are required for SECM measurement due to longer
response times of the probes. When scanning rates similar to those typical for amperometric
SECM operation are employed, the recorded images may exhibit significant aberration
effects. Nevertheless, significant improvement has been achieved by combining dedicated
scanning routines with mathematical deconvolution procedures [72,73].

Potentiometric probes used in SECM can be classified into two broad categories,
namely metal-based microsensors [74] and reference microelectrodes [75]. The first class
of potentiometric microsensors take advantage of the passive properties of certain metal
oxides that are primarily sensitive mainly to pH changes in the environment, such as
antimony and iridium. Although the narrow potential range of stability of its metallic
state in electrolyte solutions precludes its use as an electrode material with voltammetric
techniques, it encompasses the potential range of O2 electroreduction and therefore can be
used in SECM for precise probe positioning [76,77], which is a typical limitation of most
passive potentiometric probes. In this way, the z-approach curves are recorded with the
metal in the active state (i.e., operating as a conventional amperometric SECM tip with
redox mediators that are converted within the potential stability range of the elemental
state of the tip metal), and then oxidized to produce the pH-sensitive metal oxide layer [78].
In other cases, positioning is achieved with dual microelectrodes with the feedback mode
by adding a redox mediator to the electrolyte [45,79], a procedure that will be described in
Section 3.1. Unfortunately, only a very small number of ion species can be detected using
this type of microsensors (namely, H+, Ag+, and Cl−), and indeed they have only been
used as pH microscopy when characterizing thin surface layers and coatings on metals, as
shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Metallic microsensors used as potentiometric probes in SECM characterization of thin surface
layers and coatings on metals.

Ion Metal Application Reference

H+ Antimony-antimony oxide Corrosion reactions at cut edges of galvanized steel
and polymer coated galvanized steel [42,77,80,81]
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Table 3. Cont.

Ion Metal Application Reference

H+ Antimony-antimony oxide Corrosion inhibition efficiency of
2-mercaptobenzothiazole on copper [82]

H+ Antimony-antimony oxide Corrosion inhibition efficiency of benzotriazole for
the galvanic coupling of copper and iron [83]

H+ Iridium-iridium oxide Corrosion reactions at scratched alkyd-melamine
coating applied on 16 MnCrS5 carbon steel [84]

H+ Platinum-iridium oxide Corrosion reactions on 316 L stainless steel surface [79,85]

The second type of passive potentiometric probes corresponds to ion-selective mi-
croelectrodes (ISMEs), which consist of a selective transducer (usually a membrane) that
transfers the ion activity of a certain species occurring in the electrolyte phase to an electrical
potential. The sensing membrane is a multicomponent solution (herein named cocktail) con-
taining the ionophore, the polymeric matrix, the lipophilic ion exchanger, and the lipophilic
salt. The ionophore is the component that selectively forms a complex with the primary
ion to be monitored, whereas the polymeric matrix accounts for the mechanical stability
of the system. Since membranes must be immiscible with water, lipophilic components
are employed.

Although a detailed review on the use of potentiometric probes as SECM sensors can
be found elsewhere [86], Table 4 lists the ISME employed to monitor thin surface layers
and coatings on metals.

Table 4. Ion-selective microelectrodes (ISME) used as potentiometric probes in SECM characterization
of thin surface layers and coatings on metals.

Ion Ionophore Ion-Selective Cocktail Application Reference

H+ Hydrogen ionophore I Cocktail B Corrosion and self-healing functions
at cut-edges of galvanized steel [87,88]

H+ Hydrogen ionophore I Cocktail B
Imaging of microdefects in sol-gel
film coatings deposited on AZ31

and AZ31B magnesium alloys
[89,90]

H+ Hydrogen ionophore I Cocktail B
Corrosion protection of inhibitor

loaded composite coatings on AZ31
magnesium alloy

[91]

H+ Hydrogen ionophore II

Potassium tetrakis
(4-chlorophenyl)borate and

membrane solvent
2-nitrophenyloctyl ether

Inhibitor-doped hydroxyapatite
(HA) microparticles applied over

aluminum alloy (AA2024)
[92]

H+ Hydrogen ionophore I Cocktail B
Particulate 6092-T6 Al metal matrix
composites reinforced with 20 vol.%

of B4C, SiC, and Al2O3

[93,94]

H+ Hydrogen ionophore I Cocktail B

Galvanic corrosion and localized
degradation of aluminium-matrix

composites reinforced with
silicon particulates

[95]

H+ Hydrogen ionophore II

Potassium tetrakis(4-
chlorophenyl)borate and

membrane solvent
2-nitrophenyloctyl ether

Smart coatings applied to
galvanized steel [96]

H+ Hydrogen ionophore II Cocktail A Steel samples with
Al-Zn-Mg coatings [97]
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Table 4. Cont.

Ion Ionophore Ion-Selective Cocktail Application Reference

H+ Hydrogen ionophore I Cocktail B Cut edge consisting of a zinc
anode and a split iron cathode [98]

Mg2+ Magnesium ionophore II Cocktail B
AZ31 and AZ31B magnesium

alloys coated with a thin sol–gel
film

[89,90]

Mg2+ Magnesium ionophore II Cocktail B
Corrosion protection of inhibitor

loaded composite coatings on
AZ31 magnesium alloy

[91]

Mg2+ Bis-N,N-dicyclohexyl-
malonamide

Tetrahydrofurane,
poly(vinyl chloride),

potassium tetrakis(4-chlorophenyl)-borate,
and 2-nitrophenyl octyl ether

Galvanic corrosion of Mg coupled
to Fe [40,99,100]

Mg2+

N;N′,N′ ′-tris[3-
(heptylmethylamino)-3-

oxopropionyl]-8,8′-
iminodioctylamine

Potassium tetrakis(4-chlorophenyl) borate,
o-nitrophenyl-n-octylether,

poly(vinylchloride), and cyclohexanone

Galvanic corrosion of Mg coupled
to Fe [101]

Mg2+ Magnesium ionophore II Cocktail A Galvanic corrosion of Mg coupled
to Fe [102]

Zn2+ Zinc ionophore I
Tetrahydrofurane, 2-nitrophenyl octyl

ether, poly(vinyl chloride), and potassium
tetrakis(4-chlorophenyl)borate

Corrosion reactions at cut edges of
galvanized steel and polymer

coated galvanized steel
[39,42,76]

Zn2+ Zinc ionophore I

Tetra-n-butyl thiuram disulfide,
sodium-tetrakis[3,5-bis(trifluoro-

methyl)phenyl]borate,
tetrakis(4-chlorophenyl)borate, and

tetradodecylammonium, dissolved in
2-nitrophenyloctyl ether

Painted electrogalvanized steel
with two artificial defects [103]

Cl− Chloride ionophores I
and II

Solvents: 2-nitrophenyl octyl ether,
2-nitrophenyl pentyl ether, 2-nitrophenyl
phenyl ether, 1,2-dimethyl-3-nitrobenzene,

2-fluorophenyl 2-nitrophenyl ether,
benzyl 2-nitrophenyl ether.
Ion exchangers: potassium

tetrakis(4-chlorophenyl) borate, and
tridodecylmethylammonium chloride

Cut-edge of metallic coated steel [104]

Na+ Sodium ionophores II, VI,
VIII and X

Solvents: 2-nitrophenyl octyl ether,
2-nitrophenyl pentyl ether, 2-nitrophenyl
phenyl ether, 1,2-dimethyl-3-nitrobenzene,

2-fluorophenyl 2-nitrophenyl ether,
benzyl 2-nitrophenyl ether.
Ion exchangers: potassium

tetrakis(4-chlorophenyl) borate, and
tridodecylmethylammonium

chloride (TDDMACl)

Cut-edge of metallic coated steel [104]

Chloride ionophore I (24897): meso-Tetraphenylporphyrin manganese(III)-chloride complex [C44H28ClMnN4].
Chloride ionophore II (24901): 4,5-Dimethyl-3,6-dioctyloxy-o-phenylene-bis(mercurytrifluoroacetate)
[C28H40F6Hg2O6], ETH 9009. Cocktail A: 2-Nitrophenyl octyl ether, 89.3 wt.% (73732) + Sodium tetraphenylb-
orate, 0.7 wt.% (72018). Cocktail B: 2-Nitrophenyl octyl ether, 89.3 wt.% (73732) + Potassium tetrakis(4-
chlorophenyl)borate, 0.7 wt.% (60591). Hydrogen ionophore I (95292): Tridodecylamine [CH3(CH2)11]3N.
Hydrogen ionophore II (95295): 4-Nonadecylpyridine (C24H43N), ETH 1907, Proton ionophore II. Magnesium
ionophore II (63083): N,N′ ′-Octamethylene-bis(N′-heptyl-N′-methyl-methylmalonamide [C32H62N4O4], ETH
5214. Sodium ionophore II (71733): N,N′-Dibenzyl-N,N′-diphenyl-1,2-phenylenedioxydiacetamide [C36H32N2O4],
ETH 157. Sodium ionophore VI (71739): Bis[(12-crown-4)methyl] dodecylmethylmalonate, Dodecylmethylmalonic
acid bis[(12-crown-4)methyl ester] [C34H62O12]. Sodium ionophore VIII (73929): Bis[(12-crown-4)methyl]
2,2-didodecylmalonate [C45H84O12]. Sodium ionophore X (71747): 4-tert-Butylcalix[4]arene-tetraacetic acid
tetraethyl ester [C60H80O12]. Zinc ionophore I (96491): Tetrabutylthiuram disulfide [C18H36N2S4].
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3. Operation Modes

As described above, the foundation of amperometric operation is the change in the
measured current (iT) at the surface of a biased microelectrode occurring when it is moved
near the surface of a substrate immersed in an electrolyte solution containing a redox me-
diator. Different operation modes can be identified depending on the origin and function
of the redox mediator in the electrochemical system formed by the tip and the investi-
gated substrate.

3.1. Feedback Modes

The feedback mode was one of the first operation modes employed in SECM [105], and
it is one of the most frequently employed modes due to its versatility. In this mode, the tip
current (iT) due to the redox conversion of a redox mediator is monitored, and its magnitude
varies with the tip/substrate distance (d), the chemical nature of the mediator as well as the
composition and conductivity of the electrolytic solution. A different potential value must
be applied to the tip for each redox mediator. In the presence of a non-conductive substrate,
the diffusion of the mediator is hindered and eventually blocked in the proximity of the
substrate. That is, the faradaic current measured at the tip, iT, gradually decreases while
performing an approach of the tip to the substrate because the diffusion of the mediator
towards the active area of the tip is hindered by the proximity of the substrate (iT < iT,∞),
and this behaviour is named negative feedback (see Figure 5A). Since the underlying metal
is not in direct contact with the electrolyte medium in the case of non-defective insulating
coatings, the use of a redox mediator and its eventual development of a redox potential
in the system produces no significant effect on the investigated system. Although the
information provided by the technique has only spatial resolution (i.e., topography and
morphology), this mode has found application for the investigation of transport phenomena
through defect-less barrier organic coatings applied on metallic substrates leading to
mechanistic information on water uptake [106–108] and lixiviation processes [109], as well
as the detection of the early stages of coating blistering and delamination induced by ionic
species such as chloride [110–113].

Figure 5. Schemes and shapes of Z-approach curves in the feedback mode of SECM [114]. Types of
feedback: (A) negative and (B) positive.
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Conversely, if the surface of the sample is conductive, the mediator can be regenerated
on it, and an increase of iT can be observed (iT > iT,∞) for smaller tip-substrate distances
originating a positive feedback behaviour (cf. Figure 5B). The study of electrically insu-
lating or conductive surfaces is possible thanks to the appearance of negative or positive
feedback effects, obtaining images of the studied surface that reflect the occurrence of
defects in insulating coatings, including both inorganic and organic matrices, to be inves-
tigated [41,115–117]. Depending on the size of the tip, the measurement of iT can thus
provide information about sample topography and its electrical and chemical properties,
allowing for the occurrence of defects ranging from pinholes to holidays and scratches, to
be detected, as well as to monitor their evolution [115–117]. In brief, insulating regions pro-
duce changes in the current measured at the tip due to topographic changes that modify the
transport regime of the redox mediator from the electrolyte bulk towards the tip, frequently
interfering with the signal while scanning the substrate in close proximity. Conversely,
regions in the substrate that are conductive and capable of regenerating the redox mediator
produce an increase in current measured at the tip. It should be noted that, since the current
response in feedback mode is highly dependent on tip-to-substrate distance, it is preferable
to use as small a distance as possible (without crashing the tip) to increase sensitivity.

In the case of the feedback operation mode, kinetic information can also be extracted
from the experimental approach curves after taking in account the geometric factors of the
tip [118], which is of direct application for the determination of the rate constants associated
with the formation of corrosion inhibitor layers on metals and their ageing by thickening or
greater compactness [119–123]. Additionally, the method has also been employed to gain
information on the adsorption of the inhibitor molecules on the metal [54].

A total of 18 different mediators have been employed until now in feedback operation,
as listed in Table 5. The most used is ferrocene-methanol (FcMeOH) (ca. 36% of the cases)
followed by hexacyanoferrate (III), [Fe(CN)6]3+, (with almost 17% of the cases). This fact
is all the more striking as a wide variety of substrates are involved in the studies, and
their characteristic potential values in the test environment vary considerably from highly
reactive metals such as magnesium alloys to more noble materials such as copper. That is,
it is often not taken into account that the coexistence of the two forms of a redox mediator
confers a potential on the sample that effectively acts as if an external bias were applied, so
that the same mediator should not be the preferred choice for widely dissimilar metals.

Table 5. Redox mediators used in SECM feedback mode for the characterization of thin surface layers
and coatings on metals.

Mediator Electrolyte Solution Etip Substrate Coating
Tip

(ϕ, μm)
Reference

AB 1 mM AB + 0.1 M
Bu4NBF4 in 0.1 M ACN −1.6 V vs. SCE Glass

Poly(3,4-
ethylenedioxythiophene)

(PEDOT)
Pt (10) [124]

H+ 1 mM BQ + 0.1 M
Bu4NBF4 in 0.1 M ACN −0.5 V vs. SCE Glass PEDOT Pt (10) [124]

H+ 0–50 mM p-BQ M in PC

−1.0 V vs. NHE

Glass
AgCl-coated sample Pt (10) [125]

H+ ethyleneglycol + 10–50
mM p-BQ + 20 mM KI Teflon

DcMeFc 0.5 mM DcMeFc + 5 mM
BATB in DCE - Pt bands over

glass Parylene C PtpC (25) [47]
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Table 5. Cont.

Mediator Electrolyte Solution Etip Substrate Coating
Tip

(ϕ, μm)
Reference

DMAMFc

1.25 mM DMAMFc+ +
10 mM H2SO4

+0.40 V vs.
Ag/AgCl

AA2024-T3
aluminum alloy

Poly(aniline) + poly-
(methylmethacrylate)
(PANI-PMMA) blend

Pt (10) [126]

1.25 mM DMAMFc +
10 mM BBS

+0.80 V vs.
Ag/AgCl AA2024-T3

aluminum alloy

Zr(IV)–alkyl-
phosphonate

Pt (10) [127]
+0.16 V vs. SCE Zr(IV)–aryl-

phosphonate

Fe 0.01 M Fe3+ + 0.5 M H2SO4
−0.1 V vs.
Ag/AgCl -

Polyester-
polypyrrole-

graphene oxide
(PPy/GO)

Pt (100) [51]

Fc

1 mM of Fc + 0.1 M
Bu4NBF4 in ACN +0.4 V vs. SCE Glass PEDOT Pt (10) [124]

0.1 M Bu4NBF4 + 0.1 M
in ACN

+0.41 V vs.
Ag/AgCl Glass

Zn-porphyrin layers
on indium tin oxide
(ITO) electrode and
ITO modified with

poly-1

Pt (10) [128]

FcMeOH 0.5 mM FcMeO +
0.1 M KCl

+0.5 V vs.
Ag/AgCl/KCl sat.

Carbon steel
(CS)

Two-component
polyurethane Pt (10) [66]

FcMeOH 0.5 mM FcMeOH +
0.1 M NaCl

+0.8 V vs.
Ag/AgCl

AA2024
aluminum alloy

1% γ-
aminopropyltrimethoxy
silane (γ-APS)-doped

and 2.5% bis-1,2-
[triethoxysilyl]ethane
(BTSE)-doped epoxy

coating

Pt (25) [129]

FcMeOH 0.9 mM FcMeOH +
5 wt.% NaCl - Q235 mild steel

(MS) Enamel coating - [130]

FcMeOH 0.5 mM FcMeOH +
3.5 wt.% NaCl

+0.5 V vs.
Ag/AgCl/KCl

sat.

High strength
steel (SAPH440) Enamel coating - [131]

FcMeOH 5 mM FcMeOH +
0.05 M NaCl

+0.6 V vs.
Ag/AgCl/KCl

sat.

AA2024-T3
aluminum alloy

Epoxy coating and
epoxy coating

containing silyl-ester
doped capsules

Pt (5) [132]

FcMeOH 5 mM FcMeOH +
0.5 mM NaCl

+0.5 V vs.
Ag/AgCl/KCl

sat.

Coil coated
steel (CCS) Polyester paint Pt (10) [106]

FcMeOH 0.1 M TBATFB in PC
or ACN

+0.4 V vs.
Ag/AgCl

Gold-coated
silicon and p-Si Oligothiophenes Pt (25) [133]

FcMeOH 1 mM FcMeOH +
0.1 M KNO3

+0.35 V vs.
Ag/AgCl

2024-T3
aluminum alloy

Non-chromated
primer on anodized

Al; waterborne
primer on alodine

pretreated Al;
chromated primer on
alodine pretreated Al

Pt (25) [134]

FcMeOH 0.9 mM FcMeOH +
0.1 M KNO3

+0.4 V vs.
Ag/AgCl Silicon CuxS substrate +

SiO2/Si Pt (10) [135]
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Table 5. Cont.

Mediator Electrolyte Solution Etip Substrate Coating
Tip

(ϕ, μm)
Reference

FcMeOH 10 mM FcMeOH + 0.1 M
TBAPF6 in DMF - Pt PEDOT Pt (30) [136]

FcMeOH 2.2 mM FcMeOH +
0.1 M KNO3

+0.2 V vs.
Ag-QRE

Pt bands over
glass Parylene C PtpC (25) [47]

FcMeOH 0.5 mM FcMeOH +
0.05 M NaCl

+0.4 V vs.
Pt-wire Nickel foil Plasticized Polyvinyl

chloride (PVC) Pt (10) [109]

FcMeOH 1 mM FcMeOH +
0.1 M KNO3

+0.4 V vs.
Ag/AgCl Cu

Monolayer of
C12H25–X (X = –SH,

–S–S–, –SeH and
–Se–Se–)

Pt (10) [137]

FcMeOH 1 mM FcMeOH + 0.1 M
KNO3 or K2SO4

+0.4 V vs.
Ag/AgCl

Copper-based
quaternary

bronze (UNS
C83600)

Cu Patina Pt (25) [138]

FcMeOH 1 mM FcMeOH +
0.1 M KCl

+0.4 V vs.
Ag/AgCl - Polytetrafluorethylene

(PTFE)
BDD (6 to

23) [53]

FcMeOH 1 mM FcMeOH +
1 mM Na2SO4

+0.50 V vs.
Ag/AgCl/KCl

(3 M)
Cu

2-
Mercaptobenzimidazole

(2-MBI)
Pt (10) [123]

FcMeOH Ringer’s
physiological solution +0.47 V vs. SCE

Ti-6Al-4V and
Ti-21Nb-15Ta-

6Zr
alloys

HA–ZrO2 Pt (12.5) [116]

FcMeOH
0.67 mM FcMeOH +

0.067 M Na2SO4 + 0.33
mM BTAH

+0.50V vs.
Ag/AgCl/KCl

(3 M)
Cu Benzotriazole

(BTAH) Pt (25) [122]

FcMeOH 1 mM FcMeOH +
0.2 M KCl

+0.4 V vs.
Ag/AgCl

AA2024-T3
aluminum alloy

Epoxy resin +
vanadate- and

tungstate-doped
PPy/Al flake

composite pigments

Pt (10) [139]

FcMeOH 1 mM FcMeOH +
0.1 M K2SO4

+0.6 V vs.
Ag/AgCl Inconel 625

Thin coatings of the
alloy on MS using

High velocity
oxy-fuel (HVOF)

Pt (4) [140]

FcMeOH 5 mM FcMeOH +
0.01 M NaCl

+0.5 V vs.
Ag/AgCl/KCl

sat.

2024
aluminium

alloy

Acrylic coat
(undoped coating
system) and with

mesoporous
pretreatment

Pt (10) [141]

FcMeOH 0.5 mM FcMeOH +
0.1 M KCl

+0.5 V vs.
Ag/AgCl, KCl

sat.
MS Polyester Pt (10) [13]

FcMeOH 0.5 mM FcMeOH +
0.1 M KCl

+0.50 V vs.
Ag/AgCl, KCl

sat.
MS Polyester Pt (10) [142]

FcMeOH
0.5 mM FcMeOH + 0.1 M
KCl and 0.5 mM FcMeOH

+ 0.1 M K2SO4

+0.5 V vs.
Ag/AgCl MS Polyurethane Pt (10) [111]
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Table 5. Cont.

Mediator Electrolyte Solution Etip Substrate Coating
Tip

(ϕ, μm)
Reference

FcMeOH 1 mM FcMeOH +
0.1 M Na2SO4

- MS Inconel 625 formed
using a HVOF Pt (10) [143]

FcMeOH 1 mM FcMeOH +
0.1 M NaCl - Q235 MS

Graphene
oxide–mesoporous

silicon dioxide
layer–nanosphere

structure loaded with
tannic acid
(GSLNTA)

Pt (25) [36]

FcMeOH 1 mM FcMeOH +
0.1 M KCl - 5083 aluminum

alloy

Hexamethylene
diisocyanate trimer

(HDIt) microcapsules
into epoxy

Pt (25) [144]

FcMeOH 0.9 mM FcMeOH +
0.5 M NaCl

+0.5 V
Ag/AgCl CS Organosol Pt (10) [145]

FcMeOH 0.5 mM FcMeOH + 0.1 M
or 0.62 M NaCl

+0.45 V vs.
Ag/AgCl/KCl

(3 M)

AZ91D
magnesium

alloy

Surface layer formed
by Micro-arc

oxidation (MAO)
Pt (10) [146]

FcMeOH

1 mM FcMeOH + 100 mM
Na2SO4

and 0.667 mM FcMeOH +
67 mM Na2SO4 + 0.333

mM BTAH

+0.45 V vs. SCE Cu BTAH Pt (25) [119]

FcMeOH
2 mM FcMeOH + 0.2 M

Na2SO4 with 0.2%
(v/v) ethanol

- Cu

Poly(3-ethoxy-
thiophene) (PEOT)

and
poly(ethylenedioxy-

thiophene)
(PEDT)

Pt (10 and
25) [147]

FcMeOH 1 mM FcMeOH +
0.1 M NaCl +0.4 V vs. SCE Cu

Self-assembled
monolayers (SAMs)

formed by HL
Pt (25) [148]

FcMeOH 0.5 mM FcMeOH + 0.1 M
KCl or 0.1 M K2SO4

+0.5 V vs.
Ag/AgCl/KCl

sat.
CCS Polyester (PES) Pt (10) [107]

FcMeOH 0.5 mM FcMeOH +
0.1 M PBS

0.6 V vs.
Ag/AgCl MS Electrodeposited

silica Pt (10) [149]

[Fe(CN)6]3− 1 mM K4[Fe(CN)6]
+0.4 V vs.

Ag/AgCl/KCl
sat.

CS Two-component
polyurethane Pt (10) [66]

[Fe(CN)6]3− 0.1 M KCl
+0.45 V vs.

Ag/AgCl/KCl
sat.

Pt and SS

Amorphous alumina
thin film grown by

Metal organic
chemical vapour

deposition (MOCVD)
process

Pt (25) [115]

[Fe(CN)6]3− 0.5 mM Ferrocyanide +
44 mM PBS

+0.5 V vs.
Ag/AgCl/KCl

(3 M)

Gold disk
electrode Cytochrome C Pt (25) [150]

[Fe(CN)6]3− 10 mM K3Fe(CN)6 +
0.1 M Na2S04

−0.4 V vs. SCE Pt Nafion film
containing Os(pbsy) Pt (10.1) [151]
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Table 5. Cont.

Mediator Electrolyte Solution Etip Substrate Coating
Tip

(ϕ, μm)
Reference

[Fe(CN)6]3− 1 mM K4[Fe(CN)6] +
0.1 M NaCl

+0.40 V vs.
Ag/AgCl, KCl

sat.
GS

Two-component
epoxy primer

containing zinc
phosphate

Pt (10) [152]

[Fe(CN)6]3− 50 mM K3[Fe(CN)6] +
1 M Na2SO4

−0.6 V vs.
Ag/AgCl Pt/Glass

PVC over Pt sheet;
poly-terthiophene

on glass

Au (5 and
25) [52]

[Fe(CN)6]3− 10 mM K4[Fe(CN)]6 +
3 wt.% NaCl 3% - Steel

Epoxy resins
(Diglycidylether of

Bisphenol A
(DGEBA) +

Methylpentanedi-
amine

(DAMP))

- [153]

[Fe(CN)6]3−
2 mM

Fe(CN)6
3−/Fe(CN)6

4− +
0.1 M KCl

+0.5 V vs.
Ag/AgCl/KCl

sat.
Au

Thioglycolic acid
(TGA) + Quercetin

(Q)
Pt (10) [154]

[Fe(CN)6]3− 5 mM K4[Fe(CN)]6 +
0.1 M KBr

+0.5 V vs.
Ag/AgCl Pt Polytetrafluorethylene

(PTFE) plaques Pt (50) [49]

[Fe(CN)6]3− 4 mM K4[Fe(CN)]6 +
0.1 M KNO3

- Pt

Pt/400-nm thick
layer of a-Si:H

Langmuir-Blodgett
films of iron oxides

nanoparticles

Pt (5) [155]

[Fe(CN)6]3− 5 mM Fe(CN)6
3− +

0.1 M KCl
- - Vinylic monomers Pt (25 and

100) [50]

[Fe(CN)6]3− 0.1 M KCl +0.5 V vs.
Ag/AgCl

Glassy carbon
substrate
electrodes

(GCEs)

Bismuth film Pt (25) [156]

[Fe(CN)6]3− 5 mM K4[Fe(CN)]6·3H2O +
0.1 M KCl

+0.5 V vs.
Ag/AgCl

Low CS
Q-Panel S

Epoxy resin with
Tetraethoxysilane
(TEOS) and epoxy

resin filled GO

Pt (10) [157]

[Fe(CN)6]3− 1 mM K4[Fe(CN)]6 +
0.1 M KPF6

+0.5 V vs.
Ag/AgCl Gold

Azido-terminated
self-assembled

monolayers
Pt (10) [158]

[Fe(CN)6]3− 5 mM K3[Fe(CN)]6 +
100 mM KCl

−0.25 V vs.
Ag/AgCl/KCl

sat.
Steel

Physical vapour
deposition (PVD)

TiN coatings
Pt (15) [159]

[Fe(CN)6]3− 10 mM K4[Fe(CN)]6 +
3 wt.% NaCl - Steel Epoxy resin with and

without TiO2
Pt (10) [112]

[Fe(CN)6]3−
10 mM Ru(NH3)6Cl3,

K3Fe(CN)6 and K4Fe(CN)6
+ 0.1 M KCl

+0.4 V vs.
Ag/AgCl/KCl

(3 M)
- Polyester coated with

reduced GO Pt (100) [160]

[Fe(CN)6]3− 0.5 mM K4[Fe(CN)6] +
3.5% NaCl

+0.40 V vs.
Ag/AgCl/KCl

(1 M)
CS Epoxy with zinc

phosphate pigment Pt (10) [161]

H2

0.5 mM HClO4 and
0.3 mM HClO4 +

0.1 M LiClO4

−0.65 V vs.
Ag/AgCl

Stainless steel
(SS)

Pt-TiO2 prepared by
MOCVD Pt (25) [162]
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Table 5. Cont.

Mediator Electrolyte Solution Etip Substrate Coating
Tip

(ϕ, μm)
Reference

H2 0.1 M HCl 0.0 Q235 CS

Epoxy coating
sample containing
zeolitic imidazole
framework (ZIF-7)

- [163]

I−, I2
NaCl + KI (no

concentrations specified) - X80 pipeline
steel

Epoxy resin E51 and
polyether amine

D230
Pt (10) [164]

IrCl6 1 mM IrCl62− + 0.1 M KCl - - PTFE BDD (6 to
23) [53]

MV 5 mM MV + 0.1 M KCl −0.9 V vs.
Ag/AgCl Glass

Composite silica
glass containing

copper salts
Pt (10) [165]

O2 0.1 M KCl
−0.70 V vs.

Ag/AgCl/KCl
sat.

CS Two-component
polyurethane film Pt (10) [66,166]

O2
2.2 mM FcMeOH +

0.1 M KNO3

−0.8 V vs.
Ag-QRE

Pt bands over
glass Parylene C PtpC (25) [47]

O2
PBS pH 7.1 + 0.1 M NaCl +

0.01 M NaH2PO4

−0.75 V vs.
Ag/AgCl, KCl

sat.
FTO Octadeciltrichlorosilane

(OTS) based SAMs Pt (20) [167]

O2 0.1 M KF −0.70 V vs.
Ag/AgCl

magnesium
mechanically
reinforced by

powder
metallurgy

Mg(PM)

Fluorine conversion
coatings Pt (10) [168]

O2 3.5 wt.% NaCl
−0.70 V vs.

Ag/AgCl/KCl
sat.

CS Epoxy-ZrO2 Pt (10) [169]

O2 0.1 M KCl
−0.70 V vs.

Ag/AgCl/KCl
sat.

MS Polyurethane Pt (10) [170]

O2
0.5 mM FcMeOH +

0.1 M KCl

+0.50 V vs.
Ag/AgCl/KCl

sat.
MS Polyester Pt (10) [142]

O2

0.1 M KCl + 0.5 mM
FcMeOH and 0.1 M K2SO4

+ 0.5 mM FcMeOH

−0.6 V vs.
Ag/AgCl MS Polyurethane Pt (10) [111]

O2 3.5 wt.% NaCl −0.7 V vs. SCE CS Styrene-acrylic +
terpolymer - [171]

O2 3.5 wt.% NaCl
−0.7 V vs.

Ag/AgCl/KCl
sat.

AA7075 Berberine Pt (10) [172]

4 NB 0.1 M NBu4PF6 in ACN −0.60 V vs.
Ag/AgCl Glass

Zn-porphyrin layers
on ITO electrode and

ITO modified with
the poly-1

Pt (10) [128]

TMPD 0.1 M (TBA)BF4 + 0.76 mM
TMPD in ACN - Au Fullerene Pt (25) [173]

TCNQ 1 mM TCNQ + 0.1 M
NBu4BF6 in ACN +0.1 V vs. SCE Glass PEDOT Pt (10) [124]
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Mediator Electrolyte Solution Etip Substrate Coating
Tip

(ϕ, μm)
Reference

TCNQ 0.1 M NBu4PF6 in ACN +0.27 V vs.
Ag/AgCl Glass

Zn-porphyrin layers
on ITO electrode and

ITO modified with
the poly-1

Pt (10) [128]

TTF 0.1 M NBu4PF6 in ACN +0.35 V vs.
Ag/AgCl Glass

Zn-porphyrin layers
on ITO electrode and

ITO modified with
the poly-1

Pt (10) [128]

[Ru(NH3)6]3+ 1 mM Ru(NH3)6Cl3 +
0.1 M KCl

−0.35 V vs.
Ag/AgCl/KCl

sat.
Pt and SS

Amorphous alumina
thin film by the

MOCVD process
Pt (25) [115]

[Ru(NH3)6]3+ 1 mM Ru(NH3)6Cl3 +
0.1 M Na2SO4

- Silicon wafers Pt/Al2O3 samples Pt (25) [174]

[Ru(NH3)6]3+ 1 mM Ru(NH3)6Cl3 +
0.1 M Na2SO4

- SS
Pt-TiO2 prepared by

the MOCVD
procedure

Pt (25) [162]

[Ru(NH3)6]3+ 1 mM Ru(NH3)6Cl3 +
0.1 M KCl

−0.35 V vs.
Ag/AgCl/KCl

sat.
Pt wire Pt/Al2O3 Pt (5 to 25) [175]

[Ru(NH3)6]3+ 1 mM Ru(NH3)6Cl3 +
0.1 M KCl

+0.2 V vs.
Ag/AgCl Steel Polyester paint Pt (25) [176]

[Ru(NH3)6]3+ 0.1 M KCl −0.4 V vs.
Ag/AgCl GCEs Bismuth film Pt (25) [156]

[Ru(NH3)6]3+ 1 mM Ru(NH3)6
3+ + 0.1

M KCl
- - PTFE BDD (6 to

23) [53]

[Ru(NH3)6]3+ 1 mM Ru(NH3)6Cl3 +
0.1 M KCl

−0.4 mV vs.
Ag/AgCl Glass PES and

PES-PPy/PW12O40 Pt (100) [177]

[Ru(NH3)6]3+ 5 mM Ru(NH3)6Cl3 +
0.1 M KCl K2SO4

−0.70 V vs.
Ag/AgCl NiTi Electrodeposited

tantalum layer Pt (10) [178]

[Ru(NH3)6]3+ 0.01 M Ru(NH3)6Cl3 +
0.1 M Na2SO4 or NaCl

−0.3 V vs.
Ag/AgCl

PES,
PES–PANI/HSO4

−
and PES–PANI/Cl−

Pt (100) [179]

[Ru(NH3)6]3+ 0.01 M Ru(NH3)6Cl3 +
0.1 M KCl

−0.4 V vs.
Ag/AgCl

PES and PES-
PPy/AQSA

PES and
PES-PPy/AQSA Pt (100) [180]

[Ru(NH3)6]3+
0.01 M [Ru(NH3)6Cl3,

K3Fe(CN)6 and
K4Fe(CN)6] in 0.1 M KCl

−0.4 V vs.
Ag/AgCl/KCl

(3 M)
-

Polyester fabrics
coated with Reduced

graphene oxide
(RGO)

Pt (100) [160]

[Ru(NH3)6]3+ 0.01 M Ru(NH3)6Cl3 +
0.1 M KCl

−0.4 V vs.
Ag/AgCl -

PES, PES-
PPy/PW12O40

3− and
PES-

PPy/PW12O40
3− +

PANI

Pt (100) [181]

[Ru(NH3)6]3+ 0.01 M Ru(NH3)6Cl3 +
0.1 M KCl

−0.4 V v.
Ag/AgCl - RGO Pt (100) [182]

[Ru(NH3)6]3+ 0.01 M Ru(NH3)6Cl3 +
0.1 M KCl

−0.4 V vs.
Ag/AgCl/KCl

(3 M)
- PES-PPy/GO (10%,

20% and 30%) Pt (100) [51]

[Ru(NH3)6]3+ 01 mM Ru(NH3)6Cl3 +
0.1 M KCl

−0.35 V vs.
Ag/AgCl Pt Alumina Pt (25) [183]
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Since some of these mediators were monitored at specific redox potential values
(e.g., O2 or iodine), Table 5 includes that information together with the tip composition and
size, whereas the applications are described in terms of the coating or surface film, test
environment, and substrate compositions. Often SECM measurements are carried out in
aerated chloride-containing electrolytes as a supporting solution due to their aggressive
nature toward metals, typically in concentrations close to 3.5 wt.% or 0.1 M. However,
simulated biological fluids (SBF) like Ringer’s solution have been employed in experiments
involving alloys used in biomedical implants [116].

3.2. Generation-Collection Modes

The term generation/collection mode encompasses two different modes of ampero-
metric operations in SECM: tip generation/substrate collection (TG/SC) (see Figure 6A,B),
and substrate generation/tip collection (SG/TC) (in Figure 6C), the main difference being
the site at which the redox reaction employed for imaging occurs; either at the substrate
or at the tip [20]. Although the tip and the substrate both act as working electrodes, the
corrosion processes at the substrate are sufficient to develop a spontaneous potential that
sustains the reaction without the need to polarize the substrate [184]. In this case, only the
application of a potential to the SECM tip is necessary to measure the current flowing at the
tip. An alternative situation occurs when the bipotentiostat is employed to set the substrate
potential as well as the tip, since the instrument can be used to measure current in both the
SECM tip and the substrate.

Figure 6. Schemes of generation-collection (G/C) modes of SECM. Types of G/C: (A) conventional
tip generation and substrate collection, (B) bi-reaction tip generation and substrate collection, and
(C) sample generation and tip collection.

In the TG/SC mode, the electroactive species that can be detected at the substrate is
generated at the tip. In this case, the tip and the substrate must have different potentials,
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either using the bipotentiostat or by the substrate developing a different open circuit
potential (OCP). A multireaction TG/SC mode was introduced by Leonard and Bard [185]
in 2013 by using the redox conversion of two different species at the tip, as shown in
Figure 6B. Depending on the potential required to reduce O to R or O′ to R′ at the substrate,
if it is different for both reactions and a total collection efficiency of O from R can be set at the
tip, then the current associated with each of the two reduction reactions can be separated.
In the specific case of corrosion systems, other possibilities for bi-reaction interfaces can
include two oxidation reactions or a reduction combined with an oxidation.

In SG/TC, the current at the microelectrode arises from a species generated at the sur-
face of the substrate (Figure 6C). This is the traditional G/C mode, and it has an important
application for determining the reaction rates in function of the tip-to-substrate distance. If
R reacts during its transport from the tip to the substrate, the relation between the current
intensity at the substrate and at the tip becomes smaller and will greatly vary with the
distance, d, and it can be used to obtain the rate constant of the homogeneous reaction.

In the G/C mode, the most frequently encountered situation is that redox mediators are
selected among the species generated at the substrate under study under active corrosion
conditions. The detection of the chemical species involved in the metallic corrosion process
allows obtaining concentration profiles in the adjacent electrolyte to the sample. According
to Table 6, five mediators have been employed, with the Fe ion as the most used (62% of
the cases), followed by the hydrogen ion.

Table 6. Redox mediators used in generation-collection mode SECM for the characterization of thin
surface layers and coatings on metals.

Mediator Electrolyte Solution Etip Substrate Coating
Tip

(ϕ, μm)
Reference

Fe
5–7 mM

FeSO4(NH4)2SO4 +
0.1 M KCl

+0.77 V and
+0.60 V vs.

Ag/AgCl/KCl sat.
CS Two-component

polyurethane Pt (10) [66,166]

Fe 5 mM FcMeOH +
0.05 M

+0.6 V vs.
Ag/AgCl/KCl sat. AA2024-T3

Epoxy coating and
epoxy coating

containing silylester
doped capsules

Pt (5) [132]

Fe 3.5 wt.% NaCl +0.60 V vs. Ag/AgCl CS Epoxy Pt (10) [186]

Fe 0.1 M NaCl +0.60 V vs. Ag/AgCl,
KCl sat. HT steel Epoxy Pt (10) [187]

Fe 1 M NaClO4 and
1 mM HClO4

+0.5 V vs.
Ag/AgCl/KCl (3 M) Steel Two-component epoxy Pt (10) [188]

Fe 0.1 M KCl +0.6 V vs.
Ag/AgCl/KCl sat. MS Polyurethane Pt (10) [170]

Fe 0.1 M NaCl +0.6 V vs.
Ag/AgCl/KCl sat. Steel CrN and TiN PVD Pt (10) [189]

Fe 3.5 wt.% NaCl +0.6 V vs. Ag/AgCl MS Epoxy + WO3
nanoparticle Pt (10) [190]

Fe Natural seawater +0.3 V vs. Ag/AgCl MS DGEBA + CeO2
nanoparticles Pt (10) [191]

Fe Natural seawater +0.60 V vs. Ag/AgCl MS

Neat epoxy and
epoxy-(3-

aminopropyl)triethoxysilane
(APTES) modified

MoO3 nanocomposite

Pt (10) [192]

Fe 0.1 M NaCl +0.60 V vs.
Ag/AgCl/KCl sat. CS

Epoxy coatings
containing magnesium

nanoparticles
Pt (10) [193]
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Table 6. Cont.

Mediator Electrolyte Solution Etip Substrate Coating
Tip

(ϕ, μm)
Reference

Fe 0.1 M NaCl +0.60 V v
Ag/AgCl/KCl sat. Mn steel Epoxy Pt (10) [194]

H2O2 0.1 M KCl - MS Polyurethane Pt (10) [170]

H2O2 0.1 M KCl +0.25 V vs.
Ag/AgCl/KCl sat. CS Polyurethane Pt (10) [66]

O2 0.1 M KCl +0.4 V and +0.7 V vs.
Ag/AgCl/KCl sat. CS Two-component

polyurethane Pt (10) [166]

H2 SBF 0.0 V vs.
Ag/AgCl/KCl (3 M)

AZNd Mg
alloy Mg(OH)2 passive layer Pt (25) [195]

H2 1 mM Pr(NO3)3 + SBF 0.0 V vs. Ag/AgCl AZNd Mg
alloy

Praseodymium
conversion layers Pt (25) [196]

H2 0.01 M NaCl −0.05 V vs.
Ag/AgCl-QRE

AZ31B
magnesium

alloy
PEDOT Pt/IrOx (25) [48]

H2 SBF 0.0 V vs. Ag/AgCl
AZ31

magnesium
alloy

Coating induced by
phosphate-based ionic

liquids
Pt (10) [197]

Ru(NH3)6]3+ 5 mM Ru(NH3)6Cl3
+ 0.1 M K2SO4

+0.1 V vs. Ag/AgCl NiTi Electrodeposited
tantalum layer Pt (10) [178]

3.3. Redox Competition Mode

The redox competition mode was introduced by Schuhmann and co-workers in
2006 [198] in a work related to catalysis. In this mode, the SECM tip and the substrate
are polarized using the bipotentiostat. When the tip and the substrate are close to each
other, they compete for the same redox species (see Figure 7), although the current is
measured only at the tip. In a typical corrosion system formed by a metal covered by a
non-conductive coating, the oxygen reduction current measured at the SECM tip remains
constant while the tip is scanned over the non-defective coating [199]. However, if a scratch
is made through the coating system and the metal is exposed to the solution, the current
measured at the SECM tip will decrease as the tip explores this active area because the
redox species (e.g., oxygen) is consumed at both working electrodes [152,200], and the
decrease observed can be correlated to the chemical activity of the substrate that corrodes
after its direct exposure to the aggressive environment.

Figure 7. Scheme of the redox competition mode of SECM.
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In this mode, dissolved molecular O2 has been used as a redox mediator in all cases,
as shown in Table 7. The most usual application consists in producing a scratch to the
coating in order to allow the exposure of the underlying metal to the environment. With
this operation mode and using O2 as mediator, the competition between the O2 consumed
at the tip and that at the substrate (related to the corrosion reaction) can be monitored, even
for non biased substrates [1].

Table 7. Redox mediators used in redox competition mode SECM for the characterization of thin
surface layers and coatings on metals.

Mediator
Electrolyte
Solution

Etip Substrate Coating
Tip

(ϕ, μm)
Reference

O2
0.5 mM FcMeOH +

0.1 M NaCl
−0.6 V vs.
Ag/AgCl

AA2024
aluminum alloy

1% γ-APS-doped and 2.5%
BTSE-doped epoxy coating Pt (25) [129]

O2 0.1 M KCl −0.70 V vs.
Ag/AgCl/KCl sat. CS Two-component polyurethane

film Pt (10) [166]

O2
0.9 mM FcMeOH +

5 wt.% NaCl
−0.7 V vs.

Ag/AgCl/KCl sat. Q235 MS Enamel coating - [130]

O2
0.5 mM FcMeOH +

3.5 wt.% NaCl
−0.7 V vs.

Ag/AgCl/KCl sat.
High strength

steel (SAPH440) Enamel coating - [131]

O2
5 mM FcMeOH +

0.05 M NaCl
−0.6 V vs.

Ag/AgCl/KCl sat. AA2024-T3
Epoxy coating and epoxy

coating containing silyl-ester
doped capsules

Pt (5) [132]

O2
1 mM K4[Fe(CN)6]

+ 0.1 M NaCl
−0.7 V vs.

Ag/AgCl/KCl sat. GS Two-component epoxy primer
containing zinc phosphate Pt (10) [152]

O2 3 wt.% NaCl
−0.65 V vs.

Ag/AgCl/KCl
(3 M)

CS Polypyrrole Pt (25) [201]

O2

0.2 M H3BO3 + 0.05
M BBS +

3.5 wt.% NaCl
–0.642 V vs. SCE 304 SS CrN film Pt (15) [202]

O2 0.05 M NaCl −0.6 V vs.
Ag/AgCl/KCl sat.

AA2024-T3
aluminum alloy

SMPU polymer containing 8%
polyurethane Pt (10) [203]

O2 10 mM NaCl
−0.65 V vs.

Ag/AgCl/KCl
(3 M)

Cu + Fe BTAH Pt (25) [83]

O2
1 mM FcMeOH +

0.2 M KCl
−0.7 V vs.

Ag/AgCl/KCl sat. Al flakes PPy doped with either
tungstate or vanadate Pt (10) [204]

O2
1 mM FcMeOH +

0.2 M KCl
−0.7 V vs.
Ag/AgCl

AA2024-T3
aluminum alloy

Epoxy resin + vanadate- and
tungstate-doped PPy/Al flake

composite pigments
Pt (10) [139]

O2 3.5 wt.% NaCl −0.70 V vs.
Ag/AgCl/KCl sat. CS Epoxy Pt (10) [186]

O2 0.1 M NaCl −0.70 V vs.
Ag/AgCl/KCl sat.

High tensile
strength (HT)

steel
Epoxy Pt (10) [187]
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Table 7. Cont.

Mediator
Electrolyte
Solution

Etip Substrate Coating
Tip

(ϕ, μm)
Reference

O2 3.5 wt.% NaCl −0.75 V vs. SCE Q235 MS PANI + TiO2 particles Pt (10) [205]

O2 0.1 M NaCl −0.70 V vs.
Ag/AgCl CS Epoxy Pt (10) [206]

O2
1 M NaClO4 +
1 mM HClO4

−0.7 V vs.
Ag/AgCl/KCl

(3 M)
Steel Two-component epoxy Pt (10) [188]

O2 3.5 wt.% NaCl −0.75 V vs. SCE Q235 CS BTAH and a SMP Pt (10) [207]

O2 3.5 wt.% NaCl
−0.7 V vs.

Ag/AgCl/KCl
(3 M)

Low-CS NFC and MFC Pt (10) [208]

O2
0.1 wt.% NaCl +

DHS
−0.75 V vs.
Ag/AgCl

AA 2024-T3
Aluminium alloy

Silane-modified multi-layer
with Mg-rich pigment Pt (10) [209]

O2 DHS −0.75 V vs.
Ag/AgCl

AA 2024-T3
Aluminium alloy

Silane-modified multi-layer
with Mg-rich pigment Pt (10) [210]

O2 0.1 M KCl −0.70 V vs.
Ag/AgCl/KCl sat. MS Polyurethane Pt (10) [170]

O2
0.1 M KCl +

0.1 M Na2B4O7

−0.6 V vs.
Ag/AgCl/KCl sat. CS Polyurethane Pt (10) [199]

O2 3.5 wt.% NaCl −0.75 V vs. SCE Q235 CS Epoxy Pt (25) [211]

O2 Natural seawater −0.70 V vs.
Ag/AgCl MS DGEBA + CeO2 nanoparticles Pt (10) [191]

O2 0.1 M NaCl −0.70 V vs.
Ag/AgCl/KCl sat. CS Epoxy coatings containing

magnesium nanoparticles Pt (10) [193]

O2 5% NaCl −0.70 V vs.
Ag/AgCl/KCl sat. CS Zinc coating with SiO2

nanoparticles Pt (10) [200]

O2
0.5 mM FcMeOH +

5 wt.% NaCl
−0.70 V vs.

Ag/AgCl/KCl sat. CS Silane-Zinc Pt (10) [212]

O2 0.1 M NaCl −0.70 V vs.
Ag/AgCl/KCl sat. Mn steel Epoxy Pt (10) [194]

O2 3.5 wt.% NaCl −0.75 V vs. SCE Q235 CS Waterborne epoxy resin + ATP
nanoparticles - [213]

O2

0.1 M KCl, 0.1 M
Na2SO4 and

0.1 M Na2B4O7

−0.60 V vs.
Ag/AgCl/KCl sat. CS

Two-component
epoxy-polyamine film
containing glass flake

Pt (10) [214]

O2 3.5 wt.% NaCl −0.7 V vs.
Ag/AgCl/KCl sat.

7075
aluminum alloy Berberine Pt (10) [172]

O2 3.5 wt.% NaCl −0.75 V vs. SCE AA2024-T3
aluminum alloy

Shape memory epoxy
polymers containing

dual-function microspheres
Pt (−) [215]

3.4. Combined Operation Modes

The signal recorded by the sensing probes of SECM consists of a complex combination
of spatially-resolved information originating from the distance between the tip and the
surface of the sample under study (i.e., sensitive to the morphology of the substrate) and
of the actual chemical response due to the reactivity of the substrate, which in practice
mainly limits its use to the characterization of flat surfaces and to the first stages of the
formation of the surface film due to its progressive rougheness with degradation. Although
the morphological and chemical information may be ultimately convoluted in conventional
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SECM analysis, the first contribution can be considered constant in the case of a flat
surface, so that changes in probe response can be attributed to the chemical reactivity
of the studied system. Unfortunately, highly reactive systems occurring in light-weight
alloy materials, which rapidly develop layers of oxide products and gas evolution under
common operating conditions, and those associated with the self-healing mechanisms
of smart coatings containing nanoreservoirs for functionalized operation, do not exhibit
flat surfaces. This feature is not a real limitation for the investigation of thin films on
metals because their width dimensions are often much smaller than the size of the scanning
probe, but it can make it difficult to characterize larger surface defects such as crevices or
heterogeneous regions extending over a large surface compared to the tip dimensions such
as those formed in welds. Notwithstanding, efficient measurement strategies have been
developed to construct SECM surface images by combining separate images of smaller
regions [216].

To overcome this limitation imposed by the convolution of topographic informa-
tion and chemical activity in the signal measured at the tip, a multi-scale electrochemical
methodological procedure can be performed to deconvolute chemical information rele-
vant to corrosion reactions and protection mechanisms in such complex systems can be
performed [217]. Souto and coworkers developed a quite simple and systematic method-
ological procedure involving the combined use of various operation modes in amperometric
SECM to study defects in organic coatings of width and depth dimensions greater than
those of the tip [170], as illustrated in Figure 8.

Figure 8. Diagrams of the processes that occur at the tip for the electroreduction of species A and B
when the tip passes over a larger defect depending on whether it is an insulating or a conductive
surface exposed to the aqueous medium. The green arrow indicates the scan direction. Depending on
the source of species A, the following situations have been described: (A) species A is present in the
aqueous medium and is not consumed within the defect, which behaves as an insulator; (B) species
A is present in the aqueous medium and transforms at both the tip and the bottom of the defect; and
(C) species A is generated at the bottom of the defect, although it was not originally present in the
aqueous environment.

This procedure required the choice of detection modes more sensitive to either the
topographical changes or the chemical activity by controlling the local chemistry of the
system and the characteristics of the tip, followed by a subsequent stage of recording
the combined signal of the complete corroding system. This methodology can be further
extended by combining potentiometric modes with amperometric operation using multi-
probe configurations, as recently demonstrated for the study of corrosion processes on cut
edges of organically coated galvanized steel [42]. In this case, the combined amperomet-
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ric/potentiometric SECM operation was performed by fabricating a multi-probe assembly
using the same procedures previously developed for fabricating potentiometric probes
with an internal reference electrode [40,120].

An alternate way to overcome the referred limitation is to associate SECM with other
surface resolved techniques [218]. An option is the combination of SECM with AFM using
cantilever probes modified for this purpose, which made it possible to simultaneously
image the topography and the electrochemical activity in situ. In this way, the monitoring
of nucleating corrosion pits in iron-based materials [219] and the dissolution-redeposition
of metal ions in acidic environment [220] have been succesfully imaged in situ.

Besides the combination of SECM with topographically sensitive techniques, software
routines can be designed so that the scan is actually performed at a constant tip-substrate
distance (i.e., following the actual surface of the sample) instead of operating at a constant
height, as is normally done in convential SECM operation [221]. Alternately, the measure-
ment of shear forces between the tip and the surface can be used for constant distance
operation in SECM instead of AFM [221]. The success of such an association was reported
by Etienne et al. for monitoring the performance of self-healing coatings deposited on
an aluminium alloy [222]. In their work, local features with a depth profile in excess of
50 μm were successfully resolved. In addition, local chemical analysis was simultaneously
performed using in situ Raman spectroscopy.

Finally, corrosion reactions that progress far beyond their initial stages and eventually
reach dimensions of a hundred micrometers or a few millimeters are already accessible
using other experimental techniques and would not require the micrometric resolution
of SECM.

4. Concluding Remarks

SECM is a powerful technique for the analysis and characterization of coatings of
different nature applied over conductive and non-conductive substrates, as well as for
self-healing coatings.

Three main operation modes are employed in amperometric SECM to this end, namely
the feedback (both positive and negative feedback), generation/collection (G/C) mode (in
either SG/TC or TG/SC configuration), and the redox competition modes. In some cases,
various operation modes are used in the same experiment. Feedback mode is the most
usual procedure, mainly due to the need of a controlled approach of the tip to the substrate.

The selection of the mediator depends on several factors, including the operation mode
or the nature of the substrate and the solution employed. The most frequently employed
mediators are ferrocene-methanol and hexacyanoferrate (III) in the feedback operation, iron
in the G/C mode, and dissolved O2 in redox competition mode. Pt disks of 10 and 25 μm
of diameter are usually employed as tips. In minor proportion, Pt coated with parylene C,
Pt/IrOx, Au and boron doped diamond tips are also used.

A rather recent addition to the characterization of surface layers and coatings applied
on metals is the use of AC signals by using active MEs such as those employed in conven-
tional amperometric operation of the SECM. The higher spatial resolution of the method,
especially in the case of thin surface layers, makes these modes very attractive, in addi-
tion to the power of recording the images at different frequencies, thus allowing different
processes to be distinguished in one measurement. Furthermore, by extracting the electro-
chemical impedance from the localised potential and current signals, a frequency-resolved
scanning electrochemical impedance microscopy (SEIM) technique is available.

Enhanced chemical selectivity is obtained by using micropotentiometric sensors in the
SECM. Although their application was initially hindered by the significantly slower scan-
ning rates that can be used due to the finite response times of ISMEs, which often compares
poorly with the dynamics of the corrosion process under investigation, the development of
new scanning and deconvolution methods are making this operation more attractive for
the characterization of thin surface layers, as it already has with polymer coatings.
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Abstract: Graphene oxide (GO) has attractive properties, such as a two-dimensional structure.
Because of its hydrophilic characteristic, well-dispersed aqueous solutions are attained. Thus, it is
easily incorporated into waterborne resins. For these reasons, in the last years GO nanoparticles have
been added to polymers, improving corrosion resistance. This work is focused on the performance of
a commercial rust converter (RC) doped with five different RC:GO ratios, namely, 1:0; 1:0.3; 1:0.6;
1:0.9; 1:1.2 (%v/v). The X-ray diffraction technique is used to illustrate the effect of RC and RC + GO
additions in the iron oxides. Zeta-potential measurements are performed to assess the surface charge
of the GO particles. The corrosion resistances of the rusted samples coated with the five rust converter
formulations are studied. The electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) technique and an
electrical equivalent circuit are utilized to explain the experimental results. Additionally, it is found
that the optimal RC:GO ratio is between 1:0.3 and 1:0.6. The better corrosion resistance reached is
that of the RC:0.3GO ratio.

Keywords: rusted steel; rust converter; graphene oxide; corrosion resistance

1. Introduction

The use of paints for the protection of steel structures is one of the most common
strategies to mitigate corrosion. The success of this procedure is strongly dependent on the
surface preparation of the metal. The optimum condition implies complete removal of rust;
however, this is not always possible due to diverse reasons such as the inaccessibility of the
elements, the repairing of large structures where conventional rust cleaning methods are
expensive, or environmental constraints [1]. In these situations, an attractive alternative
is the stabilization of the oxide layer before painting by the use of rust converters, which
essentially consist of chemical formulations able to transform the iron oxides into a more
compact and adherent layer. These compounds are designed to be applied on corroded
surfaces [2,3]. The commercial rust converter (RC) formulations include two main com-
ponents: the active one that reacts with the rust to generate new less reactive compounds,
and the polymeric component responsible for the continuous film formation [3]. Most
common formulations are based on tannic or phosphoric acids [4–8], and more recently
they are also based on gallic acid [9–11] as an active component. Although they represent
environmentally good alternatives to contaminant pretreatments, their efficiency is subject
to controversy. Several parameters condition the final result, for example, the nature of
the rust to be converted (composition, age, or thickness) that is determined by the type of
atmosphere (presence of aggressive electrolytes, pH, etc.) [8,12,13], and the contact time
between the RC and the rust [14]. This latter aspect is related to the chemical nature of
the active component in the RC. There is a general agreement that the stabilization of the
rust is based on the ability of these compounds to react with the iron oxides/hydroxides
creating a passive layer [15] that can be accompanied by a sealing effect [16]. However,
this protection is limited or even not present, since the interaction between the oxides and
the rust converter solutions affects only the outermost rust surface [4,17,18]. Ocampo et al.
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suggest that their effect can be even harmful in the case of high chloride contamination [1].
Thus, developing new RC formulations with good long-term protection is a challenging
task. To our best knowledge, few studies deal with this aspect [10,19].

The incorporation of corrosion inhibitors to the commercial RC may be an alternative
strategy, following the same route as employed in traditional paint formulations. In a
previous work [11], we demonstrated the benefit provided by the addition of oxide (GO)
to a commercial rust converter. The choice of GO as a pigment for anticorrosive coatings
was based on some advantageous features that it possesses. It is a two-dimensional
nanomaterial; i.e., it has a very high aspect ratio, thus it would provide a good barrier
effect. Besides, it has a hydrophilic character due to the oxygen-containing functional
groups (epoxy and hydroxyl at the planar surface, and carbonyl, carboxyl, ester, ether,
phenol, among others, at the edges). This characteristic encourages the stabilization of
the aqueous GO dispersions and also provides active points to be covalently bonded
to other species [20,21]. Functionalization of the GO is a common approach used to
improve the compatibility of the GO with the polymeric matrix, thus avoiding dispersion or
agglomeration problems [22,23]. However, the experimental procedure usually is complex,
which restricts its implementation on an industrial scale. In our proposal, the GO was
added as an aqueous dispersion over commercial water-based RC, which simplifies the
mixing process and the dispersion of the mixture was good [11]. Using a similar procedure,
the present work is focused on the optimization of the GO concentration that provides the
best anticorrosive properties of the commercial rust converter.

2. Materials and Methods

Mild steel samples with 80 mm × 30 mm × 1 mm dimensions and nominal chemical
composition (wt.%): C (0.096), Mn (0.350), Si (0.183), Cr (0.123), Ni (0.161), Mo (0.06),
P (0.022), S (0.033), Co (0.046), Sn (0.041), and Fe (balance), were degreased using soapy
water and afterward rinsed with deionized water and dried. The clean steel plates were
prerusted in a humidity chamber at 100% relative humidity and room temperature until
the generation of a uniform rust layer; this process takes about two weeks. The corroded
samples were brushed to remove the loose rust before applying the RC formulations. The
detached oxides were collected and dried in a furnace at about 40 ◦C. They were then
milled to obtain a fine powder and dry-stored to perform further experiments.

The commercial rust converter named Oroprimer® 440 (produced by Oropal, Irurena
Group, Azpeitia, Spain) was used. It is a water emulsion based on vinyl chloride–acrylic
ester copolymer, with gallic acid as the active component; the density is 1.2 g. mL−1 and
the total solid content is 50%. The graphene oxide employed is a GO water dispersion
with 0.4 wt.% concentration from Graphenea® (Graphenea Inc., Boston, MA, USA). Five
RC:GO ratios, 1:0; 1:0.3; 1:0.6; 1:0.9; and 1:1.2 (%v/v), were studied. The mixtures were then
sonicated for 2 min to obtain a homogenous suspension that was applied by brush on the
rusted steel samples and cured for 48 h at room temperature. Figure 1 illustrates the aspect
of the rusted steel samples coated with the RC/GO formulations. As can be appreciated, a
thin and uniform film was obtained, the average thickness was 42 ± 2.6 μm.

The surface charge of the graphene oxide particles when they are in contact with
the gallic acid was determined by zeta potential measurements. For that, gallic aqueous
solutions (15 mg·mL−1) with different concentrations of GO, 0.28 mg·mL−1, 0.58 mg·mL−1,
0.74 mg·mL−1 and 0.92 mg·mL−1, were prepared. These concentrations were determined
taking into account that the amount of gallic acid in the rust converter is around 10%
(information provided by the manufacturer) and the RC/GO ratios of 1:0.3; 1:0.6; 1:0.9
and 1:1.2 proposed in this study. The measurements were performed using a Malvern
Zetasizer NanoSizer NanoZS® (Malvern Panalytical, Worcestershire, UK) instrument. The
reproducibility was verified by performing a minimum of 10 measurements per set. The
zeta potential was calculated from the electrophoretic mobility using the Smoluchowski
model, wherein the thickness of the electrical double layer is assumed to be small in
comparison with the particle size.
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Figure 1. Pictures of rusted steel samples that were coated using the different RC:GO ratios, with
80 mm × 30 mm × 1 mm dimensions.

The interaction between the rust converter and iron oxides was assessed by the X-ray
diffraction (XRD) technique. Samples were prepared by mixing the rust powder with the
RC/GO formulations. After drying, these were again milled to obtain a fine powder. The
equipment employed was an X-ray diffractometer PANalytical X’Pert® (Malvern Panalyti-
cal, Worcestershire, UK) powder with the monochromatic CuKα radiation (λ = 1.5 Å) from
2θ = 15◦ to 2θ = 70◦.

The protective features of the RC/GO formulations applied on the rusted steels
were assessed using the electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) technique. The
electrochemical cell was a three-electrode arrangement, wherein the working electrode
was the coated steel defining a working area of S = 1 cm2, the counter electrode was
a large graphite sheet (28 cm2), and a saturated calomel electrode (SCE) was used as
the reference electrode. The electrolyte was 0.06 M NaCl solution confined in a volume
of about 80 mL. The reason to choose this low chloride concentration is based on the
characteristics of the rust converter; it is designed as a primer coat, thus, it has poor
barrier properties. The use of a low aggressive electrolyte allows tracking the behavior
of the different formulations at long immersion times. The equipment was an Autolab 30
potentiostat from Ecochemie® (Metrohm AG, Herisau, Switzerland), at null DC current
and applying a 10 mVrms sinusoidal amplitude. The frequency ranged from 100 kHz to
10 mHz, with 7 points per decade. At least three samples were tested for each system to
verify the reproducibility.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Surface Charge of the Graphene Oxide Particles

The zeta-potential measurements provide useful information about the stability of the
GO suspensions in the rust converter. For comparative purposes, zeta-potential measure-
ments of GO aqueous solutions without acid gallic were also performed. The results are
depicted in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Zeta-potential distributions of GO in (a) aqueous solutions and (b) aqueous gallic acid
solutions. The concentrations correspond to the amount of GO in the RC/GO formulations studied.

Figure 2a shows the zeta-potential values of the GO aqueous suspensions at different
concentrations. The low value obtained, −59 mV, indicate very stable suspensions, regard-
less of the concentration. It is widely accepted that absolute values higher than 30 mV
lead to stable suspensions due to interparticle electrostatic repulsion [24]. On the other
hand, the negative zeta potential values are owing to the electronegative functional groups
present in the GO particles [25]. The effect of the gallic acid is shown in Figure 2b. The
zeta-potential values remain well below −30 mV, which confirms the stability of these sus-
pensions. However, the recorded values are less negative than those in aqueous solutions.
The reason should be twofold: on one hand, the parent solution is a concentrated gallic
acid solution (15 mg·mL−1) with high ionic strength, which reduces the thickness of the
double layer and the repulsive forces, so that increases the zeta potential [26]. On the other
hand, the partial protonation of the functional groups of the GO particles neutralizes the
surface negative charge. This protonation seems more effective in dilute solutions, where
the amount of GO particles is lower. This fact can explain the tendency for zeta potential to
decrease when the GO concentration increases.

3.2. X-ray Characterization

The interaction between the graphene oxide particles and the commercial rust con-
verter was also verified by XRD. Figure 3 shows a detail of the X-ray diffractograms
corresponding to the lowest and highest RC:GO ratios tested, in which the more character-
istic diffraction peaks of gallic acid are depicted. The intensity of those peaks is markedly
lower when the amount of GO is higher, which suggests certain interaction between both
species. This result is not unexpected considering the reducing character of the gallic acid
and is in agreement with the work of Li et al., in which the GO is reduced by gallic acid;
this acts not only as a reductant agent but also as a stabilizer of the reduced graphene
oxide (rGO) suspensions that were obtained [27]. The X-ray pattern of pure graphene
oxide is also included, with a characteristic peak centered at 2θ = 10◦. As can be seen,
this peak is not observed in any of the RC/GO mixtures, owing to the low GO amount in
the formulations. It also corroborates the interaction between gallic acid and GO. Similar
results were obtained using other polyphenols such as tannic acid [28].

The XRD technique was also used to characterize the iron oxides/hydroxides gener-
ated and several mixtures of rust with the RC. The diffractograms obtained for the rust
powder and its combination with the RC are shown in Figure 4. The main crystalline
compounds identified were lepidocrocite γ-FeO(OH) (ref. code 00-008-0098) and mag-
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netite Fe3O4 (ref. code 00-019-0629); traces of goethite, α-FeO(OH) (ref. code 00-029-0713)
were also detected. The same species were found by other researchers, even though the
relative amounts may differ depending on the conditions in which the rust was gener-
ated [16,29,30]. The main crystalline compounds were also clearly detected when the rust
was in contact with the RC, although there was a significant decrease in the intensity of
the peaks. This expected result confirms the interaction between the rust converter and the
iron oxides/hydroxides, and is in good agreement with other researchers [1,13].
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Figure 3. Detail of the X-ray patterns corresponding to 1RC:0.3GO and 1RC:1.2GO ratios. The X-ray
pattern of GO is given in the insert.
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Figure 4. X-ray patterns obtained for dried rust powder and rust + RC mixture after being in contact
for 15 days. The identification of the main crystalline compounds is also included together with the
diffraction planes in each identified species based on refs. [31–33].

When the rust is mixed with the RC/GO formulations the intensity of the peaks also
decreases, as Figure 5 illustrates. Although there is no clear tendency, the reduction is
broadly less pronounced in the RC + GO blends. Even though it is not totally understood,
this behavior may be related to the previous interaction between the gallic acid and the
GO; thus, a smaller amount of the active component of the RC (i.e., gallic acid) would be
available to react with the rust. As expected, the GO peak is not observed, as was already
evident in the RC/GO mixtures.
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Figure 5. X-ray diffractograms obtained for rust powder and the different RC/GO mixtures tested,
after being in contact for 15 days.

3.3. Electrochemical Study of Rusted Steel Coated with the RC/GO Treatments

EIS measurements were performed to assess the corrosion resistance of the RC/GO
formulations, and some examples are shown in Figure 6.

As can be seen, the better behavior corresponds to 1RC:0.3GO ratio not only initially
but also for long immersion periods. It is noticeable that the well-differentiated behavior
observed depends on the RC/GO ratio at short immersion periods. This suggests that
the larger amount of GO involves the worst corrosion properties of the films, perhaps
because of certain agglomeration of the particles. In addition, the interaction with gallic
acid leads to a larger amount of rGO when the RC/GO ratio is higher, which can accelerate
the cathodic reaction and corrosion rate. Chaudhry et al. reported the harmful effect of
the rGO addition to self-crosslinked polyvinyl butyral (PVB) polymer [34]. Generally, the
impedance of all the RC/GO formulations tends to decrease with immersion time, except
that of 1RC:0.3GO, which increases at longer exposure periods. A more detailed impedance
evolution of each formulation is shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 6. Impedance modulus (open symbols) and phase angle (filled symbols) of the rusted steel
coated with the RC/GO formulations after (a) 4 days and (b) 21 days of immersion in 0.06 M
NaCl solution.

As aforementioned, only 1RC:0.3GO formulation provides lasting corrosion resistance,
even acquiring higher impedance values at the end of the immersion period. The complexity
of the Nyquist plots suggests the emergence of several processes. The electrical equivalent
circuit (EEC) used to model the observed behavior is shown in Figure 7f. In this, Re denotes
the electrolyte resistance. The high-frequency time constant, RfCf, is related to the barrier
properties of the conversion coating. The time constant located at the medium frequency
range, RctCdl, accounts for the charge transfer resistance and double layer capacitance
of the corrosion process. Both time constants are affected by Cole–Cole type dispersion
(αf and αdl) [35]. The low-frequency time constant, Zd, can be attributed to the oxygen
diffusion toward the metallic surface. This physical interpretation is previously given in
other works [36]. The total impedance is given in Equation (1):

Z(ω) = Re +
Rf

(jωRfCf)
αf + 1

1+Z2/Rf

, (1)

The Z2(ω) impedance is given by Equation (2):

Z2(ω) =
Rct

(jωRctCdl)
αdl + 1

1+Zd/Rct

, (2)

Additionally, Zd(ω) is:

Zd(ω) = Rd
tanh

√
(jωτd)√

(jωτd)
, (3)

In Equation (3), Zd(ω) corresponds to semi-infinite diffusion process with a character-
istic time constant τd = δ2/D, where δ is the thickness of the Nernst diffusion layer, defined
by the concentration gradient established by the oxygen consumption at the metal/film
interface, and D accounts for the diffusion coefficient of oxygen [37]. The good agreement
between the fitting and experimental data can be seen in Figures 6a and 7a–e.
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Figure 7. (a–e) Nyquist plots showing the evolution of the different RC/GO formulations with
immersion time. The best-fit curve obtained for each measurement is also shown. (f) Electrical
equivalent circuit (EEC) used for modeling the data. The meaning of the different elements is
described in the text.
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Figure 8a,b shows the evolution of the high-frequency time constant, RfCf, as afore-
mentioned is related to the barrier properties of the conversion coating. The higher re-
sistance values correspond to 1RC:0.3GO, followed by the undoped RC system. Initially,
the 1RC:0.6GO formulation also exhibits high resistance values; however, these rapidly
decrease with immersion time. On the other side, the 1RC:0.9GO and 1RC:1.2GO ratios
have about one order of magnitude lower resistance values. These results illustrate the
benefit afforded by small additions of GO; it seems that the conversion coatings can be
effectively formed and, additionally, the GO improves the barrier effect owing to its 2D
structure. As the amount of GO increases, less gallic acid (the reactive component of the
RC) is available to react with the iron oxides/hydroxides, thus generating a more defec-
tive conversion coating. Parallel to the resistance evolution, the film capacitance increase
observed for 1RC:0.6GO, 1RC:0.9GO, and 1RC:1.2GO formulations indicates the higher
water uptake in the coating. The steady capacitance values exhibited by the other ratios
corroborate the generation of a more compact layer.
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Figure 8. Evolution of the fitting parameters corresponding to the high-frequency time constant (a)
Rf and (b) Cf, and to the middle frequency time constant (c) Rct and (d) Cdl.

The evolution of the time constant associated with the corrosion process, RctCdl, is
shown in Figure 8c,d. The higher charge transfer means the lower corrosion rate [38], which
corresponds to the 1RC:0.3GO system. As expected, higher corrosion rates are observed in
1RC:0.9GO and 1RC:1.2GO formulations. The double layer capacitance can be correlated to
the active area, Ad, according to Equation (4) [39]:

Ad =
Cdl
Co

dl
, (4)
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where Co
dl is the specific double layer capacitance of the bare metal, which is considered

constant over the immersion time. Accordingly, Cdl is a measure of the active area that,
as can be seen in Figure 8d, increases with immersion time in all samples. However,
performing an estimation of Ad is not easy for rusted samples, since the value of Co

dl
depends on the surface roughness. In the present study, 160 μF·cm−2 was adopted, which
is characteristic of a very rough metallic surface [40]. The active area resulted to be less than
0.1% for all systems except 1RC:0.9GO with a larger active area (about 10%), in agreement
with a lower charge transfer resistance.

It is worth commenting about the Rct and Cdl values for the 1RC:0.6GO system.
Although the conversion layer seems to have lower barrier properties than the undoped
RC, the corrosion rate and the active surface are lower, perhaps because of the electrolyte
uptakes to the film, although it does not reach the metal surface.

As aforementioned, the low-frequency time constant accounts for the oxygen diffusion
transport from the bulk solution, through the layer pores, to the cathodic sites. The
evolution of the associated resistance is depicted in Figure 9a. As can be seen, its evolution
follows approximately the pattern observed for charge transfer resistance, the higher values
correspond to the 1RC:0.3GO formulation and the lowest to the 1RC:9.9GO and 1RC:1.2GO
ratios. This tendency corroborates the benefit provided by small GO additions to the RC,
mainly the 1RC:0.3GO ratio.
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Figure 9. Evolution with the immersion time of (a) Rd and (b) the diffusion length δ.

The diffusion time constant, τd, relates the diffusion coefficient, D, with the oxygen
diffusion length, δ, by the expression τd = δ2/D, previously mentioned. Assuming a
typical value for oxygen diffusion through a polymer about 10−7 cm2·s−1 [41], estimation
of δ can be performed. The results are shown in Figure 9. As can be seen, roughly the
diffusion length corresponds to the conversion layer thickness, although certain fluctuation
is observed, indicative of the dynamic nature of the process.

4. Conclusions

Different amounts of GO were added to a commercial RC in order to assess the
optimum formulation range. Based on the results obtained, the following conclusions can
be drawn:

The interaction between the gallic acid and the GO led to a decrease in the surface
charge of the GO particles, even though the zeta-potential values confirm the stability of the
colloidal suspensions for all the RC:GO ratios. This interaction was also corroborated by
XRD, where the intensity of the peaks corresponding to the gallic acid markedly decreased
at higher RC:GO ratios.

Additionally, the XRD technique was used to identify the main crystalline oxide/
hydroxide compounds obtained from the rusted steel. They were lepidocrocite γ-FeO(OH)
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and magnetite Fe3O4. The intensity of the peaks for both species strongly decreased when
they were in contact with the RC.

The comparative study of the protection properties of all formulations applied on
rusted steel was performed by EIS. Generally, the impedance decreased with immersion
time; the only exception was the 1RC:0.3GO ratio, in which impedance values increased
with time. On the other hand, lower impedance values were obtained for 1RC:0.9GO and
1RC:1.2GO ratios.

The electrical equivalent circuit used to model the observed behavior included three
time constants. The high-frequency time constant was correlated to the dielectric properties
of the conversion layer, the middle-frequency time constant accounted for the corrosion
process, and the low-frequency time constant was associated with the oxygen diffusion
through the layer pores.

Better behavior was observed for 1RC:0.3GO ratio, followed by the 1RC:0.6GO formu-
lation. The benefit provided by the addition of small amounts of GO can be explained by
taking into account its 2D morphology that increases the barrier properties. Additionally,
the gallic acid may partially reduce the GO (rGO), which has hydrophobic character. If
the GO amount is too high, agglomeration problems can arise, generating a more porous
layer. On the other hand, the presence of higher amounts of rGO provides a major cathodic
surface, which can accelerate the corrosion process.
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Abstract: In this work, colloidal silver has been added into an acrylic clear cataphoretic bath, eval-
uating the effect of two different filler amounts on the durability of the composite coatings. The
three series of samples were characterized by electron microscopy to assess the possible change
in morphology introduced by the silver-based additive. The protective properties of the coatings
were evaluated by a salt spray chamber exposure and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy
measurements, evidencing the negative effect provided by high amount of silver, which introduced
discontinuities in the acrylic matrix. Finally, the durability of composite coatings was studied by
exposing them to UV-B radiation, observing a strong phenomenon of silver degradation. Although
the coating containing high concentrations of silver demonstrated poor durability, this study revealed
that small amounts of silver can be used to provide particular aesthetic features, but also to improve
the protective performance of cataphoretic coatings.

Keywords: colloidal silver; cataphoretic deposition process; salt spray chamber; electrochemical
impedance spectroscopy; UV-B exposure test

1. Introduction

Among the various deposition processes of organic coatings, cataphoresis represents
an innovative method of particular industrial interest. The typical spray process, in fact,
can be applied to different substrates, in addition to metal alloy [1–3], such as glass, paper,
and cotton fabric [4], but it has always exhibited technical limitations. For example, the
control of the thickness of the layer, as well as the geometry of the component to be coated,
are critical aspects during spraying. Differently, cataphoresis has shown several interesting
features over the years. The electrodeposition process enables the creation of organic layers
with high adhesion and corrosion protection properties [5,6], which are also applicable on
products with complex geometry [7]. Thanks to the polarization of the sample that occurs
during the electrodeposition, the electric field allows one to achieve a uniform coverage
on the surface to be coated. Furthermore, from an industrial point of view, cataphoresis
is highly appreciated, as it represents a simple, fast, and cost-effective method to produce
large-scale industrial coatings, with a low-environmental impact [8].

Thanks to these aspects, cataphoresis is often successfully employed in the automotive
industry [9–11], but in recent years it has also aroused particular interest in the research-
academic field. In fact, several works have turned to the optimization of the process
equipment [12,13] and parameters, such as the curing temperature [14] and the deposi-
tion voltage [15], in order to further improve the behavior of the cataphoretic layers. The
electrodeposition process has exhibited high versatility, as it has been applied to different
metal substrates, such as Zn-Mg alloys [16,17], Ti-Mo alloy [18], aluminum alloys [19–21],
and steel alloys [22]. Furthermore, this method has also been evaluated in synergy with
different types of pre-treatments [23,24] to improve the adhesion and durability of the
coating. Recently, several scientists have focused on the study of the implementation of the
cataphoretic organic matrix with different types of fillers, in order to obtain multifunctional
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composite coatings. The protective performances, for example, have been further improved
by adding cerium-based nanoparticles [25,26], or thanks to functionalized graphene oxide
flakes [27–30]. Furthermore, the aesthetic features obtainable from cataphoresis by incorpo-
rating particular thermochromic pigments were also evaluated [31], which compared the
results with the behavior of the typical spray process [32].

A current trend topic in the world of organic coatings is represented by the addition
of silver-based fillers [33–35]. This phenomenon is mainly due to the escalation of the
SARS-CoV-2 pandemic, which has led scientific research to seek a solution to the spread
and transmission of pathogenic microorganisms through surface contamination. The
pandemic has in fact highlighted how the continuous surface disinfection is not sustainable,
in terms of temporal and economic efforts [36]. The simplest and most effective alternative
approach lies precisely in functionalizing the surfaces by adding silver, whose successful
biocidal effect has been amply demonstrated over the last 25 years [37–40]. Silver ions,
adhering to the cell wall and modifying its permeability, are able to deactivate respiratory
enzymes and hinder DNA replication [41,42]. Thus, silver is commonly employed in
sensitive health application that requires extreme hygiene, such as artificial implants,
surgical instruments, and dental implants [43], or in food and textile industries [40]. Thus,
in order to realize multifunctional surfaces with antibacterial features, silver has recently
been subjected to much research on its antimicrobial [44], bioactive activities [45], and
cytotoxicity features [46].

Silver has been applied to different types of surfaces. Anodized aluminum layers
have shown good compatibility with different types of silver-based fillers, confirming
excellent antibacterial performance [47–49]. Furthermore, antimicrobial silver has been
encapsulated in TiO2 coatings [50] and TiO2 nanotubes [51], deposited on cotton fabric [52],
and implemented in a Mg-Al layered double hydroxide coating [53].

Consequently, the world of paints has also been recently affected by these stud-
ies [54–58]. For example, Lateef et al. [59] investigated the efficiency of silver nanopar-
ticles (AgNPs) as an antibacterial additive for enamel paint, while Deyà et al. [60] and
Barberia-Roque et al. [61] studied the bactericidal effect of silver in acrylic water-based
paint. Similarly, Liu et al. [62] explored the in situ synthesis of AgNPs in transparent
PVA films for antibacterial purpose. The biocidal activity of AgNPs in polyurethane
coating was assessed by Bechtold et al. [63], who confirmed the good efficiency of silver
against bacteria but, at the same time, the non-satisfactory resistance against fungi. On the
other side, Asafa et al. [64] reported the influence of AgNPs on physical and mechanical
properties of emulsion paint, comparing the results with the behavior of ZnO and Fe2O3 ad-
ditives. Finally, the antibacterial properties of silver in emulsion paint was also assessed by
Ohashi et al. [65], who evidenced a better paintability and transparency of silver–cytokinin
complex filler for emulsion paint compared to a commercialized paint filler.

However, despite the great interest of the paint industry in silver-based additives,
the literature does not offer any study on the synergy between cataphoresis and silver.
The high process yields of cataphoresis, combined with the excellent covering power of
the electrodeposited layers and their compactness, makes this method one of the most
promising for the production of organic matrix composite coatings incorporated with
silver-based filler. Thus, the purpose of this work is to evaluate the effect of colloidal silver
on the durability of acrylic cataphoretic coatings. Two different amounts of colloidal silver
were added into the cataphoretic bath, to assess how the silver concentration influences
the coatings’ performance. The study employed an acrylic top-coat cataphoretic bath, as
it did not contain pigments and additives that could influence the effect and behavior of
colloidal silver.

The samples were characterized by means of the scanning electron microscope (SEM),
to observe the morphology of the deposited composite coatings by studying the influ-
ence of the silver additive. The effect of the amount of silver on both corrosion resistance
performance and behavior in the aggressive environment of the acrylic-based coatings
were assessed by subjecting the samples to electrochemical impedance spectroscopy mea-
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surements (EIS) and exposing them in the salt spray chamber, respectively. Finally, the
durability of the samples and consequent aesthetic performance were evaluated with the
UV-B exposure.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Materials

The colloidal silver (65–75 wt.% Ag) and acetone were supplied from Sigma-Aldrich
(St. Louis, MO, USA) and used as received. The 40 × 70 × 2 mm3 carbon steel substrate
(Q-panel type R (0.15 wt.% C-Fe bal.) was supplied by Q-lab (Westlake, OH, USA). The
cataphoretic bath Arsonkote 202 Acy Cata W202 × 30 was provided by Arsonsisi (Milan,
Italy). This industrial product is based on modified acrylic resin, with glycols employed as
the solvent. It possesses a dry residue (after 2 h at 120 ◦C) equal to 28–30%, and a specific
weight of 1.00–1.20 g/cm3.

2.2. Deposition of Acrylic–Ag Coatings

The carbon steel substrates were subjected to a degreasing process in acetone, sup-
ported by ultrasonic agitation, followed by a sandblasting step with corundum powder
(0.2 mm diameter, 70 mesh). The sandblasting process introduced a roughness [Ra] equal
to 3.05 ± 0.22 μm in the steel substrates. Finally, the steel plates were further degreased in
acetone, in order to remove possible traces of contamination.

The deposition setup was set in a 200 mL acrylic cataphoretic bath. A 300 × 50 mm2

flat stainless steel plate, used as the anode, was placed in front of the sample, at a distance
of 80 mm. As colloidal silver granules are soluble in water, they were added directly to the
cataphoretic bath, because it is water-based. Two different amounts of colloidal silver were
added into the bath, which was stirred for 30 min with an ultrasound probe, to facilitate
the complete dissolution of the colloidal silver granules. Both the two sets of samples
were deposited, keeping constant all the process parameters, to better compare the coating
behavior. The electrodeposition was carried out at a voltage of 75 V for 120 s, followed by a
curing step in an oven at 140 ◦C for 45 min, as suggested by previous studies [29,30]. The
sample production process is outlined in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Scheme of the sample production process.

The performances of the two series of acrylic–Ag samples were compared with the
behavior of a pure acrylic layer, free of filler. The three samples series are summarized in
Table 1 with the sample nomenclature.

Table 1. Labeling of samples with different colloidal silver concentration.

Bath Colloidal Silver Concentration (wt.%) Sample Nomenclature

Clear coat
0.00 A
0.05 A1
0.10 A2
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The two silver concentrations, shown in Table 1, were chosen because they achieved
enough silver quantity in the coating in order to guarantee good antibacterial performances,
as highlighted in the literature [48]. The real amount of silver detected inside the two
coatings A1 and A2 are introduced later, in paragraph 3.1.

2.3. Characterization

The optical stereomicroscope Nikon SMZ25 (Nikon Instruments, Amstelveen, the
Netherlands) and low vacuum scanning electron microscope SEM JEOL IT 300 (JEOL,
Akishima, Tokyo, Japan) were employed to analyze the surface morphology of the coatings,
with the aim of verifying whether the introduction of colloidal silver has influenced the
electrodeposition process, modifying its yield and introducing defects in the acrylic matrix.
An energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDXS, Bruker, Billerica, MA, USA) analysis has
also been carried out in order to map the silver distribution in the coatings. Finally, the
thickness of the three series of composite coatings was measured by means of the Phynix
Surfix digital thickness gauge (Phynix, Neuss, Germany).

The samples were exposed in a salt spray chamber (Ascott Analytical Equipment
Limited, Tamworth, UK) for 500 h, following a ASTM B117-11 standard [66] (5 wt.%
sodium chloride solution), to assess the corrosion protection behavior of the coatings in a
particular aggressive environment. The adhesion of the coatings was evaluated by means
of a mechanical cut made on the surface of the samples, analyzing the possible detachment
and water uptake phenomena.

The protective features of the composite coatings were studied by means of Electro-
chemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS) measurements, carried out with a potentiostat
Parstat 2273 (Princeton Applied Research by AMETEK, Oak Ridge, TN, USA) with the
software PowerSuit ZSimpWin (version 2.40) and applying a signal of about 15 mV (peak-
to-peak) amplitude in the 105–10−2 Hz frequency range. The cell setup mas composed of an
Ag/AgCl reference electrode (+207 mV SHE) and a platinum counter electrode, immersed
in the 3.5 wt.% sodium chloride solution. The samples were kept immersed in the test
solution for a total of 500 h, with a testing area equal to 6.15 cm2.

Finally, UV-B exposure tests were carried out at 313 nm for 500 h, using an UV173 Box
Co.Fo.Me.Gra (Co.Fo.Me.Gra, Milan, Italy) and following the ASTM G154-16 standard [67].
The chemical–physical degradation of the coatings was analyzed with a Konica Minolta
CM2600d, spectrophotometer (Konica Minolta, Chiyoda, Tokyo, Japan) using a D65/10◦
illuminant/observer configuration in SCI mode, evaluating visual-aesthetical variations.

3. Results

3.1. Coating Morphology

The deposition of the acrylic–Ag composite coatings took place by adding the clear
cataphoretic bath with colloidal silver. The silver-based additive is in the form of a greyish
powder, with a very variable size, as shown in Figure 2. In fact, the size of the granules
varies from a few μm, up to over 200 μm.

However, this aspect seems not to be relevant for the electrodeposition process, as
colloidal silver powders are completely soluble in water. Consequently, once added to
the cataphoretic bath, composed of 60 wt.% of water, the powders did not reveal macro-
scopic aggregation phenomena. Previous works have highlighted the strong criticalities in
adding fillers in cataphoretic baths: the reaction with the polymeric matrix often results
in aggregation phenomena of the fillers with consequent defects in the coatings [29,30].
Otherwise, colloidal silver apparently represents an ideal candidate as an additive in
cataphoretic depositions.

Dissolving in water, the colloidal silver powders create a yellow-orange color solution.
Consequently, the color of the cataphoretic bath also varies according to the quantity of the
introduced colloidal silver. The hue of the electrodeposition bath, from transparent, varies
towards an orange tone, becoming darker and darker with the increase in the colloidal
silver amount. Figure 3 faithfully represents this phenomenon: the three types of samples
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studied in this work exhibit different aesthetic features due to the presence of colloidal
silver. Sample A has a clear coating of pure acrylic matrix, free of additives. On the other
hand, samples A1 and A2 reveal a yellow and orange coating, respectively, the tones of
which strongly depend on the concentration of the silver-based filler. The coloring of the
composite layers appears homogeneous and constant over the entire surface, proof of the
high aesthetic efficiency and covering power of cataphoresis [32].

 

Figure 2. Colloidal silver acquired by SEM.

 
Figure 3. Photograph of the three as-made sample series, where A represents the coating of pure
acrylic matrix, while A1 and A2 were deposited by introducing 0.05 wt.% and 0.10 wt.% of colloidal
silver in the cataphoretic bath, respectively.
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Although the three series of samples exhibit different appearance from each other, the
thickness of the coatings is comparable. Table 2 shows the coatings thickness measured
with the digital thickness gauge: the values constitute the average of 50 measurements
performed on 5 samples (10 measurements per sample) for each series.

Table 2. Coatings thickness of the three series of samples.

Sample Thickness [μm] St. Dev. [μm]

A 22.2 0.8
A1 23.4 1.0
A2 21.7 1.3

The obtained thickness values are in accordance with the usual outcome achieved
with cataphoretic process, as confirmed by the literature [9]. The results suggest that
the addition of colloidal silver to the cataphoretic bath did not affect the process yield
of the electrodeposition. The samples show a compact and homogeneous coating, free
from macroscopic defects. This outcome reinforces the previous assumptions relating to
the efficient use of colloidal silver as an additive in cataphoretic baths. Furthermore, the
introduction of colloidal silver in the acrylic bath did not affect the leveling power of the
cataphoretic process, as all the three series of coatings exhibit a particularly smooth coating,
whose roughness [Ra] is comparable and equal to 0.25 ± 0.03 μm.

Thus, the three series of coatings were observed by SEM, in order to better analyze their
morphology and highlight possible microscopic defects. Figure 4 shows the micrographs
of the surfaces of the three samples, acquired by SEM.

  
(a) (b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 4. SEM micrograph of the surface of sample A (a), sample A1 (b) and sample A2 (c),
respectively.
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Coating A (Figure 4a) appears completely homogeneous. Morphological defects, such
as bubbles in the acrylic matrix, cannot be appreciated. In contrast, the coatings of samples
A1 and A2 (Figure 4b,c, respectively) reveal different light-colored traces homogeneously
distributed on their surface. The amount of these traces increases from sample A1 to
sample A2, suggesting that they are closely related to the addition of colloidal silver to the
acrylic bath. Despite the presence of this phenomenon, no appreciable defects are observed
even in coatings A1 and A2. Therefore, although silver is conductive, once introduced
into the cataphoretic bath it does not influence the electrodeposition process through the
development of eddy currents, as observed, for example, with graphene-based filler [29].

In order to confirm the nature of the clear traces, the samples were examined by EDXS
investigation. The EDXS analysis revealed a concentration equal to 1.4 wt.% and about
3 wt.% of silver on the surface of the samples A1 and A2, respectively. Figure 5 shows, as
an example, a micrograph of the surface of the sample A1, with the respective EDXS map of
the Ag element. Indeed, the clear traces observed by SEM are representative of the presence
of silver. Although silver is effectively distributed over the entire surface of the coatings
in a homogeneous way, in some cases it is possible to notice a thickening of silver whose
dimensions exceed 20 μm. The morphology of these clusters differs from the powders
shown in Figure 2. Consequently, it is likely that the colloidal silver actually dissolved in
water, but was subsequently subjected to thickening phenomena in the acrylic matrix. In
fact, colloidal silver itself is not compatible with polymeric matrices, if not first effectively
dissolved in water. It is therefore probable that the interaction between the silver–water
solution and the acrylic resin in the cataphoretic bath has caused the undesired phenomena
of silver re-accumulation. This, in fact, represents the only real noteworthy defect due to
the addition of colloidal silver.

 

Figure 5. SEM micrograph of the surface of sample A1, with relative EDXS map of Ag element.

Thus, the effect of this phenomenon on the protective performances of the acrylic
matrix was subsequently evaluated by exposing the coatings in aggressive environments
and by means of suitable electrochemical techniques.

3.2. Salt Spray Chamber

The three series of samples were exposed in the salt spray chamber for a total of 500 h.
During the first 100 h of exposure the coatings were observed every 24 h, after which they
were monitored every 100 h, until the end of the analysis. An artificial cut of 1 mm width
was realized on the surface of the coatings, to create a mechanical defect in the cataphoretic
layer, forcing the development of corrosive phenomena at the substrate-coating interface.
Thus, the evolution of blisters, due to water uptake from to the artificial notch, and the
coatings’ adhesion level were visually evaluated [68].
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Figure 6 shows the evolution of the coatings’ degradation during the exposure in the
salt spray chamber. All three series of coatings exhibit a halo around the central notch
after 100 h of exposure. This phenomenon, together with the development of blisters, is
symptomatic of water absorption in correspondence of the artificially introduced defect.
The samples exhibit a comparable behavior, except for the greater blister evolution observed
in coating A2. At the end of the test (500 h), the entire surfaces of the three coatings are
covered with blisters. However, it must be considered that cataphoresis is normally used
as a primer or as a finishing layer in non-aggressive environments, while the exposure
test in salt spray chamber exhibits a high degree of aggressiveness. The absorption of the
aggressive solution within the cataphoretic layers is associated to their adhesion levels:
the greater the distance of the blister from the central notch, the lower the adhesion of the
coatings. Again, it is difficult to differentiate between the behavior of the three samples,
as the penetration of the test solution caused the development of blisters over the entire
surface of the coatings.

Figure 6. Coating degradation during sample exposure in salt spray chamber.

To better observe the phenomena that took place close to the artificial notch, the
corrosion products developed on the coatings were removed by stirring the samples in
citric acid solution (pH = 3) for 2 h. Thus, the samples were analyzed by stereomicroscope
observations, as shown in Figure 7. According to the standard [66], an organic coating with
good adhesion to the substrate should show maximum detachment from the notch area
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of about 1000 μm. Following this definition, all three series of coatings possess excellent
adhesion, typical of a cataphoretic layer, as they did not exhibit clear detachment of the
coating caused by water absorption or development of corrosion products. However, in
some spots it is possible to appreciate the detachment of the layers from the metal substrate
in proximity of the notch: this phenomenon is represented by lighter blisters (clearly
evident above all in Figure 7a,b). This occurrence sometimes exceeds the limit of 1000 μm,
but it is a detachment of the layer strictly linked to the evolution of the blister, therefore not
fully considered by the standard [66].

  
(a) (b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 7. Samples A (a), A1 (b), and A2 (c) appearance after 500 h of exposure in the salt
spray chamber.

The density of blisters, rather than their average size, represents the aspect that most
differentiates the three series of samples. As can be observed from the three images in
Figure 7, the presence of colloidal silver seems to cause an increase in the density of blisters
that develop following the exposure of the coatings to the aggressive environment of the salt
spray chamber. Furthermore, this phenomenon is even more marked after increasing the
amount of silver present in the coatings. Referring to the standard [68], the three series of
samples have blisters of size 1–3. However, the density of the blisters increases from grade
3 of sample A, to grades 4 and 5 of samples A1 and A2, respectively. Consequently, silver
seems to favor the adsorption of water into the cataphoretic coating, as it represents a point
of discontinuity in the acrylic matrix. Figure 8, acquired with the optical stereomicroscope,
is exemplar of the high blister density exhibited by sample A2 at the end of the test. The
polarizing filter of the microscope made it possible to highlight the morphology of the
blisters, which in some cases exceed 2000 μm in size.
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Figure 8. Detail of the blisters in sample A2 observed with the optical stereomicroscope at the end of
the test.

Therefore, although silver does not introduce apparent defects in the cataphoretic layer,
it influences the behavior of the coating for long exposures in aggressive environments. The
difference between the results expressed by sample A and sample A1 is almost negligible,
while the greater quantity of silver present in the coating A2 seems to play a key role in
the durability of the acrylic matrix. To better study the protective characteristics of the
three types of coatings evaluating the contribution of silver, the samples were subjected to
Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS) measurements.

3.3. Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy Measurements

The EIS measurements are widely employed for the estimation of the protective feature
of organic coatings, as this technique is able to provide useful details about the corrosion
resistance properties of the layer, such as its defectiveness or degree of adhesion [69].

For example, the evolution of the Bode impedance module measured at low frequen-
cies (10−2 Hz), defined as |Z|(0.01), can be monitored to get a preliminary quantitative
estimation of the degree of protection provided by the coating. The literature defines a
minimum value of |Z|(0.01), equal to 106 Ω·cm2, below which the coating does not ensure
certain protective performances [70,71]. Thus, the protective behavior of the three series of
coatings was characterized monitoring the evolution over time of their impedance module
|Z|(0.01) over time. Figure 9 shows the variation of the parameter |Z|(0.01) during the
exposure of 500 h of the samples to the EIS test solution.

The three coatings exhibit different behaviors during the experiment. Sample A reveals
a relatively high initial value of |Z|(0.01), which drops, however, by an order of magnitude
during the first 4 h of exposure to the test solution. Subsequently, a continuous decrease
is observed, with slower speed, until reaching a plateau towards the 340 h of testing. The
value of this plateau is very close to the limit of 106 Ω·cm2, suggesting that the acrylic
matrix no longer provides the right protective guarantees.
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Figure 9. Bode impedance modulus |Z|(0.01) evolution with time.

Similarly, sample A1 also shows a sudden decrease in the value of |Z|(0.01) during
the first hours of testing. However, the curve quickly settles on high values, equal to
about 108 Ω·cm2, keeping this plateau almost unchanged until the end of the test. The
improvement of the protective performance of organic coatings by adding silver has already
been observed in the literature, under certain conditions [72,73]. This phenomenon can be
associated with a decrease in the intrinsic porosity of the acrylic matrix in the presence of
limited quantities of silver. By acting as a very low permeability filler, silver is able to reduce
the overall porosity of the composite coating. Consequently, the reduced permeability of
the coating translates into greater protective performances, expressed by higher values of
the impedance module |Z|(0.01).

However, as already observed during exposure in salt spray chamber, too high quan-
tities of silver introduce structural changes in the matrix, increasing its permeability [74].
This phenomenon affects the result of the impedance measurements of sample A2: the trend
of |Z|(0.01) immediately starts from lower values than the other two samples, A and A1. In
this case, by increasing the permeability of the acrylic matrix, silver reduces its protective
properties right away. Throughout the test, sample A2 always shows lower performance
than coating A, of the pure acrylic matrix. Having reached 500 h of exposure, |Z|(0.01)
comes dangerously close to values of 105 Ω·cm2, evidencing poor protective performance.
These results are in agreement with the salt spray test, confirming the criticalities found in
the composite coating A2 containing high amount of silver.

The three series of samples showed a strong decrease in |Z|(0.01) mainly during the
first 48 h of exposure to the test solution. Indeed, the first hours of immersion are the
most significant, as typically the organic coatings undergo solution absorption phenomena.
To better analyze the behavior of the three samples and explain the results exhibited in
Figure 9, the evolution of the Nyquist diagrams during the first 48 h of the test is displayed
in Figure 10. The three images present a box with a focus on low values of Z′ and -Z′ ′,
to highlight the details of the diagrams acquired after 4 h and 48 h of immersion in the
test solution.
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(a) 

(b)

Figure 10. Cont.
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(c)

Figure 10. Nyquist diagram evolution during the first 48 h of test of the samples A (a), A1 (b), and
A2 (c), respectively.

The Nyquist diagrams of sample A (Figure 10a) reveal a rapid decrease in the protec-
tive performance of the coating, as both the resistive and capacitive contributions of the
acrylic layer are reduced over time. The diagrams represent two-time constants, which
are more and more evident as the exposure to the test solution proceeds. The presence of
two-time constants indicates the occurrence of corrosion phenomena: the time constant at
low frequencies represents, in fact, the dissipative phenomena that occur at the coating-
substrate interface, as a consequence of the rapid absorption of the solution. Thus, the
acrylic matrix is confirmed to possess intrinsic poor protective features.

The diagrams in Figure 10b (sample A1) exhibit a similar trend, even if the two-time
constants can only be appreciated after 48 h of measurements. The dissipation phenomena
below the coating seem to be postponed over time, suggesting the barrier effect introduced
by silver, which acts as a filler for the porosity of the acrylic matrix. This phenomenon
translates into a better protective performance of sample A1 throughout the test.

Finally, the Nyquist diagrams of sample A2 (Figure 10c) provide the most significant
information. The two-time constants are already evident in the diagram acquired at the
start of the test, which shows two distinct semicircles. However, the second semicircle,
representative of the dissipative phenomena due to the composite coating, tends to close in
on itself, with the curve returning to lower Z’ values. This is a typical behavior of systems
in continuous evolution during the measurement itself: it represents the tendency of the
composite coating to absorb a considerable amount of solution, so as to make the data
acquisition pretty unstable. Consequently, the impedance values, already low at the start of
the measurements, tend to decrease quickly until they reach and exceed the safety threshold
of 106 Ω·cm2, as shown in Figure 9.

The behavior of the three series of samples is well represented by the images in
Figure 11, representative of the surfaces subjected to the EIS measurements after 500 h
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of immersion in the test solution. The surfaces of the three samples exhibit some small
dark corrosion products, but still differ in the density of blisters developed during the
experiment. More than half of the surface of the coating A reveals the presence of blisters
of different sizes. The addition of 0.05 wt.% of colloidal silver results in an improvement
in the durability of the acrylic matrix, as the development of blisters is limited. Finally,
the poor results of the EIS measurements relating to sample A2 can be appreciated from
the appearance of the coating, whose surface at the end of the test is completely covered
with blisters.

  
(a) (b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 11. Surface of sample A (a), A1 (b) and A2 (c), after 500 h of immersion in test solution.

Therefore, the simple observation of the surfaces of the three coatings provides realistic
information on their protective performance, in agreement with the results of specific
techniques such as the electrochemical impedance spectroscopy measurements.

As both the test of exposure in salt spray chamber and the EIS measurements exhibit
comparable results, the positive contribution introduced by small quantities of colloidal
silver has been confirmed. However, the addition of Ag can take on negative connotations if
a limit concentration is exceeded, reducing the protective performance of the acrylic matrix.

3.4. Exposure to UV-B Radiation

Ultraviolet radiation can affect the aesthetic features of organic coatings, causing
their chemical degradation. Thus, UV-B exposure is a procedure widely employed for the
assessment of the durability of organic coatings, which must ensure a long outdoor service
life [75,76].
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While the limited effect of solar radiation on acrylic resins is well known [77,78], recent
studies highlighted the degradation phenomena that silver can undergo when exposed to
UV light, in terms of retention, dissolution, and oxidative aging [79,80]. The extent of these
phenomena can also be exacerbated due to the combination with high temperatures [81].
Therefore, the samples were exposed for 500 h to UV-B radiation at 50 ◦C, evaluating the
change in aesthetic features of the cataphoretic coatings.

Figure 12 shows the total color variation, ΔE, every 100 h of UV-B light exposure.
According to the ASTM E308 (2018) standard [82], ΔE is calculated as follows:

ΔE = [(ΔL*)2 + (Δa*)2 + (Δb*)2]1/2 (1)

where the colorimetric coordinates L*, a* and b* represents the lightness (0 for black and
100 for white objects), the red–green coordinate (positive values are red, negative values
are green), and the yellow–blue coordinate (yellow for positive values, blue for negative
values and 0 as neutral parameter), respectively.

Figure 12. Total color variation during UV-B exposure.

ΔE = 1 is considered the threshold value for which the color difference is impercep-
tible to the human eye [83]. Consequently, the coating A exhibited a limited change in
appearance. The color of the acrylic matrix varied constantly during the test; however, it
always remained very close to the initial coordinates. Indeed, after 500 h of exposure to the
UV-B light, coating A revealed a value of ΔE approximately equal to three, confirming the
good durability of the acrylic matrix against solar radiation.

Otherwise, the two silver-containing coatings underwent a noticeable color change.
Silver proves to suffer particularly from exposure to UV-B rays, as sample A1 and sample
A2 exhibited a sudden and not negligible change in color. After only 100 h of exposure, the
color change reaches values over half of the total ΔE observed during the entire test. The
greater the quantity of silver contained in the acrylic matrix, the greater the variation in
the aesthetic features of the coating, but also the more intense the degradation due to the
exposure to UV-B radiation.

Figure 13 compares the evolution of the appearance of the three coatings during the
UV-B exposure test. While the degradation of coating A cannot be appreciated, the human
eye easily recognizes the tendency of the coatings containing silver to become darker.
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Figure 13. Evolution of the appearance of the coatings during the exposure to UV-B radiation.

However, this phenomenon is due to the variation of the values of the coordinates a*
and b*, as shown in the Table 3, rather than linked to a decrease in the brightness (L*) of
the coating.

Table 3. Evolution of the colorimetric coordinates of the samples during the exposure to
UV-B radiation.

A A1 A2

Time [h] L* a* b* L* a* b* L* a* b*

0 48.26 0.11 2.26 43.61 0.77 17.96 38.01 6.3 19.32
100 47.43 −0.18 2.64 42.48 2.95 14.88 34.97 10.23 14.65
200 47.18 −0.44 3.47 41.36 2.76 13.21 34.65 9.2 13.71
300 47.02 −0.47 3.89 41.06 2.68 12.71 33.41 9.83 11.68
400 47.37 −0.47 4.44 41.06 2.31 11.86 34.4 7.59 9.36
500 46.79 −0.4 4.85 40.95 2.2 11.12 35.89 6.13 8.45

Before exposure to UV-B radiation, the addition of silver in the acrylic matrix caused a
decrease in the brightness of the coating (lower L* values) and an increase in the coordinates
a* and b*, representative of shades tending to red and yellow, respectively. Subsequently,
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the parameter b*, even more than the coordinate a*, varies towards lower values, decreasing
the yellow shade of the composite coating. During the whole test, sample A1 and sample
A2 showed total Δb* of approximately 7 points and 11 points, respectively. Definitively,
this variation in the values of the color coordinates, with consequent darkening of the
appearance of the coating, is mainly due to the oxidation phenomena [84] that silver
undergoes during UV-B exposure.

The aesthetic variation of the silver-containing coatings is also closely linked to a
morphological degradation of the composite layers. Figure 14 reveals the surface of sample
A1 and sample A2 observed with the optical microscope at the end of the experiment, after
500 h of exposure to UV-B radiation. Both coatings show the development of some blisters
within the acrylic matrix. This phenomenon is intensified in sample A2, suggesting that
it has been caused by the presence of silver. Dissolution of silver, due to UV exposure, is
supposed to have created these voids and blisters in the acrylic matrix. In addition to a
purely aesthetic aspect, this phenomenon represents a critical defect in the coating, as the
permeability of the acrylic matrix is further exasperated, compromising its durability. It
must be considered that the exposure to UV-B radiation represents a particularly aggressive
test, not fully simulating the exposure to sunlight, in terms of frequency and intensity of
the radiation. However, the degradation of silver inevitably also leads to a decrease in the
protective performance of the cataphoretic coating, suggesting the application of this type
of coating only on products designed for indoor applications.

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 14. Detail of the blisters in samples A1 (a) and A2 (b), observed with the optical stereomicro-
scope after 500 h of exposure to UV-B radiation.

The silver concentration detected by EDXS analyses in sample A1 and sample A2, equal
to 1.4 wt.% and about 3 wt.%, respectively, provides high guarantees on the antibacterial
performance of both types of coatings. In fact, other works have confirmed the high
antibacterial functionality of silver in low concentrations, even lower than those evidenced
by the two composite coatings [42,48]. While coating A2 possesses high defects, with
consequent poor durability performance, the quantity of silver present in coating A1 allows
both to offer guarantees from the point of view of antibacterial properties, and to increase
the protective performance of the acrylic matrix. Consequently, coating A1 can be used in
various application fields where good durability is required, in combination with effective
antibacterial features.

4. Conclusions

The effect of the addition of colloidal silver on the durability of the cataphoretic coating
has been evaluated in this work. The introduction of colloidal silver in the cataphoretic
bath caused a significant change in the aesthetic features of the coating, whose color tended
towards yellow and orange, the tones of which strongly depended on the concentration
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of the silver-based filler. Colloidal silver, completely soluble in water, did not introduce
defects in the coating and did not influence the electrodeposition process. However, the
reaction with the acrylic resin caused limited agglomerations of the silver ions to form
discontinuities in the acrylic matrix.

These discontinuities can favor an increase in the permeability of the acrylic matrix,
reducing its protective performance. The exposure of the samples in the salt spray chamber
highlighted the high absorption of the test solution by the coating containing a high amount
of silver. The presence of silver did not directly influence the adhesion of the coating, but
favored the water uptake in the acrylic matrix, with consequent development of the high
blister density and corrosion products at the interface with the metal substrate.

This phenomenon was confirmed by the electrochemical impedance spectroscopy
measurements, which demonstrated a sudden absorption of the test solution by the coating
A2, which, in turn, exhibited a decrease in the protective performance of the acrylic matrix.
However, the limited amount of silver present in sample A1 resulted in an improvement in
the protective behavior of the cataphoretic coating, as the colloidal silver acted as a filler
for the porosity of the acrylic matrix. As a matter of fact, after 500 h of exposure to the
test solution, sample A1 exhibited a |Z|(0.01) value equal to 108 Ω·cm2, two orders of
magnitude higher than the pure acrylic matrix of coating A.

Finally, the exposure of the samples to UV-B radiation confirmed the high reactivity
of silver-based fillers when subjected to sunlight. The rapid oxidation of silver caused a
darkening of the appearance of the coating, as evidenced by the colorimetric measurements,
but is also visually appreciable. At the same time, the dissolution of silver led to the
development of blisters in the acrylic matrix, especially in sample A2, which was produced
with a high amount of silver.

Ultimately, this work highlights the merits and criticalities in the use of colloidal silver
as a filler in acrylic cataphoretic baths. High concentrations of colloidal silver can introduce
discontinuities in the acrylic matrix, reducing its durability, but in certain quantities the
silver is also able to improve the protective performance of the composite coating. From an
aesthetic point of view, colloidal silver also acts as a particular pigment, the effect of which,
however, is significantly influenced by the oxidative and dissolutive phenomena that occur
due to exposure to solar radiation.

Thus, colloidal silver represents a suitable filler in cataphoretic processes, but needs a
targeted control on the adequate amount, in order to avoid being negative for the durability
of the coating itself.
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Abstract: Powder coatings are commonly used to protect metallic substrates because of their good
protection properties together with their aesthetical ones. In this work, the aesthetic and functional
properties of powder coatings admixed with pearlescent pigments were investigated. The main aim
of this work is represented by the evaluation of the coating properties and their change assessment
after accelerated ageing treatments, such as UV and salt spray exposure. Changes in gloss, color and
roughness were recorded before, during, and after UVA and UVB exposure. All the samples showed
good resistance to UVA irradiation, whereas UVB light caused a huge variation in surface properties.
Further insights on the degradation of the polymeric matrix were gained by exploiting FT-IR analyses,
which could be correlated to the change of color. The protection properties of the coating were
assessed by exploiting an acetic salt spray test. All the samples showed good resistance to aggressive
environments, and no pigment effect on the degradation of the coatings could be detected.

Keywords: pearlescent pigments; powder coatings; durability; ageing treatments

1. Introduction

Nowadays, the main challenge of materials engineering is the modification of the surface
characteristics of a substrate in order to improve its functional properties for high duty technological
applications. In the last decades, the development of a coating has increasingly focused on
finding materials with surprising functional properties that also had good perceptive and aesthetical
characteristics [1]. In this context, organic coatings are employed to guarantee the good protection
of metal products, combining a high sustainability of the industrial deposition process [1] with the
possibility of obtaining a high variety of surface aesthetic effects. Thus, the evaluation of the aesthetical
properties is a key factor to take under consideration when studying the coating performances [2].
Among all the different types of protective layers, powder coatings are arousing increasing interest in
the building, automotive, and cosmetic industry, mainly due to the low environmental and economic
impact they entail and for the wide range of pigments available on the market [3]. Pigments consist of
insoluble powders dispersed in the coating matrix, and they can be either organic or inorganic, though
the latest type is the most used [4]. To understand the industrial importance of pigment production, it
is sufficient to report that in 2005 the world production of inorganic pigments was approximately equal
to 6 million tons, of which at least half was for the production of high-performance pigments [5]. The
industrial research on pigments has recently focused on three main roads: the economization of already
existing pigments, the discovery and development of inorganic pigments with better performance
features, and the replacement of some toxic and non-ecological chemical substances in order to be in
compliance with new national and international regulations [6,7].

Pigments can be classified in different ways, according, for example, to the way they interact with
light; among them, this work will focus on the special effects pigments, and in particular on pearlescent
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pigments [8]. Pearlescent pigments give the coating additional color effects, such as an angular color
dependence, which is mainly due to the interference of light on thin layers, flakes, or platelets [9]. The
industrial production of pearlescent pigments started during the 1920s using mercury and arsenic
salts. In 1963, the discovery of new TiO2-coated mica pigments was reported, and only in the 1990s
were effect pigments, based on aluminum platelets and coated with ferric oxide, introduced into the
market [10].

Effect pigments can be basically divided into two types: substrate-free pigments and layered
pigments. The first show a brittle behavior, and their use is limited by their chemical composition,
whereas the latter are produced by coating thin laminar platelets of mica or alumina with high refractive
optical layers, such as titanium dioxide, iron oxide, or a combination of both [11]. Most pearlescent
pigments have at least three layers of two different materials with different refractive indexes. The
pearlescent effect is produced by the specular reflection of light from the many surfaces of the platelets
at various depths within the coating film. Light striking the platelet is partially reflected and partially
transmitted through the platelet; the pearlescent effect is produced by the dependence of the reflection
on the viewing angle [12]. Alumina-based pigments have a strong pearlescent effect with respect to
mica-based pigments because they are easily produced, with a very narrow thickness distribution and
very smooth surfaces [11]. In the last decade, this type of pigments has found a broad application
range, both for decorative and functional purposes [13,14], also thanks to the ease of incorporation in
the coating matrix [11]. Alumina-based pigments exhibit the well-known advantages of mica pigments
together with the possibility of realizing unique optical effects thanks to their controlled thickness and
chemical purity [11].

This study is focused on the characterization of powder coatings with the addition of innovative
alumina-based pearlescent pigments. This type of pigments has got enhanced optical properties and
shows great pearlescent behavior with respect to mica-based pigments, but no studies about their effect
on the durability of the coatings can be found in the literature. The main aim of this work is represented
by the evaluation of coatings’ aesthetical and functional properties and their change assessment as a
consequence of accelerated ageing treatments, such as UV and salt spray exposure.

2. Materials and Methods

The superdurable powder coatings Interpon D2525, based on isophthalic acid (IPA) polyester
resin and TGIC-free, were supplied by Akzo Nobel Coatings S.p.A. (Como, Italy) and were applied on
150 × 60 × 0.75 mm3 5005 aluminum alloy panels. Regarding the coating formulation, five different
pigment types, supplied by Merck S.p.A (Darmstadt, Germany), were added to the polymeric matrix,
thus obtaining the five sample series reported in Table 1. In the premixing phase, a special treatment,
consisting in raising the temperature by a few degrees above the matrix glass transition temperature
(Tg), was exploited in order to obtain a very homogeneous powder, allowing the pigments to be
uniformly dispersed. Therefore, the layers were applied by an electrostatic spray deposition method
and cured at 200 ◦C for 15 min.

Table 1. Nomenclature of the samples with the component formulation.

Coating Name Pigment Type Pigment wt.% Powder Coating wt.%

GB-SW Xirallic T60-23 SW
Galaxy Blue 4.00 96.00

GB-WNT Xirallic T60-23 WNT
Galaxy Blue 4.00 96.00

LG Xirallic NXT M260-30 SW
Leonis Gold 4.00 96.00

PS Xirallic NXT M60-69 WNT
Panthera Silver 4.00 96.00

TB Xirallic NXT M260-23
Tigris Blue 4.00 96.00
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The pigments color and morphology were studied by optical and electron microscopy, by means
of Nikon SMZ25 stereomicroscope (Nikon Instruments, Amstelveen, Netherlands) and JEOL IT300
Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM, Jeol Ltd., Akishima, Tokyo, Japan) microscope, respectively.
Moreover, SEM observations were employed in the coatings and pigments thickness assessment. The
chemical composition of the pigments was analyzed by Energy Dispersive X-Ray Spectrometry (EDS),
carried out using a Bruker “Quantax Micro-XRF” analyzer (Billerica, MA, USA). The influence of the
environment on the aesthetical properties of the coatings was assessed by exposing the five sample
series to UV radiation (UVA and UVB radiation for times up to 1000 h). UV radiation is responsible for
the degradation processes of organic coatings, since the associated energy is sufficient to break the
C–H and C–C bonds of the polymer. UVA and UVB radiations are distinguished by the wavelength
range, which ranges from 400 to 320 nm for UVA light and from 320 to 280 nm for UVB light. UV light
accelerated tests were carried out using a UVA-340 lamp and a UVB-313EL lamp with emission peaks at
340 and 313 nm, respectively, as described by the ASTM G154 (2016) standard [15], in order to check how
different radiation types affected the degradation of the coating. The changes of aesthetical properties
were also evaluated by exploiting color measurements, using the spectrophotometer CM-2600d Konica
Minolta, with a D65/10◦ illuminant/observer, and also by exploiting gloss and roughness measurements,
according to the ASTM D523-14 (2018) [16] standard and ISO 4288 (1996) standard [17], respectively.
The gloss measurements were collected using an Erichsen NL3A glossmeter (Westlake, OH, USA),
acquiring the values for the residual gloss at 60◦. Every reported value represents the average of six
measurements. The roughness data were acquired by means of the MAHR Marsurf PS1 roughness
tester (Esslingen, Germany). A sampling length (lr) of 0.8 mm and an evaluation length (ln) of 5.6 mm
was used; the reported value is the average of five measurements. In order to check the deterioration
of the coating organic matrix, IR spectra were collected between 4000 and 600 cm–1 before and after
UVA and UVB exposure, using the spectrophotometer Varian 4100 FT-IR with a resolution of 4 cm–1

(Palo Alto, CA, USA). Regarding the protection properties of the coating, accelerated corrosion testing
was exploited in an acetic acid salt spray chamber on as-made samples and also on samples with the
presence of an artificial notch. The samples were exposed for times up to 1000 h to a salt spray solution
produced by a 5 wt.% NaCl solution at 35 ◦C and 100% RH, according to the ASTM B117-19 (2019)
standard [18], with the addition of acetic acid in order to vary the pH between 3.1 and 3.3, thus avoiding
the passivation of Al substrate at neutral pH, as described by the ASTM G85-19 (2019) standard [19].
As a first thing, the salt spray test was involved in the study of the blister evolution and detachment
grade of the coating, by making a cross-cut incision of 1 mm width down to the metal, as specified by
the UNI EN ISO 4628-8 (2013) [20]. In addition to that, Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS)
measurements were carried out on as-made samples after 0, 400, 750, and 1000 h of exposition in a salt
spray chamber, in order to evaluate the protection properties of the coatings. The measurements have
been exploited in 5 wt.% NaCl solution and using a three-electrode configuration: a platinum electrode
was used as a counter electrode, and an Ag/AgCl electrode was used as a reference. The tested area
was 4.9 cm2. A signal amplitude of 30 mV in the frequency range from 106 to 10−2 Hz was set up.

3. Results

3.1. Morphology and Chemical Characterization

Figure 1 shows the morphology of the pigment flakes. The pigments are free-flowing powders,
and their average diameter dimension is included between 10 and 30 μm. From a detailed SEM analysis
at high magnifications, it is also possible to assess the pigments’ thickness, which resulted as being
about 550, 590, 660, 250, and 460 nm for the GB-SW, GB-WNT, LG, PS, and TB pigments, respectively.
The difference in thickness among the pigments, which is lower than 1 μm in all cases, can also be
noticed from their different transparency to electrons, in particular regarding the PS and TB pigments
(Figure 1).
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Figure 1. SEM images of pigment flakes: (a) GB-SW; (b) GB-WNT; (c) LG; (d) PS; and (e) TB.

The chemical composition of the pigments was investigated through a semiquantitative EDS
analysis, whose results in atomic percentages are reported in Table 2. The results are extrapolated by a
fitting operated by the Esprit Bruker software (2.0).
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Table 2. EDS analysis of the studied pigments.

Pigment O % Si % Al % Ti % Sn % Zr % Fe% Cu %

Xirallic T60-23 SW Galaxy Blue 51.0 1.4 28.1 18.1 1.4 – – –
Xirallic T60-23 WNT Galaxy Blue 48.4 1.3 31.4 18.1 0.3 0.3 0.1 0.1

Xirallic NXT M260-30 SW Leonis Gold 40.6 0.8 29.1 10.7 1.0 – 17.8 –
Xirallic NXT M60-69 WNT Phantera Silver 49.2 0.5 41.5 5.9 0.2 0.6 2.1 –

Xirallic NXT M260-23 Tigris Blue 52.1 1.4 28.4 17.8 0.3 – – –

Comparing the five different pigment types, it is possible to detect for all of them a high presence
of aluminum and titanium: aluminum, present as α-Al2O3, is the main component of the pigment
substrate, whereas titanium, deposited as TiO2 on the substrate, is used as an optical layer, together
with other oxides, present at lower concentrations [11]. All the samples show the presence of silicon
and tin, used to promote the nucleation of the rutile phase of TiO2. The presence of the rutile phase
is to be preferred to the anatase one, because the latter has a lower photocatalytic activity. Several
studies have reported on the investigation of the effect of different elements on the rutile-anatase phase
transformation in pearlescent pigments: the presence of tin oxide, in the crystalline form of casserite,
should promote the epitaxial growth of the rutile phase, thanks to the perfect match between their
cell parameters [21,22]. The Leonis Gold pigment contains a very high amount of Fe, also present
as an oxide, to which the intense yellow color of the pigment and the high light interference effect
are attributable. Only the Galaxy Blue WNT and Panthera Silver pigments show the presence of
zirconium oxide, which is a high-refractive material and which is in widespread use for the synthesis
of pearlescent pigments [23].

The SEM micrographs in Figure 2 show the as-deposited sample cross sections. All the sample
cross-sections highlight a good and homogeneous dispersion of the pigments inside the polymeric
matrix. The random orientation of the pigments, as shown in Figure 2, has a positive effect in harvesting
the coating pearlescent effect. The thickness of the samples can be also evaluated from the SEM
micrographs in Figure 2, and its value is between 75 and 150 μm. The high thickness dispersion of the
coating is typical of powder coatings obtained by spray deposition and does not affect the properties
under investigation.

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 2. Cont.
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Figure 2. Scanning electron microscope cross sections of the sample: (a) GB-SW; (b) GB-WNT; (c) LG;
(d) PS; and (e) TB. In (e), a description of the components of the sample is made.

3.2. Gloss and Roughness Evaluation after UV Exposure

The changes of the coating aesthetical properties were assessed after 1000 h UV exposure.
Regarding the roughness change, the mean roughness parameter, Ra, was chosen in order to give the
average information about the sample surface.

Table 3 shows the roughness variation for all the samples before and after UVA and UVB exposure.
All the samples underwent an increase in roughness of about 0.1–0.2 μm after 1000 h of irradiation
with UVB light, whereas a different behaviour after 1000 h UVA irradiation was verifiable. All the
samples showed a decreased superficial roughness after UVA irradiation, apart from the LG sample,
which showed a small increase. Considering the error bars, it is possible to state that the roughness
values after UVA exposure could be comparable to the values of the pristine samples, and thus no
significant changes could be seen after 1000 h of UVA exposure.
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Table 3. Sample roughness before and after 1000 h irradiation with UVA and UVB light.

Coating Name Ra As-Made (μm) Ra 1000 h UVA (μm) Ra 1000 h UVB (μm)

GB-SW 0.66 ± 0.08 0.65 ± 0.05 0.77 ± 0.33
GB-WNT 0.86 ± 0.24 0.79 ± 0.12 0.97 ± 0.10

LG 0.65 ± 0.04 0.69 ± 0.08 0.87 ± 0.08
PS 0.74 ± 0.14 0.69 ± 0.08 0.82 ± 0.12
TB 0.66 ± 0.11 0.59 ± 0.08 0.75 ± 0.11

The surface roughness influences the gloss of a surface: on a smooth mirror-like surface, parallel
beams of light are reflected in the same certain direction, whereas on an irregular surface, beams of
light are diffusely scattered, and the surface appears to be matt. Determining the gloss change is
then important to have further insights on the modification of the sample surface properties. After
1000 h of UVA irradiation, the maximum gloss change was about 5%, and it was almost similar for
all the samples. It did not follow a linear decreasing trend, but it remained stable over time. Gloss
and roughness are closely interrelated, thus the small changes in roughness are connected and in
accordance with the little changes in gloss of the samples. In contrast, with respect to what happened
to the samples after irradiation with UVA light, it was possible to see a clear decreasing trend of gloss
with the increase of the UVB light exposure time, as shown in Figure 3. All the samples showed the
same behaviour, which is probably connected to the degradation of the polymeric matrix.

Figure 3. Sample residual gloss after irradiation with UVB light.

Considering the GSB Quality Standard AL 631 [24], which classifies a coating as extremely durable
if it maintains at least 50% of the initial gloss after 1000 h UVB irradiation, it is possible to state that all
the samples also showed a very good behaviour after 1000 h UVB exposure and met the industrial
qualitative standards. The decrease of gloss is closely linked to the increase in roughness, as shown in
Table 3.

3.3. Color Evaluation after UV Exposure

Ultraviolet radiation exposure could influence the aesthetic properties of the coatings, changing
the colour or aspect of the coating surface. Figure 4a shows the as-prepared samples, and Figure 4b
reports their colorimetric coordinates (CIEL*a*b* [25]) in order to appreciate the colour differences
among the samples. The colorimetric coordinates values are the average of five measurements at
D65/10◦ in SCE mode; L* is the lightness (0 is black and 100 is white), a* is the red-green coordinate
(positive values are red, negative values are green), and b* is the yellow-blue coordinate (positive
values are yellow, negative values are blue, and 0 is neutral).
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Figure 4. (a) Photography of the as-prepared samples; (b) Samples’ colorimetric coordinates according
to CIEL*a*b*.

All the samples showed a high lightness. Regarding the a* value, it is possible to see that only
the PS and LG samples had positive values, whereas, considering the b* coordinate, all the samples
showed a negative value, apart from the LG sample, which had a high shift towards yellow.

The colour of the coating was evaluated at the same cycles respect to the gloss and roughness
measurements. The variation of ΔE, ΔL*, Δa*, Δb* are reported as a function of the exposure time. The
symbol ΔE represents the total colour change and it is calculated as follows:

ΔE = [(ΔL*)2 + (Δa*)2 + (Δb*)2]1/2, (1)

(ASTM E308(2018) [26]). First of all, it is necessary to point out that no significant changes of ΔE,
ΔL*, Δa*, Δb* after UVA exposure were recorded. The ΔE variation was lower than 0.40 after 1000 h
irradiation, and it did not increase with the exposure time. The variation of the a* coordinate was
negligible, whereas the variation of the b* coordinate followed a blue shift trend for all the samples and
in particular for the PS sample, which had a Δb* equal to 0.60. Thus, it is possible to state that after
irradiation with UVA light the ΔE variation was mainly due to the change of the b* coordinate and was
limited to low values (colour changes with ΔE < 1 are imperceptible to the human eye).

Figure 5 reports the variation of the sample colorimetric coordinates after irradiation with
UVB light.

The ΔE variation followed a sigmoidal trend for all the samples, with values after 1000 h irradiation
included between 1.4 and 1.9, much higher than the threshold value of ΔE = 1. Despite all the coatings
being made of the same polymetric matrix, it was possible to observe the GB-NWT and PS samples
having a ΔE change that was smaller with respect to the other three samples. These two pigments have
a similar chemical composition, as they both contain Zr. Zirconium oxide is used in a huge variety of
applications, such as in optical layers and pigments [27], because of its superior chemical and optical
properties. It has a high index of refraction, optimal, chemical, and thermal stability, in addition to
the fact that it has been demonstrated as increasing the photostability of the TiO2 layer [28,29]. The
presence of ZrO2 could increase the photostability of the pigments, thus limiting their degradation
and aesthetical property changes. The variation of ΔE is mainly due to a variation of brightness, L*,
which follows a sigmoidal trend as well. Making a comparison with the colour variation and the gloss
trend, shown in Figure 3, it is possible to observe that the degradation process started after 300 h of
UVB irradiation. The a* parameter was included between 0.1 and −0.35; the LG and GB-SW pigments
showed quite a negative variation. Regarding the b* parameter, it varied from 0.10 to −0.50; the only
sample which showed a positive increment of b* was the GB-SW sample, whereas the LG pigment
showed a major change of the b* coordinate.
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Figure 5. Colorimetric coordinates variation after UVB light exposure: (a) ΔE; (b) ΔL*; (c) Δa*; and
(d) Δb*.

3.4. FT-IR Analysis after UVA and UVB Exposures

In order to investigate the degradation and durability of powder coatings, FT-IR analyses were
performed. Powder coatings based on polyesters, and in particular based on IPA, are used to withstand
weathering, and they show an increased weathering resistance with respect to other coatings [30,31].
Different degradation mechanisms can affect the durability of superdurable resins [32], though the
photo-induced oxidation mechanism is the most powerful and is mainly caused by resin absorbing
UV radiation. The wavelengths between 290 and 370 nm cause important damages to the coatings
because they lead to a change in the chemical structure of the polymeric matrix. Figure 6 shows the
FT-IR spectra of the GB-SW sample before and after 1000 h of UVA exposure. It is possible, as a first
thing, to assign the main peaks of the spectra.

A strong characteristic band associated with the carbonyl C=O stretching could be identified at
1715 cm–1 [31]. The peak at 1652 cm–1 can be associated to the C=O stretching of the curing agent
typically used in this type of coatings [32]. The peak at 1608 cm–1 is related to the –CH– isophthalic
bond stretching of the aromatic ring present in the isophthalic acid. The peaks at 1300 cm–1 and
1220 cm–1 are typical of C–O stretching. The peak at 1473 cm–1 could be both the bending of the –CH2–
aliphatic group and the C=O bending; the peak at 1373 cm–1 corresponds to the CH3 bending. The peak
at 1072 cm–1 is related to the bending of aromatic C–H. No differences between the sample before and
after UVA exposure could be detected. The same behaviour was followed by all the other samples, thus
indicating that UVA radiation did not have an appreciable effect on the powder coating degradation.
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Figure 6. FT-IR spectra of the GB-SW sample before and after 1000 h of UVA exposure.

Instead, regarding the results obtained for the samples after UVB exposure, some differences
could be noticed. Figure 7 shows the FT-IR spectra before and after 1000 h of UVB exposure.

(a) (b) 

Figure 7. FT-IR spectra of the GB-SW sample before and after 1000 h of UVB exposure: (a) reference
spectra; (b) close-up of the (a) image.

Most of the peaks are shifted to lower wave numbers and have a lower transmittance, mainly due
to the increase in mobility of the bonds with the absorption of UVB radiation. The two typical peaks of
polyester at 1715 and 1652 cm–1 were different after 1000 h of exposure. The first peak underwent a shift
towards 1711 cm–1 and a considerable broadening, whereas the latter almost disappeared. After UVB
irradiation, a large band at 3354 cm–1 appeared, which could be associated with the –OH stretching
vibration of hydroxyl groups, which may originate in the terminal phase of the degradation mechanism,
already explained by Maetens [32]. The same behaviour was followed by all the five-sample series. It
is then interesting to evaluate the FT-IR spectra of the samples at short exposure times, as shown in
Figure 8.

The peak at 3354 cm–1 appeared after 300 h irradiation, while at the same time the peak at
1652 cm–1 disappeared. This change is the evidence of the initiation of the degradation process. All
the samples followed the same trend shown for the GB-SW sample. A photo-induced oxidation
mechanism generated by a photo-inductor can explain these results [32]. The samples exposed to UVB
light underwent a degradation process starting from 300 h of irradiation, which can be correlated to
the sample colour change shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 8. FT-IR spectra of the GB-SW sample before exposure, after 120 h, and after 300 h of
UVB irradiation.

3.5. Exposure to an Aggressive Environment: Acetic Salt Spray Exposure

In order to determine the protective properties of the coatings and assess the adhesion of the
coating with respect to the substrate, the samples were exposed to acetic salt spray fog for 1000 h in
the presence of an artificial defect. As it is possible to observe in Figure 9, all the samples showed the
presence of blisters of grade 4 (S5) [33], limited to the borders and the area close to the artificial defect.
In addition to that, all the samples showed no blistering until 650 h of exposure, underlining the good
protection properties of the coatings. In any case, it is important to point out that the evaluation of
the blistering grade should be done on as-made samples, without the presence of an artificial scratch:
considering the area far from the defect, no blisters could be observed.

 

Figure 9. Samples after 1000 h exposure in an acetic salt spray chamber in the presence of an
artificial scratch.

A delamination and corrosion assessment was carried out on the sample in presence of the artificial
scratch, according to the UNI EN ISO 4628-8 standard [20]: the values obtained for delamination
were included between 4.0 and 8.0 mm, the values obtained for corrosion were about 5 mm for all
the samples.

Only small differences among the different samples could be observed. The slightly different
thicknesses of the coatings does not represent an influencing factor since in this case the mechanism
that could lead to a loss of adhesion between the coating and the substrate was represented by anodic
undermining (typical of painted aluminium alloys), which is not influenced by the coating thickness,
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unlike what occurs in cathodic delamination [34]. The substrate pre-treatment could influence the
adhesion of the coating on the substrate [35], then leading to the formation of blisters, but it is difficult
to add this motivation to explain little differences between samples. On the contrary, these differences
could be explained by little fluctuations of temperature or humidity in the deposition processes, which
can have a negative influence on the adhesion with the substrate. It is necessary to underline that no
relevant studies regarding the effect of aluminium-based pearlescent pigments on the degradation of
powder coatings can be found in the literature, but it is reasonable to state that the different pigments
have no influence on the degradation of the samples.

In order to have further insights on the protection properties of the coatings, EIS measurements
were carried out before and after 400 h, 750 h, and 1000 h of exposure in an acetic salt spray chamber
on as-made samples. In Figure 10, the Bode diagram of the GB-SW sample is shown. It is possible to
observe that the impedance modulus |Z| at 10–2 Hz remained stable in time with a value of around
1011 Ω·cm2, typical of protective organic coatings. Thus, the coating can be considered highly protective
also after exposure to an aggressive environment.

Figure 10. Bode diagram of the GB-SW sample at different acetic salt spray exposure times.

All the samples show a similar behaviour, and the impedance modulus |Z| versus applied
frequency follows the same trend. Table 4 reports the values of |Z| at 10–2 Hz after 0, 400, 750, and
1000 h of acetic salt spray exposure for all the samples under investigation.

Table 4. Impedance modulus |Z| (Ω*cm2) at 10–2 Hz after 0, 400 h, 750 h, and 1000 h.

Coating Name 0 h 400 h 750 h 1000 h

GB-SW 1.56 × 1011 1.43 × 1011 1.06 × 1011 8.66 × 1010

GB-WNT 1.57 × 1011 1.06 × 1011 8.66 × 1010 8.40 × 1010

LG 1.66 × 1011 1.38 × 1011 9.25 × 1010 8.67 × 1010

PS 1.23 × 1011 8.67 × 1010 6.70 × 1010 6.23 × 1010

TB 1.59 × 1011 1.38 × 1011 9.58 × 1010 8.69 × 1010

All the samples, as shown in Table 4, maintain a very high value of the impedance modulus,
also after 1000 h of acetic salt spray exposure. Thus, it is possible to confirm that all the samples,
without the presence of surface defects, can guarantee optimal protection properties, regardless of the
used pigment.
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4. Conclusions

This work examined the effect of five different pearlescent pigment types on standard powder
coatings. The coatings’ aesthetical and protective property changes were analysed as a consequence
of accelerated ageing testing. The colour, gloss, and roughness were evaluated after UVA and UVB
exposure. Regarding the samples subjected to UVA radiation, the surface colour did not register
important changes, or, in any case, they were imperceptible to the human eye. Even the variation in
gloss and roughness that was recorded was not significant. The results obtained after UVB exposure
showed a different trend: the surface roughness showed a general increase, closely related to the
decrease of gloss and the variation of colour. The decreasing gloss variation can be considered
acceptable from a commercial point of view, while the colour change is very huge and could be
attributable to the degradation of the polymeric matrix. The FT-IR analysis showed that UVB radiation
caused a photoinduced degradation of the polymeric matrix, whereas the UVA radiation had no
influence on the degradation of the coating. The degradation mechanism, due to UVB radiation,
started after 300 h of exposure, and this is closely related to the abrupt change of colour and gloss. The
analyses carried out after exposure to an acetic spray fog showed the good protection properties of the
coating. EIS measurements showed that all the samples remained highly protective, also after 1000 h of
acetic salt spray chamber exposure. In addition to that, all the samples showed no remarkable presence
of blisters and detachment of the coating. On the other hand, a different behaviour in the presence of
an artificial defect could be observed: a quite severe delamination and corrosion could be noticed. In
conclusion, it is possible to state that these samples are very sensitive to UVB radiation but show good
resistance to UVA light and to aggressive environments without the presence of coating defects. No
pigment effect on the degradation of the samples could be revealed, though some differences in colour
changes could be seen among the different sample types, which can be attributed to changes in the
chemical composition.
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